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This user's manual contains the description of the input
of program BOVAC (Bridge OVerload Analysis-Concrete). The progr~
is designed to compute the elastic and inelastic behavior of simple
span. beam-slab bridges with reinforced concrete deck slab and pre-
stressed concrete I-beams. The program could.be used in the determin-
ation of the overload response of bridges or in the rating, of bridges
with the above characteristics. The program can predict the damage -
to the bridge superstructure t if anYt in the form of cracking and crush-
ing of concrete and yielding of steel.
The report contains sections describing the overload related
activities as an introduction' to the. use of BOVAC. Three example
problems are also included to illustrate the input of the program.
The computer printouts of these examples are also p~ovided.
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FOREWORD
Program BOVAC.(Bridge OVerload Analysis-Concrete) is the
result of an extremely sophisticated analytical investigationcthat has
been carried out: to predict the inelastic behavior..of beam-slab bridges.
This research program had resulted in a computer program, acronymed
BOVA (Bridge OVerload Analysis). 'However', the use' of program BOVA
required substantial skills and patience•. In order to make the program
accessible to individuals with limited technical skills, it was deemed
necessary to simplify BOVA, .at the expense.of loss of some of the
generality. This selective simplification has resulted in program BOVAC,
which is described in this manual.
Surveys conducted. by the researcher have indicated that
there still. exist some. ambiguities among the engineers in the definition
of the methods, and especially their limitations, t~at are available for
the rating of bridges and the activities related to overload permit
operations. The early chapters of this manual provide. a general over-
view of the' rating and overload activities. In the development of these
chapters it is assumed that the reader's familiarity. with the subject
matter is limited. The main emphasis of the manual is directed towards
the collection of the data to be used in program BOVAC. Three example
problems have been provided. The input data for program BOVAC for these
examples, and the output of the program for these examples, are included
in the manual.
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It is recognized that the manual does not contain GIl the
information, observations and experiences that have been accumulated on
the inelastic behavior, serviceability limits of highway bridges,
effects of overload and many other similar tributary fields. Consequently,
this document should be considered in its intended mission, which is,
introduction.to the use of ·program BOVAC. Based on the researcher's
experience with BOVAC"and other similar tools in the rating of highway
bridges and overload response ·of these bridges, a number of other chapters
could have been added to this manual. However, the technical depth of
these additional chapters would have corresponded to a sudden requirement
on the technical background of the readers. The transfer of information
of this nature could best be accomplished through interaction, where there
will be a dialogue between the researcher and the prospective users of
BOVAC. However, the manual as·, it stands can very well be studied, with-
out the need for outside assistance, by the prospective users.
The reader of the manual, and especially the prospective users
of BOVAC, are strongly recommended to study the examples provided in
detail. Even though the examples may seem rather 'routine, they are




Program BOVAC (Bridge OVerload Analysis-Concrete) is a major
sophisticated computer program to predict the elastic and inelastic
behavior of simple span multi-girder beam slab bridges. The program 1S
capable of analyzing solid prestressed concrete beams having cross sec-
tions of either standard AASHTO (American Association of State Highway and
Transportation Officials) or Standard Pennsylvania Department of Transpor-
tation (Refs. 25 and 27). The bridge deck must be monolithic reinforced
concrete slab. Full composite interaction between the bridge deck and the
beams is assumed. The computer program includes provisions for the non-
linearity of stress-strain relationships for concrete, reinforcing bars,
and prestressing strands. The program is also capable of predicting the
type of damage (cracking or crushing of concrete, yielding of reinforcement
bars and prestre'ssing strands), its location, and its approximate severity.
Program BOVAC considers only the static loading of the bridge
superstructure. Each set of analyses, or simulation of the bridge super-
structure, can consider only one load positioning. If, for example, the
effects of a given vehicular loading on a bridge superstructure is to be
determined for maximum flexure by positioning the vehicle at mid-span of
the bridge, and for maximum shear by positioning the vehicle near the sup-
port of the bridge, two different sets of analyses will be required.
Program BOVAC was developed fo~ use 1n two specific areas:
(a) rating of highway bridges, and especially,
(b) overload permit activities.
In these areas of activities the bridges may either be existing bridges or
may exist only in design drawings. The bridges may also contain some
imperfections or deterioration. Through the careful input of the design
dimensi~ns and parameters these characteristics could be simulated. The
vehicular loading mU$t be predefined by the user. The placement of the
vehicle on the bridge also needs to be defined by the user.
It is envisioned that program BOVAC should be used for rating or
overload permit operations where the loading of bridge superstructure poses
a challenge to the bridge engineer or the permit officer. This challenge
may be due to the unique geometry of the bridge where the engineer or the
permit officer can not easily extrapolate their past experien~~ w~th bridge~
to the case on hand. If the bridge superstructure exhibits certain deterior-
ation, then the rating or permit oper~tions may require more precise results
prior to rating or in the issuance of the overload permit. The major usage
of the program would correspond to the case where the vehicle under consider-
ation, because of uncommon axle loads and axle spacing, may not permit the
bridge engineer or the permit officer to relate the vehicle under considera-
tion to the vehicles that they might have previously encountered. In view
of the continually increased gross vehiclular weights, and rearrangement of
the axles, the vehicles that are being considered for rating and overload
permit operations have been gradually deviating from the "standard design
vehicle" (Ref. 1). Consequently the bridge designerts visualization of the
structural behavior of the bridge subjected to standard design vehicle
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versus the actual behavior of the bridge when subjected to arbitrary over-
load vehicle are loosing their commonalities.
The use of program BOVAC would permit the bridge engineer or the
permit officer to make realistic estimates, which will correspond to actual
behavior of the bridge, and prediction of damages that the superstructure
may experience, if any, when subjected to any given vehicular loading.
I.] Development of Program BOVAC
A research program titled "Overloading Behavior of Beam-Slab Type
Highway Bridges" sponsored by the National Science Foundation, Reinforced
Concrete Research Council, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
(Research Project 7 ]-12) and Federal Highway Administ~ration was initiated
in 1970 at Lehigh University (Ref. 4). This program has resulted in an
extremely sophisticated analysis scheme and the pe~tinent computer program
acronymed BOVA (Bridge OVerload Analysis) (Refs. 17 and 19). The demands
placed on the development of the computer program inevitably led to a
computer program where the input information for even simple bridge configur-
ations taxed the technical background and the patience of the users. A
decision was reached to simplify the input of program BOVA as much as
possible, so that even a user with no technical background would be able to
use the new version of program BOVA, i.e. BOVAC (Ref. 8). This led to the
initiation of research program "Implementation of Program BOVA." This users
manual, which is also one of the interim reports of the said project, sum-
marizes one of the activities carried out in the project. It should be
noted that all developmental research activities that have been carried out
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within the framework of Pennsylvania Department of Transportation Research
Project 71-12 are fully applicable towards the technical developments lead-
ing to program BOVAC. More specifically, the research reports issued on
inelastic analysis of beams (Refs. 11, 12 and 14), inelastic analysis of
reinforced concrete slabs, (Ref. 16), inelastic analysis of beam-slab high-
way bridges (Refs. 6, 18, 20, 2] and 22), shear punching of bridge decks
(Ref. 7), parametric -investigation on the overloading behavior of highway
bridges (Refs. 5 and 10)J and the final report (Ref. 9) summarizing the
observations on overloading of highway bridges form the basis of program
BOVAC. These reports could be used as complimentary material for the readers
who may wish to study the technical background of program BOVAC. However,
the report titled "User's Manual for Program BOVA" (Refs. 18 and 19) issued
for research proje~t 7]-12 can not be used in any form for this report or
program BOVAC.
1.2 Disclaimer
The attainment of perfection in computer programs is an elusive
goal. The use of program BOVAC for about 100 case studies and the comparisons
and benchmarks, where possible, have indicated that the program is debugged.
However, there may be problem areas that have not surfaced, and are thus
unnoticed by the developers, which may be uncovered by the users. It is
highly recommended that any unusual results be transmitted to the developer
of the program for necessary actions. Neither the developers nor the
sponsors assume any responsibility in regard to the use of the program.
A great deal of responsibility for sensible output from the
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program rests with the user. Preparation of the best possible input model
will result in the best possible solution. In the same vein, incorrect
input will result in a detailed solution by the program, however, this will
not correspond to the problem on hand. Regardless of all the warnings in
this manual and the program, the ultimate decision rests with the user
through the profuse employment of common sense and technical judgment.
1.3 Rating of Bridges and Permit Operations
The current AASHTO Standard Specifications for Highway Bridges
(Refs. I and 2), or for that matter, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania regula-
tions (Ref. 26), do not specifically suggest a method of analysis that can
be reliably employed in the rating of highway bridge superstructures. In
the AASHTO Specifications the overload related activities are indirectly
referred to through the increased allowable stresses and increased forces
acting on the components of the superstructure. However, the method of
analysis that can be employed for infrequent permit operations is not clearly
defined.
In the overload permit related activities four important concepts
need to be considered.
I. Under arbitrary loading conditions the bridge superstructure
may have deformations and stresses quite different as compared
to the designer's projections. Difference in actual and designer's
estimated deformations and stresses do not necessarily indicate a
distress in the superstructure.
2. The actual values of the stresses and deformations can be predicted
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only if the full superstructure is analyzed as a monolithic unit.
Due to. the very high degree of internal statical indeterminacy,
different bridge components will have a beneficial interaction
towards the structural integrity of the superstructures. This
interaction is not considered in full in the design phase.
3. Some bridge components may exhibit limited damage during the
passage of the permit vehicle. In most instances due to the
elastic rebound capability of the bridge components the bridge
will return to its original position after the passage of the
vehicle. The amount of permitted limited damage is a service-
ability limit that could be defined by a policy decision. This
approach could, and should, be considered for infrequent overload-
iogs only.
4. If the load is heavy enough the stresses at certain points in the
superstructures may be in excess of allowable limits. Even some
limited damage may accrue due to this load. Even though this load ~
may be in excess of the load level defined through "allowable
stress" approach, the load is usually far below the so-called
collapse load of the structure, which can be arrived at through
the "ultimate strength" approach. In overload permit request
cases the load level may be above the "working stress" load level
but below the "ultimate strength" load level. At this time the
only known method that relates the stresses and d'amage In the
superstructure to the vehicular load at the above defined load
range is the method which is employed in program BOVAC.
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1.3.1 Reverse Design Procedure for Infrequent Overloadings
Because of the absence of clearly defined procedures that
can be used in the rating of highway bridge superstructures and activ-
ities that deal with the overload permit operation, the engineering
profession has traditionally employed the reverse design procedure
to define the loads acting on individual beams (Refs. 9 and 23).
This approach makes use of distribution factors to define the
lateral distribution of live loads (Ref. 1). The completed research
have indicated that the use of the distribution factors in the defi-
nition of the forces carried by each beam is a questionable approach
if "most" of the lanes are not loaded (Refs. 3, 9, 21 and 22). Even
then, the accuracy of the distribution factors will not result 10
sufficiently reliable results. However, if the loading is substan-
tially different than the standard design vehicle, then the results
obtained by the distribution factor approach become even more
questionable. Furthermore, for certain rating and overload permit
operations the vehicular load may have to be placed near the support
to simulate the "worst Jr shear case. In this case the applicability of
the distribution factors becomes even more questionable in predicting
the forces carried by each beam.
It has been concluded that in the absence of any other tool,
the use of distribution factors may be justifiable. If some engineer-
ing analysis procedures are available, and if these procedures are
not too complicated and if these procedures can produce accurate
results, than the use of distribution factors for uncommon loading
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configurations can not be justified. The procedures referred to
herein will be presented in the following sections.
].3.2 Detailed Analysis and Equivalent Loadings
The shortcomings of the AASHTO type rating and overload
permit activities have been recognized by a limited number of trans-
portation agencies, and have led to the development of tentative guide-
lines and analysis schemes that could be employed within the jurisdic-
tion of these agencies. Both the state of California and the province
of Ontario, Canada have developed certain "equivalent vehicles"
(Ref. 28). These vehicles are used in the rating of bridges. Further-
more, through the pre-rating of the existing bridges for various types
of these vehicles, it is possible to have a good assessment of the
rated capacity of any given superstructure. This type of data bank
can easily be employed in the qu~ck issuance of the overload permits.
Since the vehicles that are employed in this approach are limited, it
is essential that any given vehicle be "translated" to one of the
equivalent vehicles.
The Ontario Code is one of the most recent ~nd completely
revised bridge codes (Ref. 28 and 29). For certain types of bridges
the Code recommends the use of fairly sophisticated analysis and simu-
lation schemes to predict the structural behavior of the bridge
superstructure. Because of the complexity of the recommended methods,
the use of large computer programs becomes an inevitable need. The
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sophistication of these computer programs far exeeds the current
AASHTO Specifications that essentially employ the distribution factor
approach.
1.3.3 Limited Damage Due to Infrequent Overloads
If a detailed analysis scheme could be developed, as in the
case of program BOVAC, then for infrequent passages of overload vehicles
it may be possible to permit limited damage to the bridge superstruc-
ture. This damage could be permitted by the bridge engineer or permit
officer who has a better appreciation for the criticality of the bridge
in the transportation network. The important factor that needs to be
. considered is the full "recoverability" of the damage, and the premise
that no damage will occur to anyone of the components of the super-
structure that will be instrumental in the "recovery" of this local
and limited .damage.
The parametric investigations on the overload response of
simple span multi-girder bridge superstructures with reinforced
concrete· deck slab and prestressed concrete I-beams have indicated
that the deck slab is usually the first bridge component that will
exhibit some damage when the bridge is subjected to overload vehicles
of increasing gross vehicular weight (Refs. 5 and 10). The damage
is in the form of the cracking of the concrete cover of the rein-
forcing bars of the deck slab. These cracks close when the beams
return to their original position after the passage of the load.
Prior to the initiation of any damage to the bridge beams, the deck
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slab undergoes cracks of non-negligible depth. For spans of 40 ft.
or less ~he initiation of the damage may initiate due to the excessive
interface shear between the beams and the deck slab. For increased
load levels the extensive cracking of the deck slab is also observed.
Thus, for short span bridges the damage between the interface of beams
and slab is as likely as the crackip.g of the deck slab. For medium to
long span bridges the damage occurs in the form of the cracking of the
deck slab.
. The major decision to be reached by the bridge engineer or
the permit officer will be to determine the amount of damage that can
be permitted for a given bridge, and to find the gross vehicular weight
. that can be allowed to traverse, which corresponds to the permissible
amount of damage. This concept should be used only for infrequent
loading of bridges.
1.2 Overload Directories
To have a better understanding of the initiation of damage to
the bridge superstructure due to certain classes of overload vehicles, a
parametric study was undertaken. The results of this study are reported in
a tabular form referred to as overload directories (Ref. 5). For simple
span beam slab bridges with reinforced concrete deck and prestressed con-
crete I-beams the developed overload directories can realistically predict
the damage that the bridge may sustain, if any, due to traverse of over-
load vehicles. Conversely, if a certain amount of recoverable damage is
to be allowed, the gross vehicular weight which can induce this damage can
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be estimated. The overload directories have been developed for bridges of
certain geometries and of predefined vehicular configurations. The bridges
and vehicles that are similar to these, but not the same, can also be con-
sidered via interpolations between the case studies included in the over-
load directories. The overload directories have been developed through
the application of program BOVA (Ref. 17). Because of limitations imposed
in the development of the overload directories, such as predefined bridge
geometries and vehicular configurations, the problems that the bridge
engineers or permit officers will have to resolve could not always be accom-
modated through the use of the directories. In cases as such the next
practical alternative would be the use of program BOVAC.
1.3 Program BOVAC for Rating and Permit Operations
The purpose of this report is to acquaint the users with the
input and output options of program BOVAC. Program BOVAC could be used for
problems that are more complex than those that are included in the'over-
load directories. To master. the use of program BOVAC is more demanding than
that of the use of the overload directories.
In the process of conversion of program BOVA to program BOVAC
major simplifications were undertaken. These simplifications inherently
introduced certain limitations on the applicability of program BOVAC.
For example, if the problem to be resolved employs beam cross sections
noticeably different than standard Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
or AASHTO sections, than the program will not be of assistance to the user.
Also, for example, if a given bridge employs different beam cross sections,
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again, the program can not differentiate the difference. In the develop-
ment of program BOVAC a practical compromise has been reached: to make
the program applicable to the majority of bridges encountered in Penn-
sylvania and also to make the input and output information as simple as
possible.
1.4 Program BOVA for Rating and Permit Operations
There always exists the possibility that the bridge that must be
rated or the permit application that must be considered may correspond to
a case where, because of the nonstandard dimensioning and detailing of the
bridge superstructure, it might not be handled by overload directories or
program BOVAC. In situations as such the user may wish to consider the
possi~ility of us~iI'l.)l program. BOVA (Ref. 17). The output of program BOVA
is extremely similar to that of BOVAC. The user who is familiar with
BOVAC should be able to interpret the BOVA output •. However, the prepara-
tion of input information for BOVA requires noticeable time. Under the
circumstances, it is recommended that the reader not rush to master program
BOVA's input information. If there is a possibility that the reader may
have to use program BOVA, planned activities in developing sufficient
knowledge in the use of BOVA is strongly recommended. It has been the
observation of the author that the predominant majority of all rating or
permit activities for bridges with the types of beams that have been
described in Section 1.3 could be analyzed through the use of program
BOVAC.
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2 • ANALYTICAL MODELING OF HIGHWAY BRIDGES
Program BOVAC employs the finite element displacement method and
incremental tangent stiffness formulation. Description of these concepts
and the detailed description of different phases of the overall formulation
are beyond the scope of this user's manual. The reader can easily use the
program without mastering the theoretical developments. If the user wishes
to study the analytical formulation, the following self-study program, from
fundamental to advanced levels, could be undertaken:
(a) Formulation of the elastic and inelastic behavior of
reinforced and prestressed concrete beams (Refs. 11 and 12)
(b) Formulation of the elastic and inelastic behavior of reinforced
concrete slabs (Ref. 16)
(c) Formulation of elastic. and· inelastic behavior of simple
span beam-slab bridges with. reinforced concrete deck and
t
prestressed concrete I-beams (Refs. 18, 20; supplementary
refs. 21 and 22).
The purpose of this chapter is to acquaint the reader with the
fundamental concepts and terminology employed.
As the title of the chapter indicates, the main issue in program
BOVAC, and all the developments leading to the computer program, is the
simulation of the bridge superstructure via mathematical model. In struc-
tural engineering this simulation is commonly referred to as analytical or
-13-
mathematical modeling. Because of the complexity of this type af formula-
tion, the use'of computer based solution is essential, as has been the case
in program BOVAC. To have a better perspective of the relation of the
analytical modeling to the actual structure some analogies would assist
the reader. Undoubtedly the best way to determine the overload response
of a given highway bridge super~tructure.wouldbe the field testing of the
highway bridge in question for the envisioned overload vehicle. Similarly,
good results will also be obtained if a scale model of the bridge can be
tested in a laboratory environment. Neither of these alternatives are
practical. They require a disproportionate amount of time and great
expenditures. Furthermore, if a different bridge and/or loading" is to be
considered, than it is essential that the new bridge be tested. The direct
transportability of observations from one case to another is impractical.
The only advantage of this approach would be the development of a data base,
whereby after testing hundreds of bridges, the cataloged information could
be employed, with or without minor adjustments, for other similar case
studies that need to be resolved.
A more practical, but equally reliable approach, would be the
development of a computer program. If this program can simulate the struc-
tural behavior of the bridge, then the results obtained from. the computer
analysis would essentially be the same as the field or laboratory testing.
This is the basic philosophy that has led to the development of program
BOVAC.
There are a few issues regarding the computerized approach that
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the user must be aware of:
1. The accuracy of computer results must be verified. Regardless
of the "exactness" of the formulation that might be employed,
there always exists the possibility that some systematic error
in the program might have gone unnoticed. The accuracy of pro-
gram BOVAC has been tested by using all of the field· and labora-
tory test results that. have been conducted and reported in the
literature. All comparisons have indicated that program BOVAC
yields. results that are fully acceptable.
2. If the user misinterprets the information contained. in.the manual,
then systematic errors could be introduced having magnitude' as
great as the errors referred to in the previous. paragraph.
3. Accidental errors that can be committed by the user, either in
input of the-computer program or the interpretation of the out-
put, are comparable to any other .engineering computation.
4. Common sense and engineering judgment must be employed by-the
user. Even though a number of controls have been incorporated
in the program, no controls and checks can be developed to check
the accuracy of a consistently careless user.
5. The user should never consider the computer printout as
indisputable fact. The results provided by the computer must
always be critically examined by the user. If the results
do not make sense, this should not be attributed to the complexity
of the problem or to a new engineering finding. .It usually
corresponds to an error committed by the user.
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6. If the user, after a number of checks, is convinced th~t no
error on his part has been committe~, and if the results still
can not be fully justified by the user, then the prudent approach
would be to contact the program developer. Even though the pro-
gram has been debugged and has been tested to the fullest extent
employing. the available ·result~, there is stil1.a possibility
that some error might have gone unnoticed. An interaction between
the user and the program. developer will provide an occasion to
test the validity of the data and a possible check of the program.
2.1 Bridge Superstructures
Program BOVAC is capable of analyzing bridges having the following
characteristics:
1. Bridge must be of. simple span construction.
2. There must be a full composite interaction between the beams
and the deck slab.
3. Bridge deck. must be reinforced concrete slab.
4. Bridge beams must have the dimensions corresponding either to
FHWA or Penns,y1:va,nia De-partment of Transportation standard
prestressed beam cross sections (Refs. 25 and 27).
5. All beams in a given bridge must have the ,same cross sectional
properties.
6. Beam spacing(s) must be constant for a given bridge.
7. It is assumed that the midspan diaphragms do not contribute
to the structural stiffness of the superstructure.
-16-
8. It is assumed. that the bridge beams are bending in a p~ane
perpendicular to the deck .sla~, i.e. major axis bending.
9. The stresses in the slab are due' to the biaxial bending of the
slab and the axial forces that may develop in the deck slab in
longitudinal and transversal direction.
10. Shear punching of the deck slab will not take place.
11. The other assumptions of a more technical nature have been
listed in References 17, 18 and 20 •.
2.1.1 Skew
The analytical developments and program BOVAC are formulated
for bridges with 90° skew, i.e. right bridge. The numerical comparisons
have indicated that bridges having skew angle of down to 60° can also
. ..
be simulated by using program BOVAC. The loss of accuracy for
bridges with this skew is barely noticeable (Ref. 4). Howeve~t if the
superstructure has a skew less than 60° the extent of the loss, of
accuracy has not been determined. It is intuitively postulated that if
the skew angle is 45° or less than the accuracy of the solution should
be adversely effected. In transferring the skew bridge to equivalent
right bridge, the bridge width should be kept the same. The span
length of the equivalent right bridge should be taken as center-to-
center distance between the supports of the skew bridge.
2.1.2 Beams
Prestressed concrete I-beams that could be analyzed by
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program BOVAC are listed in Table 1. These beam cross sections are
the stan~ard AASHTO and Pennsylvania Department of Transportation
beams. Dimensions of these beams' are given in Table 2, and the key
to the nomenclature used in Table 2 is shown in Figures 1 and 2.
If the case studies encountered by the user employ a slightly different
beam cross section, then the beam cross section that is available in
the program that can closely. simulate. the cross section, in question
can be used in the analysis. It should be noted that the depth of
the beam is a more critical item than .the.width of· the flanges and
the web. As the difference between the dimensions of the actual beam
and the cross section available in the program increases, so does the
error in the results provided by the program.
The computer program permits the input of one prestressing
strand group. per beam. This seems to be in contradiction with the
prestressed concrete design and construction practice. The user should
note that this strand group contains all the strands employed'in the
beam, and the group is located at the center of gravity of. all strand
groups placed in the beam. This is a simplification that is employed
to assist the user. Past experience with program BOVAC, have indicated
that this simplification does not affect the results in any appreciable
degree (Refs. 11, 12, 18 and 20) '.
2.1.3 Prestress Losses
The prestress losses in the beams are computed using the
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standard.design provisions of Pennsylvania Department of Transporta-
tion (Refs. 24 and 25). The formulae in the prediction of these losses
are quite simple and unsophisticated. However, studies carried aut
have indicated that other formulae developed by other researchers are
more rigorou~, should be able to predict the prestress losses more
accurately, but at the same time require more precise information on
the history and condition of the bridge. It is assumed. that the
bridge engineer or permit officer would not have the time. to uncover
additional information for. the use of these formulae. 'Thus, a more
simplistic approach has been taken. It is also noted·that there
exists. a disagreement 'amongst the various researchers who have spent
considerable time and effort for the development· of the loss formulae
as to which formula can predict the losses more accurately than the
others. Under these circumstances, a particular prestress loss
formula is chosen as the one that has· been agreed upon. In the
future, if either one of the prestress· loss formula will be ag~eed
upon, or a new formula will be developed, than this formula can easily
be incorporated.into the program.
2.1.4 Deck Slab
Program BOVAC assumes monolithic reinforced concrete slab
placed at the top of the beams. The user only needs ·to define the
slab thickness. The top and bottom longitudinal and transversal
reinforcements are automatically computed according to the table
provided in Reference 24. This table is reproduced as Table 3 in
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where
the users manual. The amount of reinforcement is related to the
clear transverse distance between the beams. The formula that defines
the distance between the beams for the selection of reinforcement is
defined as follows:
B = S - Bf + lO!~
B is the quasi-clear span between the beams (in.)
s is the center-to-center spacing of the beams. (in.) and
Bf is. the top flange width of the beams (in.).
Since the user defines the type of beams f Bf is also automatically
computed. The user also. defines the width of the bridge, width of
the overhang, and total number. of beams. This information determines
the center-~o-center spacing.of the beams.
2.2 Loading
The program accepts three types of loads on the. bridge super-
structure:
(a) dead loads on beams due to the weight of the superstructure~
(b) prestressing forces on individual beams, and
(c) live loads applied on the bridge deck.
Dead loads are automatically compute~, and are not visible to the user.
No additional input or computations are needed. Prestressing forces are
defined by the user. The program accepts only the straight strands. Studies
have indicated that even if the strands are laid in parabolic, trapezoidal,
or three point pattern~, the straight strand approach still provides a
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reliable approximation. The. results obtained for the straight strand
approach will slightly underestimate the strength of the bridg~, and con-
versely, will slightly overestimate the damage occurred due to the.vehicle.
However, if the bridge is loaded in such a manner that the superstructure
will be subjected to maximum· flexur~, then the error involved in .this
approximation will barely be noticeable ·by:_ the user.
Live loads. applied to the bridge are defined as area loads
(rectangular in shape). The loads are assumed to be acting vertically on
the bridge deck. The loads are defined by distance of the centroid of the
area with respect to the coordinate system (See Section 2.3.1). Length
and width of this .area load need also be defined. Furthermore the user
must define inte~sity of the load. The load intensity is defined as force
per unit area, e~g. ksi, psi. For example, a ty~ic~l l~ wheeler truck with
front axle (2 wheels), drive axle (2 axles, 4 wheels per axle), and rear
axle group (2 ~les, 4 wheels per. axle) could be d.efined by 6 area loads.
Two of these will come from the front axle, and 2 each from the drive and
rear axle groups. Due to the close proximity of the ta~dem wheels on the
drive and rear axle group each axle,group could be simulated by two area
loads per axle group each, one for the right and one for the left side
tandem group each. For exampl~, if the "vehicle" under consideration is
a four axle eight wheel per axle dolly, then because of the close proximity
of the wheels, which is usually the current practice, the whole dolly can
be simulated by one area load. This area load is a rectangle which envelopes
all wheels.
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The user should be cognizant of a limitation of .BOVAC as far as
the applicatiQn of the loads is concerned. .All the developments have been
carried out for static or psuedo-static loadings. This implies that the
traverse of the vehicle over. the bridge should be carried out at low speeds
in order not to cause dynamic effects. If the springs and the suspension
system of the vehicle are unsatisfactory and/or if there are large "pot-
holes" or s~ilar obstructions. on the bridge deck surface· and/or if the
approach road to the bridge contains many bumps or potholes and if the
.
vehicle is approaching the bridge and traversing it at a high. speed than
the.stresses induced in the.bridge components .will be amplified. This
dynamic'amplificatio~,also. referred to as impact factor in AASHTO Specifi-
cations, has not been determined for overload vehicles. Thus the amplifi-
cation of the static stresses to obtain the dynamic stresses could not be
accompiished. Under the circumstances, it is recommended that the user
inspect the approach roads to the bridge and bridge surface. If any holes,
bumps or undulations are noted,. then the vehicular, speed should be reduced
to crawl speed. Within the context of this report, the crawl speed is
defined as 2-3 mph vehicular speed. If the road and bridge surface is
smooth enough, and if the spring and suspension system of the vehicle is
fully functional, efforts to reduce the vehicular speed would still be
preferable. This has been primarily due to traffic safety reasons. The




The analytical modeling of the bridges, as employed in this
reported research, is an extremely detailed activity. The considerations
that go into the mathematical modeling of the superstructure. are drawn
from bridge engineering, engineering mechanics, theory of finite elements
and many other ancillary fields. Rather than confuse the reader with a
number of theoretical detail~, it is preferred to describe only the high-
lights .in.the following three subsections. If the reader wishes to study
..
the technical details of .the. mathematical modeling,. the· f-irst source of
information would be a detailed study of Reference 18.
2'.3.1. Coordinate System
The best way ·to visualize.. the coordi'nate'e. system would be
the consideration of a rectangle (Fig" 3). Left and right vertical
sides of the rectangle are the supports, and top and bottom lines are
the free edges, of the bridge deck, i.e. overhang. The. center of the·
coordinate system lies a~ the lower left corner of the rectangle.
X-axis emanates from the origin toward the right side of the bridge.
This axis coincides with the lower edge of the bridge. Y-axis extends
from the origin in the direction towards the top of the rectangle.
This axis coincides with the left support line. Z-a~is. originates
at the origin~ i.e. left bottom corner of the rectangle, and extends
towards the top of the bridge (not in the direction of the beams).
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2".3.2 Finite Element. Discret'ization
Bridge superstructure is composed of deck slab and beams.
In the finite element, discretization the deck slab is divided into a
series of plate bending elements. These elements are either rectangular
or square. The elements are interconnected to each other at the
corners of the rectangles. These corners are called nodal points.
Each nodal point needs to be numbered. Program BOVAC automatically
assigns nodal point numbers as indicated in Fig.· 3. If there are
more plate elements" of smaller d±mensions. in the direction of the span
le~gt~, then the number of nodal points will increase, but the program
will still automatically assign the nodal point numbers. In Fig. 13
the bridge deck slab is divided into ·4 strips in the longitudinal
directio~, thus the numbers at the ,lower line -are ··from 1 to 5. How-
ever, if the deck would have been divided into 10 strips, the numbers
on the first line would have been 1 through 11, on the second line 12 .
through 22" etc.
Each plate bendi~g element also needs to be numbered. The
automatic plate bending numbering. scheme is depicted in Fig. 4.
The numbering pattern is similar to that of th_e ~odal point numbering.
The other major component of the bridge superstructure is
the beams. Beams, just like- the deck slab, also require discretiza-
tion into a series of beam finite elements. The length of the beam
elements coincides with those of the plate bending elements. The
plate bending element and beam elements are interconnected at nodal
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points common to these elements. Beam numbering sequence is shown in
Fig. 5. The pattern of numbering is similar to, that of nodal points
and plate bending elements.
2.3.3 Automatic Finite'Element Discretization
Program BOVAC has '2 number of features to assist the user.
One of them is the automatic. finite element discretization of the deck
slab and the be~m. The program.always puts one string of elements
between the edge beam and the edge of the deck slab. If there is no
overhang~. then this string of plate bending elements will not be
considered. Between each beam two strings of plate bending elements
will be placed. These features could be noted in Figs. 3 and. 4. This
type of placement of the elements is in the transverse direction of
the bridge.
In the lateral direction the division of the bridge deck
into strings of elements also needs to be carried out in order to
develop the rectangular grid. The user has four options for this
mission:
1. Fully Automatic Discretization - Full Bridge
The deck slab, and ,inevitably the beams' as well,
will be divided into 8 strings of rectangles as shown in Fig.
6. Once the span, length-L is -defined the dimensions of these
elements are automatically defined as well. It should be noted
that near the center of -the bridge elements are smaller than
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2. Semi-Automatic Discretization.- Full Bridge:
The user. can discretize the bridge as appropriate
for the given loading condition. If the loading condition is
not suitable. for the use of the fully automatic discretization,
then this type of approach should be used. In this approach the
user defines the length of each element in the longitudinal
direct~on. The program will then accomplish the. required number-
ing. The user should note that the summation of the length of
the members should be equal to the center-to~center span length
of th~ bridge.
3. Fully Automatic.Discretization - Half Bridge:
If the bridge superstructure is symmetric with respect
to the midspan, and also if the load in longitudinal direction is
symmetric and the load is to be placed symmetrically with respect
to the midspan of the bridge, then the structural response of
the superstructure will be symmetric with respect to the midspan
of the bridge. In other words, the midspan of the bridge will be
an axis of symmetry for the right and left halves of the bridge.
In a situation like this the analysis of the full bridge will not
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reveal any additional information that could have been obtained
through the analys~s .of one half 9£ the bridge. .The user can
then define the option that only ~he half of the bridge will be
analyze~, and that furthermor.e, the automatic discretization of
half of the bridge will be. requested. These options will result
in discretization. of the" left half 9£ the bridge as shown in
Fig. 7. It should be noted .that this discretization.is similar
to automatic discret'ization of the full bridge, .howeve~, only the
..
left. half of the bridge is considered. The right mos.t extremity
of Fig. 7 corresponds to the midspan.of the bridge.
4. Semi-Automatic Discretization - Half Bridge:
In the semi-automatic discretization of half bridge
superstructures the.-user considers only the l~ft half of the
bridge, as, in Option~3. The dimensions'of the elements are
defined by the user in a form similar to that of Option-2.
Additional comments on the advantages and disadvantages of.
different types of discretization are discussed in Chapter 3.,- Even
though the. discretization options seem very simple, the. use of unrealis-
tic discretization may introduce inaccuracies. Therefore, the sug-
gestions of the problem areas· that the user must be aware of.are an
important issue. In order not to confuse the user with the details
of bridge discretizatio~, this aspect of the problem is deferred to
Chapter 3 of the users manual. The aim of this chapter is· only to
provide coverage to enable the user to use the program. After mastery
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of this aspec~, the user should refine his skills through the careful
study of the later chapters.
2.3.4 Layering
In any given bridge superstructure and 'loading configuration,
if the load level is below a certain limi~, then the bridge super-
structure will be in linear elastic state of stress'. Howeve~, if the
load level is .above a certain.limi~, then because of nonlinearity of
stress-strain curves of. ,steel: and especially concrete, parts of the
structure will exhibit material nonlinearit-ies. At this load level
the structure. may, and in most. cases will, not exhibit any damage.
Howeve~, if. the load intensity is increased further some form' of
damage initiation takes plac~, usually in the fo~."of cracking of the
concrete in the outermost.extremities of the deck slab. If the load
level is i~creased even further, the cracks will get deeper, new
cracks at other locations may.form, and on very rare. occasions, even a
limited amount of crushing of concrete at the extremities of the
bridge may take place. The above sequence of damage initiation and
propagation' has been observed in the field testing. of reinforced or
prestressed concrete beam slab bridges (Refs. 6, '18 and 20). There
exists a clear relationship between the bridge superstructure, the
type of damag~, its locatio~, and its magnitude and the placement of
the vehicle and intensity of' the load level. Program BOVAC is designed
to predict the damage characteristic~, if any, for a given bridge and
vehicle. Depending upon the amount of damage that the bridge may
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sustai~, 1£ any, the bridge engineer or .the permitoffi~er can decide
on the issuance. of .:the' ,ov~rload permit fo:r the passage of a given
vehicle over the given.bridge.
The critical issue' in the damage initiation. and propagation
is the. monitoring of the damage~ , As can be recal1e~, neither the
working stress nor the ultimate ,strength approaches. can predict this
limited damage., In working stress approach it is tacitly, assumed that
no damage occurs, whereas in .ultimate strength approach it is assumed
,that· the formation of a mechanism is in the offing. In 4 actuality, if
the vehicle is heavy enough' "limited recoverable damage rt may take
place. It is the unique' feature of program BOVAC that this damage
can be pred~cted to enable the engineer or the officer to decide on
the issuance .0£ the overload permit.
The initiation and propagation of the nonlinear material
behavior and different forms of damage usually start at the extremities
of the bridge surface, i. e. top and bottom surface of the: deck slab ~ 4
and the bottom surface, of the. beams and, as an exception to the rule,
interface shear stresses between the beams and, the deck .slab near the
supports as, well. This'damage gradually penetrates through the
, depth of the members for increasing load intensities. In order to
simulate the penetration. of the damage through the members, program
BOVAC employs' the "layering" technique (Fig. 8). Both the beams and
the slab are divided into finite number of layers.. Each layer is
assumed to be in plane state of stress. In the case of beams it is
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assumed.,that each laye~ is subjected to axial tension or compression.
In the ca~e of deck slab layers are assumed to be in biaxial plane
stress condition. The biax~al stresses in the slab are induced due
to the presence of bending moments both in transverse and in longitu-
dina! directions. Furthermor~, .the ax~al stresses that are present in
the .beams and the slab are also accounted for,,'by the assumed stress
fields. It should be noted that due"·to the assumption made regarding
the 'types of stresses in.the beam~, the weak axis bending. as well as
.
torsional.bending of the, beams' are not considered. The. research have
indicated that for the typ~s of bridges and beams in question these
moments do not noticeably ..change the stresses in the beams (Ref. 12
and 13). The prestressing str.ands and .reinforcement.: are transferred
to an equivalent layer·of steel by the program. The depth of these
layers coincides with, the depth of the centroid of the given reinforce-
ment or strand. The layering of the steel and the concrete is auto-
matical1y performed by the computer program, and thus is not visible
to the user. The layering becomes important to the user only in the
case of the "detailed output" option of program. BOVAC (Fig. 9). This
option prints the stresses at each layer of each element (plate bending
\
element of deck sla~, or beam element for beams)· for each load
increment.
One aspect of the layering should be recognized by the
user, and that is the accuracy in the monitoring of the possible damage
to the superstructure. This accuracy is controlled by the number of
layers that are employed for deck slab and beams. The concrete of
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the deck slab is divided into 6 laye~s. Two layers of concrete are
placed at the top of .the' top reinfo~cing bars, and two laye~s of
concrete are placed at"the bottom of the bottom reinforcing bars.
This ~plies that ,the concrete cover is layered ,into two laye~s eac~,
for top and bottom of the ,slab. ' .The concrete between the top reinforce-
ment and bottom reinfo~cement'is divided into two layers. The.numbering
of ,the layers is indicated in Fig. 9.
, Beam "concrete is divided,.into 10 layers as shown in Fig. 9.
BQth for the deck slab and for the beams the reinforcement and pre-
stressing strands are also incorporated into. the layering.as additional
layers. The details of this are described in the chapter of. the report
on the long. output option.
The stress variation through the deck of,"- any member changes
as a continuous curve; at one extremity of the curve is the maximum
compressive stress and at the other extremity. the maximum.tension
stress, and somewhere in. between the zero stress, which corresponds 4
to the neutral axis,. In layered approach this continuous, variation
of the stresses is simulat.ed by discrete bars of constant. stress.
These bars will have negative and positive values to indicate the
tension and compression. The simulation of the continuous stress
variation by step-wise variation leads to some inaccuracies. These
inaccuracies are reflected at each solution ,step. The magnitude .0£
error does not change for overload vehicles that might or might not
cause any damage, or the vehicles that can cause extensive damage.
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The extent of the error can be best described by the following example:
Assume a deck slab that has a 7~ inch thickness, with 2 inch concrete
cover above the top reinforcing bars, and 1 inch concrete cover below
the bottom reinforcing bars. This indicates that the top layer
(Layer No.1) and the layer below (Layer No.2) are 1 inch thick each.
Furthermore, concrete layers between the top and bottom reinforcing
bars (Layers No. 3 and 4) are 2~ inches thick each. The concrete
layers below the bottom reinforcing bars (Layer Nos. 5 and 6) are ~
,
inch thick each. If in the process of bending of the d~ck slab a 0.6
inch crack forms at the bottom of the slab, then the program can not
predict the exact depth of the crack. However, if the crack depth
is closer to the thickness of one layer, it will indicate that one
layer has cracked. If the depth of the crack is closer to the thick-
ness of two layers, it will indicate it as two layers have cracked.
In this example, the crack depth of 0.6 inches is closer to the
thickness of one layer, i.e. 0.5 inches, than that of two layers, i.e.
1.00 inch. Thus, the program will indicate that one layer of concrete
has cracked. However., if the depth of the assumed crack should have
been 0.8 inches, then the program would have indicated that two layers
of concrete had cracked. The accuracy in the prediction of the depth
of the crack is within half the thickness of the layer. In the case
of the cracking of concrete in the bottom of the slab, for the given
example, it is 0.25 inches. In the case of the cracking at the top
of the slab it is 0.5 inches.
Another area that is of relevance to the user of progrwm
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BOVAC is the crack width in concrete. There exists a number of detailed
studies to relate the crack width to the serviceability limits_of the
members, and also a number of studies on the "prediction of the crack
width" (Ref. 15). Most of the later studies have been conducted in
a laboratory environment ,employing controlled conditions and most
importantly, quality controlled specimens. If the findings of one
researcher are applied to the test results of another, and even worse,
if the laboratory results are applied to field tests, a large disagree-
..
ment was observed. In view of the practical problems that will be
encountered by the bridge engineer or the permit officer, the intro-
duction of ,the crack width concept as far as its relation to service-
ability limits would have yielded,results that. could have been refuted
by the parties employing the findings of .other studies. To prevent
future complications, the crack width has not been considered as a
governing parameter in the determination of the overload limits. If
in the future less.contestable results in the estimation of the crack
width are developed, then these checks could be incorporated into
program BOVAC.
2.4 Material Properties
It has been stated that program BOVAC incorporated the linear and
nonlinear portions of stress-strain curves for the constitutient materials,
i.e. steel and concrete. The full definition of these curves is accomplished
simply through the definition of the compressive cylinder strength of
concrete and the grade of prestressing strands (250 ksi or 270 ksi). The
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yield strength of reinforcing bars is taken as 40 ksi. The previous
research have ~eveloped the ~ecessary relations to establish fully accurate
stress-strain curves for these materials through the definition of the above
said strength properties. The user need not be concerned about defining
these curves in any form.
2.5 Analysis Scheme
The analysis·of bridge superstructures using finite element
method, especially if the superstructure exhibits material nonlinearities,
is beyond the scope of this manual. If interested, the reader can refer
to any advanced textbook on finite element method or specific reports (Refs.
18, 20, 21 and 22). However, the basic mechanism of the analysis procedure
could easily be summarized within this report. This summary could then
provide a better understanding of program BOVAC.
If every single point of the bridge superstructure was to remain
in linear elastic regime under the application of the dead-load of the
bridge and the full live load, then the routine analysis could have been
applied. An analysis as such would have computed the vertical and hori-
zontal displacements, and two orthogonal slopes (slopes in the longitudinal
direction of the bridge, and those in the transverse direction) of the
nodal points. Internal mechanism of the program would then have computed
the stresses in plate bending elements and the beam elements, and would
have printed these values. However, it is recognized that even under the
prestressing forces the stress-strain relationship of concrete is slightly
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nonlinear. The application of dead loads and live loads will increase
the nonlinearity of 'the concrete even further, and will initiate the non-
linear behavior of reinforcing steel and possibly prestressing strands.
In simplified terms, this phenomenon can be best described as the Modulus
of Elast'icity, i.e. Young's Modulus, of concrete and steel and is dependent
on the applied stresses. In order to find the stresses it is necessary to
find the deflections and rotations of the nodal points. This vicious circle
can be broken through the incremental application of the dead weight, if
need be, and of vehicular loads.
The deadweight of the structure is applied to the superstructure,
and initial guesses for moduli of elasticity are made. The deflections
and rotations of,the nodal points are computed. From these values the
stresses in the deck slab and the beams are dete~i~ed•... ,- By using these
values the program automatically enters the stress-strain curves of con-
crete, reinforc~ng steel and prestressing strands. New moduli of .elasticity
for each material at different locations are computed. If these moduli are
noticeably different from those which were initially assumed, the structure
is reanalyzed by using the new moduli. Again the comparisons are performed.
If the difference between the assumed and computed moduli for a given
set of analysis is close enough, it is assumed that the acceptable solution
is obtained and the necessary information is printed (only in the case
of long printout).
After the completion of the dead load analysis of the structure,
the program automatically switches to the live load analysis phase. A
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part of the live load is applied to the structure; this is in addition
to the full de~dweight consideration. The analysis is performed. The
comparisons between the assumed and computed elastic properties are con-
ducted. After the attainment of acceptable accuracy, the live load is
increased further and a new cycle of analysis commences.
The cycles of the live load incrementation continue until the
total live load level is 110% of the vehicular load. This 10% incrementa-
tion is provided to assure the uncertainties in the correct determination
of the vehicular load. Further comments on this issue are specifically
addressed in the last chapter of this manual.
The increments of the live loads are automatically computed
by the program, and it is not visible to the user. The execution. of the
program terminates if one or more of the "threshold. limits" are attained
before the attainment of full live load plus ten percent of the live load.
In a case as such the bridge superstructure will exhibit unacceptable
damage if the vehicle of a given weight traverses the bridge. This corre~­
ponds to ·the denial of the overload permit, or the lack of qualification
of the bridge to be rated for the given vehicular configuration.
2.6 Termination Checks
For increasing live load levels the stresses and strains in
the deck slab and the beams will increase. At certain load level, which
depends on the bridge and the loading configuration, concrete can crack.
For increased load levels the damage will penetrate through the depth of
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the members and will also spread throughout the superstructure. From
serviceability standpoint, certain limits can be imposed on the response
of the bridge superstructure, such that load levels higher than these
limits will not be permitted. If the load levels are in excess '·of any
one of these limits, the serviceability criteria will be violated. The
limits have been set in terms of maximum strains, maximum stresses and
number of cracked concrete layers (which controls the crack depth).
2.6.1 Termination Checks for Deck Slab
Following are the termination parameters for the deck
slab:
1. The maximum allowable strain for concrete is 0.0025
inches per inch.
..
2. The maximum allowable tensile stress for concrete is
6~
where £' is the compressive cylinder strength of concrete.
c
3. The maximum. allowable concrete compressive strength is
80% of the compressive cylinder strength.
4. The maximum number of cracked concrete layers is 3.
5. The maximum number of crushed concrete layers is 1.
6. The maximum allowable strain for the reinforcing bars
is 75% of the yield s~rain.
7. The maximum allowable tensile stress for the reinforcing
bars is 75% of the yield stress of the bars.
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8. The maximum allowable compressive stress for the reinforcing
bars is 75% of the yield stress of the bars.
9. The maximum number of yielded steel layers is 1.
This specifies that a crack in the slab concrete is acceptable if
it is less than three layers deep.
The following represents the beam termination parameters:
1. The maximum allowable strain for concrete is 0.002 inches/
inch.
2. The maximum allowable· tensile stress for concrete is
6~
3. ..The maximum allowable compressive stress for concrete is
80% of the compressive cylinder strength of concrete.
4 • The maximum number of cracked concrete layers is 1. ---
5. The maximum number of crushed concrete layers is 1.
6. The maximum allowable strain for the prestressing strands
is 75% of the "yield strain" of the strands.
7. The maximum allowable tensile stress "for" the-prestressing
strands is 75% of the tensile strength of the strands.
8. The maximum allowable flexural shear is
2 x 0.85 R
c
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3. COLLECTION OF ,DATA FOR PROGRAM BOVAC
Prior to filling the input forms for program BOVAC, the' collec-
tion.of, all necessary information, and.the finalization. of preliminary
decisions are of great importance. Through this approach.the.user will
have to worry only about filling the form once the activities'listed
in this chapter are completed. The areas of preparatory activities deal
with the ·informati:on regarding ·the bridge superstructure, .vehicle,. 'and
loading. configuration•. The last .item requires some decision making by
the user.
3.1 'Information on Bridge Superstructuce
The. user· should be sure. that the. span of the bridge super-
structure under consideration is a simple-span one. Beams are pre-
stressed concrete I-beams,~ and the deck slab· is reinforced concrete.
3.1.1 Beams~.
Bridge beams should have cross sectional dimensions
coinciding with one of the ,standard sections of the Pennsylvania
Department of Transportation or Association of American State
Highway and Transportation Officials (AASBTO). If the dimensions
of the beams on·hand differ slightly from one of the standard
sections, then the user can approximate the beam with one of the
standard.beams. It should. be noted that this introduces slight
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inaccuracy into the analysis. It is preferable that the user should
pick up .a standard section that is slightly under dimensioned,
especially in terms of the depth of the beam. 'This will make the
approximation a conservative one.
If none of the.standard beam cross ,sections. can approxi-
mate the bridge beam on hand, then a decision has to be reached by
the user.
1. The. urgency of che job may require the use of the
closest beam.section. This could be'done with. the pro-
visa ·that the results are approximate. The, amoun·t of error
increases· as.the beam cross section starts differing from
. the assumed standard section•
.,
2. If the user is £amilia~.with program BOVA, and if the
user has sufficient tfm~ to initiate the job by using
BOVA, the job could be undertaken via BOVA (Ref. 17) •
... 3. The user may wish to employ other means in the rating
of the bridge or .issuance of the overload permit.
If the user proceeds with the' use of BOVAC, the following data need
to be obtained:
1. Number of beams
. 2. Beam cross section (actual or assumed)
3.. 'Compressive strength of beam concrete (see the note
below on the assumptions regarding the compressive
strength of concrete)
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4~ Prestressing strand diameter
5. Number of prestressing strands per beam
6. Grade of prestressing strand steel (250 ~ 270)
7. Initial prestressing on the strands
8. Distance from the top of the beam to the center .of the
prestressing stra~d group.
9. Age.of the bridge in years (employed in the comp~tation
of prestressing losses)
3•.1.2 Comments on the Concrete Compressive Strength
The compressive cylinder strength of beam and slab-concrete
needs to be.known. This value determines ,not only the crushing of
."
the concrete but more importatnly the elastic modulus .. of the bridge
and cracking of concrete. Usually 28-day cylinder str'ength is
used. However, if more, realistic information-can be determined,
then this value should. be preferred over the 28~day strength. Some
considerations that· the user should be aware of are as follows:
1. If in the construction of. the bridge the quality control
was observed, and if the beam and especially, the deck
slab concrete have had all. the desirable·attributes in
the aging process, and if the deck slab does not have
any cracks besides the limited hairline shrinkage cracks,
then the value higher then the 28-day strength could be
used. The user should be able to justify the increase
in concrete strength. However, if this justification
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can not be met and if the above provisions are met, then
28-day strength could be used. This will give slightly
conservative results.
2. If the bridge construction observed limited quality con-
trol, and if the environment has not been conducive to
the increase- of co~crete strength, the cylinder strength
should be taken as that of .28-day strength, or below.
The user should justify the reduction of the concrete
.
strength. The user should recall that the ~ritical
bridge component as far as the rating is concerned is
the deck slab, assuming that .the beams do not have major
defects.
3. If the bridge deck exhibIts major defects that.may be due
to incomplete aging process, effects of chemically aggres-
sive environment, extensive use of de-icing agents, and/or
poor maintenance, the user should use a concrete strength
helow.the 28-day strength. The· thickness of concrete cover
at the top of the top reinforcing bars should also be
reduced. This is in addition to the reduction of concrete
strength, not instead of. The reduction of the thickness
simulates the wear of the concrete cover.
3.1.3 Bridge Dimensions
The following, information pertaining to.the dimensions of
the bridge superstructure needs to be determined:
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1. Center-to-center span length
2. Out~to-out bridge width
3. Overhang (distance from the edge of the ,bridge slab'
to the centerline of the exterior beam)
3.2.4 Slab. Information
The following information'regarding the deck. slab needs
to be determined:
1•. Compressive, strength of concrete (See Section. 3.1.1 for
additional comments)
2. Thickness of the slab including an assumed 1/2 inch
.integral.wearing surface (this implies ,that the structural
..
capability of the slab will be.~n~lyz~d for the slab thick-
ness of 1/2 inch less than that defined by the user)
3. Cover £·rom the top of. the slab to. the closest layer of
reinforcement bars.
4. Cover from ·.the bottom of the slab to the closest layer
of the reinforcement bars.
Slab reinforcement is automatically computed by the program., (Table 3).
3.2 Information on Vehicle
The user should, consider two distinct areas: (1) the vehicular
configuration, which defines the --load configuration, and (2) the surface
roughness of the bridge and approach spans/or highway to the bridge, which
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can effect the dynamic amplification of the magnitude. of the axle
weights.
3.2.1 Vehicle
The user should consider the plan view of. the axles and
the wheel spacing. In all probability the contact areas of the wheel
groups could be simulated -as a. single area. If the contact area of
a single wheel ~s a rectangle having dimensions a by b, a new rectangle
could be constructed having dimensions (t+a+t) by (t+o+t), where t
corresponds to the thickness of the deck slab. ·For the majority of
the vehicles the wheel groups could be simulated by one area load
each. In the case of special ·dollies where a number of axles are
•
closely spaced and each axle contains four almost evenly spaced
wheels or eight wheel groups with·two wheels per group, then the
plan area of the. dolly could be employed as the loaded area. Any.
other combinations should be decided upon by the user. The
sizes and the shapes of.the loaded areas will have to be determined
by the user, through the application of common sense and engineer-
ing judgment.
The user should be cognizant of a.critical factor regard-
ing the gross vehicular weight versus axle weights versus wheel
loads. The total gross vehicular weight could be far in excess of
the design vehicle weight, and still have no damage inflicted on
the bridge. This no damage situation can be·attained if the vehicle
has multiple axles and multiple wheels per axle. The relationship
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of how many axles per vehicle and how many wheels per axle has not
been determined as yet. In summary, reduced wheel loads, and dis-
tribution of the wheels over a larger area, will be of assistance
in the reduction of possible damage-to the superstructure.
Conversely, the user should be careful in the case of
vehicles that might be even.·lighter than. ·the design configuration,
but where the loads are transmitted via limited number of closely
spaced axles; and even worse, limited wheels per axle. Again, the
quantification of the effects of these vehicular configurations
has not been undertaken. At: this stage the awareness of. the, effects
of the axle spacings and groupings .by.: the user· is essential'.
3.2.2 Approach and Traverse of the Vehicle
The smoothness of the approach road to the .bridge span
is an important factor in the. transfer of the vehicular weight as
a pseudo~static loading to the superstructure. ·If the approach
road or the bridge surface is.not smooth enough and/or if the
vehicle's suspen~ion system is not properly functioning, then'the
vehicular speed should be reduced.to essentially crawl speed, i.e.
2-3 mph. The information regarding the road surface in the
immediate vicinity of the bridge span may not be available, to the
user of the computer program.. In that case, the overload permit
could be issued, ·provided that the bridge can accommodate the
vehicle, with the provision of the reduced vehicular speed. The
factors regarding the speed of the vehicle are also governed by
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the traffic safety conditions. This aspect should be observed by
the officers enforcing the implementation of the overload permit
operations.
3.3 Placement _of Vehicle
Program BOVAC performs ~ne analysis for a given bridge, and for
one particular placement of one vehicle. Therefore, it is essential that
the user place the vehicle in such a manner that it will correspond to
the worst possible loading of the bridge superstructure. Past experiences
have indicated that. through the use of engineering judgment. the placement
of the vehicle in a location that will cause the most adverse effect on
the superstructure is possible, and·also quite practical.
The user will have to decide whether ~th~ vehicle is symmetric
with respect to- some mid-length point of the vehicle. If that is the
case, ,and also if the symmetric placement (with respect to the' mid-span)
of the vehicl~. on the bridge will induce the extreme loading, then the
"SYMMETRY" of the problem in the input should be recognized as such
(Fig. 10). The reduction of the problem from full to half symmetry
(with respect to the mid-span) reduces the computer time requirement by
a·t least a factor of four. Some· of the cases where symmetry can be
encountered are as follows:
1. Assume that the vehicle .. is composed of front axle. and front
'and rear axle groups, each of which could be considered as
"dollies." If the distance between the'centers of the front
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and the rear dollies is greater than or equal to the half span
length, .then only one of the dollies could be symmetrically
placed at the center of the bridge. This loading will induce
the worst flexural response on the superstructure. If the
distance between the centers of the dollies is less than the
half.span length. of th~ bridge, still only ooe·o£ the dollies
could be placed.. at the center of the bridge. However, the
results will not necessarily be the extreme flexural loading.
As the-distance between the centers of the dollies gets smaller
than the half span length, the errors. introduced into the loading
configuration increase •.. The simplest tool for the user to
decide on the placement of the vehicle will be the visualization
of a simple beam with two con~entrated loads. If one of the
loads is placed at the center of the beam, than the closeness
of the other loads.will. define- the maximum bending ~oment that
'the beam will have.' By "juggling" the lo~d locations, the
engineer can determine the location of the loads that will
cause· the highest flexu,re in the beams. By using the same con-
cept the user can decide on how to place the vehicle.
2. In the case of trucks with limited spacing of the axles (front-
drive, drive-rear). ·as compared to the half span length of the
bridge, the peak flexural loading could be obtained by the
placement of the drive axles over the .mid-span of the bridge.
In this case, the symmetricity of the loading could be violated,
thus the full bridge needs to be analyzed.
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3. For trucks with drive axles, and 3-4 axles under the load,
especially if the distance between the drive axle and the
beginning of the "rear axle group" is limited, the center of
the axle groups could be placed at the midspan of the bridge.
If the magnitude o~ the front axle loads is small enough, as
compared to the individual axle loads of the "rear axle group,"
than it is possible to ignore the front axle, and distribute
the weight of the front axle amongst the axles of.the group •
.
This will 'permit consideration.. of the symmetricity of the
problem, and will also yield conservative 'results.
4. In the case of.vehic.les with limited number of axles, but
where these axles have pronounced individual weights, than -the
heaviest axle could be placed' at the center of the bridge, and
full vehicle, and full bridge need to be considered.
As can be seen above., there may be a number of vehicular con-
figuratio...ns.:that ,the user will have to face. Inclusion of all scenarios
in this manual is not possibleo, The user should visualize the bridge as
if it 1s a simple beam and consider the vehicle as a train of concentrated
loads. Using engineering judgment and common sense, the user should place
the vehicle at the worst possible location.
3.3.1 Shear Loading
For very short span bridges, 25 ft. or less, it is
theoretically conceivable that the initiation of the damage to the
bridge superstructure will start in shear mode, either the interface
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shear between the beams and the slab or the principal tension field
in the "web" '0£ the beams at the immediate vicinity of the support.
If such a possibility is to be considered, the user should then
place the axle at about quarter span length points. If the vehicle
under consideration can be simulated as an area load due to multiple
axles and wheels, than this ,area load could be placed on half the·
span length or even· greater distances so long as the full area load
is adjacent to the support line.
Past experience, as has been stated previously, indicated
that in the majority.of the· bridges that have been studied the damage
initiates as· the cracking of the deck slab., Only in short span
bridges i~ the damage initiated as the interface shear failure between
the beams and the slab, and is then transformed into the cracking of
the deck slab.
3.3.2 Load Placement in Transverse Direction
It is very rare that the vehicle under consideration will
occupy·the full width of the bridge cross section. The vehicular
axis will traverse a.certain longitudinal line on. the bridge. This
preference of the axis of traverse, or travel, is usually predefined
by the bridge or the traffic engineer. If the transverse placement
of the travel lane is predefined, then the user will have to place
the vehicle, as far as the transverse placement is concerned, in a
real 'or hypothetical traffic lane. However" if the user is given
the option of defining the preferred traffic lane on the bridge,
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certain considerations must be given:
1.' Placement of the vehicle wheels over the beams will
not necessarily reduce the stressing of the deck slab.
The beams under the wheels will deform because ,of the'load-
ing. The beams that are not under the load-will. try to
remain in their original positions. The differential
deflection of the bridge beams will be prevented by
the tJ;ansverse. bending of the deck slab.. The concept of
the ,load distribution factor plays. an 'important role in
the transfer of the vehicular load to all the beams.
The load will never.. be equally distributed, amongst all
the beams. The variation of the load distr·ibution amongst
I
the different beams triggers the t~ans~erse bending of the
deck slab. Thus, any effort t'o try' to place the wheels on
beams corresponds to a futile effort.
2. The usual preference is to have the vehicle traverse the
bridge on the outermost lane. From overloading of bridges
standpoint, this practice does not correspond to the best
alternative. If possible, the vehicle should traverse the
bridge in one of the inner lanes. -Theoretically ideal,
but practically nearly impossible, this option corresponds
to the placement of the vehicle axis with the centerline
of the bridge. Thus,. if the vehicle is located somewhere
between the outermost and the innermost traffic lanes, the
stresses induced on the superstructure will be slightly
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less than those resulting from placement of the vehicle
near the "edge" of the bridge. It should be remembered
that if the bridge superstructure is composed of two side-
by-side bridges, the use of the innermost traffic lane
will have the same effect as the use of the outermost
lane.
3. The use of the bridge solely by the overload truck
during the traverse of the bridge is justifiable only
in the case that other trucks, close to or heavier than
the design vehicle, are attempting to traverse the bridge
at the same time as the overload vehicle. The structural·
response of the bridge will barely change if automobiles
and light vehicles are to traverse the bridge at the same
time as th~ overload vehicle. The decisions regarding
traffic control during the passage of the overload vehicle
are' to be decided through the consideration., of traffic
safety provisions. The structural response characteristics
will be ef£e~ted only if the bridge is to be loaded by the .
overload vehicle and sizeable trucks.
3.4 Discretization
After the user decides on the placement of the vehicle on the
bridge that will cause the worst possible effect on the superstructure,
the user will then have to decide on the type of discretization of the
finite element mesh that will be employed. Symmetric loading of a
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symmetric bridge should be handled by using the symmetry option of pro-
gram BOVAC. If slight inaccuracies can be introduced by making the
problem "symmetric," an alteration as such will greatly reduce the com-
putational.effort.
After the decision by the user as to whether it. is a symmetric
problem dr a nqnsymmetric one~ the second decision that has to be reached
is to use the automatic mesh generation option or to discretize the struc-
ture personally. The automatic option should. be consid.ered by the
beginners. Special discretization should be considered by. the average or
qualified users. Some of the considerations that go into the discretization
of the bridges can be noted .in· the. example problem~ that have been included
in the manual.
The detailed discussions on how to discretize a given problem
would be confusing to the beginning user of finite element analysis,
e.g. program BOVAC. ,Therefore. these discussions have not been included
in this chapter. However, to illustrate the dependency between the
placement of the vehicular load and the "best" discretization-of a given
bridge for the. given. loading, a simple example is included herein.
If, for example, a discretization shown in the top of Fig.
11 is loaded by the equivalent vehicular loading (shaded area) two of
the plate elements ·will be 'loaded. The stresses in, the deck slab under
the loaded area will have extreme values. However, if the same discreti-
zation is' .loaded by an area load as shown at the bottom of Fig. 11 ~
the stresses in the plate bending elements that are partially covered
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by the area loads will not necessarily be the highest possible values.
If this load is moved towards the left by half the plate element length,
and either moved up or down by half the plate element height, than the
stresses that will be developed due ·to the new load positioning will
be higher. Thus, for the skilled user of the program,. the best alterna-
tive is first to place the vehicle, then to perfo~ the discretization
in such a manner that the loaded area will be over one· or, more elements.
This will give higher stress values, consequently, a,more conservative
estimate to the possible damage to the bridge deck. The above comments
once again confirm the previous suggestions that the user of the program
should use some judgment in. the placement of the load and the discretiza-
tion of the bridge structure.
3.5 BOVAC Data Collection Form
To assist the user, a form.has been prepared that can be used
in the accumulation of the data. The use of this form is not essential;
however, because of its comprehensive and systematic nature t use of
the ~orm will assist the user. prior to the preparation of the "data
cards" for BOVAC
The first column- in.the list- is the name of the pieces of
data to be collected. The second blank column is designed to be filled
during the accumulation of the data, regardless of the units t e.g. feet
or inches t pounds or kips, employed. The third column is again a blank
column. The user is expected to transfer the numerical values of each
entry in the previous column by converting into a consistent set of
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units. The last column is the so-called INPUT UNIT NUMBERS, where the
pieces of data are linked to various input cards used for BOVAC. The
description of the INPUT UNIT NUMBERS is included in Chapter 4.
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BOVAC DATA COLLECTION FORM
Raw Values wi
Data Consistent INPUT
Description Values Dimensions UNIT NO.
1. Job Title 1
2. Span Length (ft) 4
3. Width (ft) 4
4. Overhang (ft) 4
5. Age of the Bridge (years) (yr) 8
SLAB
-
6. Concrete Strength. £ ' (kai) 7c
7. Thickness (in) 7
8. o ,Top Concrete Cover (in) 7
9. Bottom-Concrete Cover (in) 7
-
BEAMS
10. Number of Beams , 3:,
11. Beam. Type 3
12. Concrete Strength, £ ' (kat) -8c
13. Diameter of pis Strands 8,
14. Number of PIs Strands per Beam 8
15. Grade of pIs Strands (250 or 270) (kai) 8
16. Initial P/S Stress (kat) 8
17. Distance from Top of Beam to







18. Printout Detailed (DETAILED),
Short 2
DISCRETIZATION
19. Type of Symmetry (ALL or HALF)
20. Number of Elements in Long.
Direction (Needed if Automatic
_ Disc. is NOT Used)
3
5
21. Length of Elements in Long.
Direction (If Predisc. is NOT
Used) (in inches) (start with
the top line, and continue) 6
LOADING
22. Number of Independent Area Loads ,. 9
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4• INPUT TO PROGRAM BOVAC
This chapter describes the necessary data input for the execu-
tion of the program. .There is a total of ten input units or data groups;
however t the number of data cards required for the execution of BOVAC
can be as low as seven. The majority of program executions requires
nine data cards. Each unit. consists of one card with one or. more differ-
\ ent types of information per·.card. Under conditions of multiple patch
loadings, an input unit must ,be repeated more than once. Various input
options are selected through the use of certain variable assignments
or skipping a particular unit entirely•...
4.1 Format Specifications
The four format specifications, i.e. the form in which certain
numerical or alphabetical information needs to be punched, requir~d
for the program are real (F-format), integer (I-format), alphanumeric
(A-format), and ski~ (X-format). These formats can be.briefly described
as:
1. F-Format:' This is the type used to input the numerical values
with decimal fractions. For example, if the format is (FlO.O),
and the value to be punched is 3.1416, then the card should be







If the number to be punched is 31416. and if the format is
still (FIO.a) the card should be punched as (in the first






In the above example ~ denotes that this particular column
is to be left blank, i.e. no punching.
Two salient. points tha.t the user can observe: In F-format
the decimal point must be punched, as far as the scope of this
brief presentation is concerned, and the number to be punched
,
can occupy any space within the specified number of columns.
In the above examples FIO.O indicates that the number is
allocated 10 columns. (The number immediately following the
letter F indicates the number of columns allocated.)
2. I-Format: I-field specification is used to define integer
variables (or numbers). For example, if the format calls for
_(215), it indicates that two integer values are to be punched
in the particular data card. The first value will employ the
first through fifth columns, and the second value will employ
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sixth through tenth. columns. It should be remembered that in
inputting integer values no decimal points are to be punched
and the number to be punched must be placed at the outermost
right side of the allocated number of columns. If the number
to be punched is 12 and if the format is (IS) then the number
could be punched only ·in the following manner:
~~~12
In the above punching only the first five columns are indicated,
the rest of the card is left blank.
If the user punches the card in the following manner,
for the same example as above:
or
the computer program assumes that in the first case the number .
is 12000, and in the second case. the number is 1200. These
mispunchings result in either the rejection of the data by
the program, or the attempt .to solve a problem that has no
relevance to the problem on hand.
As can be noted in the above discussion, both F-format
and I-format can be repeated using an appropriate integer
before the letter designation. For example, FORMAT(I5,I5)
.is the same as FORMAT(215)., 'Similarly, FORMAT(I5,I5,FIO.O,
FIO.O,IS) serves the same purpose as FORMAT(215,2FIO.O,I5).
In the latter example the first through fifth columns are
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allocated for the first integer number, sixth through tenth
ar~ allocated for the second integer number, 11th through 20th
are allocated for the first real number, 21st through 30th are
allocated for the second real number and, the 31st through
35th columns are allocated for the third integer number.
3. A-Field.Specification: A-field specification is used to
transmit alphanumeric values, .usually names or acronyms. The
variable name can be composed .of alphabetic or numeric characters.
The cards must be punched, within the given field length (that
is, the number ,of columns allocated) in sllch.a manner that
the "name" will start in the left-most column. For. example,
if the format is (AS) and the "value" to be punched is YES,
then the value should be punched as (for the first five columns
of the card, remainder being blank):
YES~lS
4. X-Field Specification: X~field specification is used to skip
a certain number of columns in the data card.• ' Any value
punched in these columns corresponding to this field length
(number of columns representing the said field length) will be
ignored. For example, if the format is (A5,I3,2X,FIO.O) and if
the values to be punched are YES, 2 and 3.1416 then the punch-




1. Identification title for the particular problem.
title may be 80 characters long.
FORMAT(20A4)
If a detailed output is required, input DETAILED. If a short




Total number of beams.I.
The user has the option to select either a detailed or brief
output mode. The brief output will present a summary of all
cracked, crushed or yielded portions of the bridge as well as
the load and displacement at the center of the bridge midspan.
The" detailed output will present stresses, strains, loads and
deflections at every element layer or nodal point of the
analytical model of the bridge superstructure". A summary of
the cracked, crushed or yielded portions will also be presented.
Detailed output can run into hundreds of pages of computer print-





2. Beam type chosen from Pennsylvania Department of Transporta-
tion or AASHTO shapes. See Tables I and 2 for the avail-
able shapes and the ~cronyms designating the shapes.
3. Type of symmetry desired. For nonsymmetric loading






Center to center span of the entire bridge, in FEET.
If half symmetry is used, the span length of the full
bridge still needs to be specified.
2. Bridge overhang, in FEET, defined as the distance from
the centerline of the outermost beam to the edge of the
bridge deck slab in the transverse direction.
3. Out-to-out width of the bridge deck slab in FEET.
FORMAT(3FIO.O)
If the prediscretization option is to be used, skip this unit
(i.e., no cards are needed for Unit 5). If the discretization
in the longitudinal direction is to be done by the user, the
ca'rd mu',s t be p~nched.
]. Number of elements in longitudinal direction.
FORMAT(5X,I5)
If the prediscretization option is used by skipping UNIT 5,
skip this unit as well. If the user will define the discreti-
zation in the longitudinal direction punch the required card(s).
Length of finite elements ~n the longitudinal direction. If
the number of elements in the longitudinal direction is less than
or equal to 8, one card will suffice. If the number of elements
in the longitudinal direction is more than 8, but less than or
equal to ]6, two cards will be required. If this number is




UNIT 7 I. Compressive strength of slab concrete (f') 1n KSI.
c
2. Thickness of the slab in INCHES, including an assumed
~ inch integral wearing surface. This implies that the
structural capability of the slab will be analyzed for a
slab in which the thickness will be assumed to be ~ inch
less than the "thickness inputted by the user.
3. Thickness of the concrete cover, in INCHES, from the
top of the slab to the closest layer of reinforcing
bars.
4. Thickness of the concrete cover, in INCHES, from the
bottom of the slab to the closest layer of reinforcing
bars.
FORMAT(4FIO.O)
UNIT 8 I • Compressive strength of the beam concrete (ff) in KSI.
c
2. Prestressing strand diameter in sixteenth inches (e.g.
7/]6 inch strand is inputted as 7).
3. Number of prestressing strands in each beam.
4. Grade of prestressing strands (either 250 or 270).
5. Initial prestress on the strands, ~n KSI.
6. Distance from the top of the beam to the centroid of the
prestressing strand group in INCHES.






Number of independent area loads (loading patches) to be inputted.
FORMAT (15)
NOTE: THIS UNIT MUST BE REPEATED FOR EACH INDEPENDENT AREA
LOAD (i.e., LOADED PATCHES). If, for example, 6 area
loads are defined in UNIT 9, as is usually the case for
an I8-wheeler semi-tractor trailer, 6 separate cards
need to be punched.
I. Intensity of the area load in KSI.
2. Longitudinal distance to the center of the area load
measured from the left side of the bridge in INCHES
(i.e. y-axis).
3. Transverse distance to the center of the area load measured
from the bottom of the bridge in INCHES (i.e. x-axis).
Length of the area load in the longitudinal direction 1n
INCHES (i.e. the length of the side of the rectangle
parallel to the x-axis).
5. Length of the area load in transverse direction in
INCHES (i.e. the length of the side of the rectangle
parallel to y-axis).
FORMAT(5FIO.O)
THIS CONCLUDES DATA INPUT.
4.3 Units
The program and the user's manual is prepared essentially for
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the input of all force units ~n KILOPOUNDS (KIPS) and stresses in
KILOPOUNDS PER SQUARE INCH (KSI). Span length, bridge width and overhang
must be inputted in FEET. Other lengths should be inputted in INCHES.
Any deviation from these recommended values would yield results that have
no resemblance to those of the actual problem.
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5 • EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
This chapter contains a brief presentation of three example
problems worked out by BOVAC. The information contained herein is aimed
at describing how the data can be collected to input BOVAC. In the sub-
sequent chapter, the interpretation of the output of BOVAC for the
three examples is given.
3.1 Example-l
3.1.1 Description of the Problem
The first case study is a four beam bridge as shown
.,
in Fig. 12. In this example the user specifies the length of
the elements in the longitudinal direction (Fig. 13). It can
be noted that in the vicinity of the applied loads the size of
the elements is·' smaller than the size of the elements near the
supports. This is due to the fact that the bridge will have
high moments and stresses near the center of the bridge, due to
the loading» and thus, more accurate information at this area is
required. Near the supports the stresses will be much smaller,
and consequently the size of the elements is not important.
However, it is essential that the change of the element sizes
from fine-mesh region, i.e. mid-span, to coarse-mesh region, i.e.
near the supports, must be gradual. If there are abrupt changes
of the element size, the possibility of error build-up in the
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BOVAC DATA COLLECTION FORM
Raw Values wI
Data Consistent INPUT
Description Values Dimensions UNIt NO.
1. Job Title r=:.XAM PL€ 13R l1>6rE!l 1
2. Span Length 70' ;cJ, (ft) 4
3. Width '3 J I 3/, (ft) 4
4. Overhang ~/ -b 'l '3., 5 (it) 4
s. Age of the Bridge (years) 0, t) (yr) 8
SLAB
-
5. Concrete Strength. f '
, 3 .. S (ks1) 7c 3500 pSJ
7. Thickness g II ~. (in) 7
8. · ·Top Concrete Cover 2. II .-z. (in) 7
9. Bottaa Concrete Cover , II I (in) 7
-
BEAMS
10. Number of Beams 4--. 4- , 3_,
11. Beam Type 'PDT24~f! 'Pb2..4/4<6 3
I s -5 (ka1) 812. Concrete Strength, f ' 550ft) pSIc
13. Diameter of pIs Strands 7//6 IJ 7 8.
14. Number of PIS Strands per Beam s/f 51f 8
15. Grade of PiS Strands (250 or 270) ~-Z70 2.7tJ(ksi) 8
CJ I . I ~I 816. Initial PIs Stress /<6 ~! (ksi)
17. Distance fram Top of Beam to 'I 37,4tn)37. 4 4-Centroid of PIs Strand Group 8
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Values wI INPUT
Consistent Dimensions UNIT NO.
PRINTOUT




19. Type of Symmetry (ALL or HALF) 11 AL 1= 3
20. Number of Elements in Long.
Direction (Needed if Automatic :5
_ Disc. is NOT Used) 5
21. Length of Elements in Long. 17.6 ~4- ·'34 <64 4Z.
Direction (If Predisc. is NOT
Used) (in inches) (start with
the top line, and continue) 6
LOADING
22. Number of Independent Area Loads -.. I 9
23.1 Load (/1
~~~d-~~;~~~;----------------- ----~-~-Z5-i------(~;;)--
---------------------------------------------------------Longitudinal Distance 3 cr Gt (in)
------------------------------------------1--------------
Transverse Distance I ~ e? (in)
---------------------------------------------------------Length in Long. Direction 4 2. (in)
---------------------------------------------------------Width in Transverse Direction cr G (in)
10
--------------------------- ----~------------------------Transverse Distance (in)
10
------------~-------- --------~------------------------Length in Long. Dire ion (in)
------------------- ------------~------------------------Width in Transvers Direction
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(in)
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t: I eMcul Lenstha 81110.0)
J >2 ,.- <i14 · i~'f - K 1,,", ' ;4 z. l'
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10 Area Load Mo. 1
Area Load No. 2
Area Load No. ]
Area Load No. 4
Area LoRd No. 5
Ared Load No. 6
Are,. Load No. 7
Aren Load No. R
Aren Lond No. 9
numerical analysis increases. As ·can be seen in Fig. 13~
the size of the elements increases gradually.
It can also be noted that the loads are placed
on two elements, thereby making these two elements the
most likely ones to exhibit damage in the case of increased
load levels. The bea.IQ.s are Pennsylvania Department of
Transportation's standard PD24/48 cross sections. The
cross section of the beam is shown in Fig. 14. The pre-
..
stressing strand group used in the cross section consists
of 54 t 7/16 inch, grade. 270 strands, and its center of
gravity is located 37.44 inches below the top. of the beam.
The slab is 8 inches thick, including the assumed
~ inch thick integral wearing surface. This implies that
the computer program will assume the slab thickness to be
7~ inches thick in the structural analysis of the bridge
superstructure. The slab reinforcement is automatically
defined by the program following Pennsylvania Department
of Transportation standards (Fig. 18, and Table 3).
The slab concrete compressive strength is assumed
to be 3500 psi, and that.for the beam is.assumed to be 5500
psi. These values correspond to the design specifications,
in other words, an increase in concrete strength due to
age, or a decrease due to environmental factors are not
considered. 'The computer program automatically computes the
uniaxial tensile strength and the modulus of elasticity of
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beam and slab concretes. The program assumes that the
"yield strength" of the prestressing strands is 270 ksi,
and that the modulus of elasticity is 27000 ksi.
The loading is assumed to be 302.4 pounds per
square foot.
3.1.2 BOVAC Data Collection Form
Th~ completed form ·is enclosed·. in the report.
3.1.3 BOVAC Input Form
The completed BOVAC Input Form is also .included in
the report. •
3.2 Example-2
3 •2.1 Description of·. the Problem
This example· .is the same bridge that was employed in
the first example. The loading configuration is also the same.
The difference between these two examples stems from (1) the use
of the automatic mesh generation, and (2) the use of the short
output. Because of the change in the definition of the discreti-
zation, the length of the elements in longitudinal direction is
divided differently. The new discretization is shown in Fig. 15.
The other changes in the input stream that the reader should note
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BOVAC DATA COLLECTION FORM
Raw Values wi
Data Consistent INPUT
Description Values Dimensions UNIT NO.
1. Job Title ~XA,;\/fPLe B.F('llJqEZ 1
2. Span Length -, CJ I IO~ (ft) 4
3. Width ~ I' 3 J. (ft) 4
4. Overhang -' ~/- e:, II '3.5 (ft) 4
s. Age of the Bridge (years) 0 04 (yr) 8
SLAB
-
6. Concrete Strength, f ' 3 15 ()lJ Ps " 3. ;; (ka1) 7c
7. Thickness ~IJ <Z (in) 7
8. · ·Top Concrete Cover 2." L.. (in) 7
9. Bottom Concrete Cover I " I (in) 7
-
BEAMS
10. Number of Beams 4 4- , 3."
11. Beam Type rf'b T"2..4/4~ p])2.474g 3
.
5.5(ksi)12. Concrete Strength, f • 5500 pSI 8c
13. Diameter of pis Strands 7/1 b '# 7 8.
14. Number of PIS Strands per BeaD 54- Sf- 8
15. Grade of PIS Strands (250 or 270) 4270 270 (kai) 8
16. Initial PIs Stress 1 g1 #J' / rtCJ (kai) 8
17. Distance from Top of Beam to II
37,44-(in)Centroid of PIS Strand Group 37.44 8
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Values wI INPUT
Consistent Dimensions UNIT NO.
PRINTOUT
18. Printout Detailed (DETAILED),
Short 2
DISCRETIZATION
19. Type of Symmetry (ALL or HALF)
20. Number of Elements in Long.
Direction (Needed if Automatic
_ Disc. is NOT Used)
21. Length of Elements in Long.
Direction (If Predise. is NOT
Used) (in inches) (start with












Load Intensity (). 0 I (ksi)
~~;;~~~d~~-~~~~~~--------------~-~-~~------(~;)--
~~~~~;;~~-~~~~~;~;-----------------r--~~-:-----(~~)--
------------------------------- -------------------------Length in Long. Direction 4 2. ., (in)
-----------~--~~~--------~--~------------~---~-------









Width in Transverse Direction





23 •2 Load 112
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Title
BOVAC INPUT FORM (511EET - 1)
1
~~'(5X,A7)
No. U.. B.. Type Sy_.
3 (IS.A7.JX.A4)
51). I.enlth OverhaUl Width
4 (lPIO.O)
I ~~ 5~ (51.15)
I -
6
I:': I c ••cut Lengths 8"«1..0)
---



































10 Area Load No. 1
Area Load No. Z
Area Load No. ]
Area Load No. 4
Area Lo"d Mo. S
Arell Load No. 6
Area Load Ho. 7
Aren Load No. 8
Aren Lond No. 9
are that there are no cards for input Units 3 and 6; the rest
of the input cards are essentially the same. The major differences
between this and the previous 'example can be noted in the computer
printout, which is presented in. the next chapter.
3.2.2 BOVAC Data Col1ecti~n Form
The completed form is enclosed in the report.
3.2.3 BOVAC Input Form.
The completed BOVAC Input Form is also included in the
report.
3.3 Example-3
3.'3.1 Description of· the Problem
The bridge is a three beam bridge, as shown in Fig. 16.·
In this example the use of automatic discretization for the entire
bridge is employed.- The finite element discretization resulting
from the use of the automatic option, as well as the loaded areas,
are shown in Fig. 17. Since the loading is not symmetrical with
respect to the midspan of the bridge, and also since the loading
does not have a symmetry with respect to some hypothetical point
along the length of the vehicle, the use of the full discretization
is essential. It should be noted that the load positioning, its
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'BOVAC DATA COLLECTION FORM
Raw Values wI
Data Consistent INPUT
Description Values Dimensions UNIT NO.
1. Job Title ~AwiPe B~),1>r;,F ~ 1
2. Span Length 6 OJ 1:50, (ft) 4
3. Width / ~ 11 { ~. (ft) 4
4. Overhang ?JI- Oil 3. ( ftJ 4




6. Con~rete Strength. £ ' ~50(J1'~J, ~,5 (ks1) 7c:
7. Thickness 7 Y2. IJ 7-. S (in) 7
8. · ,Top Concrete Cover '2.. /1 Z- (in) 7




10. Number of Beams :3 3 3.-
11. Beam Type Pb'T 2 o/33 "f'b 2'/33 3
12. Concrete Strength, f ' 4- SOD ps,' 4, 5 (ksi) 8c
13. Diameter of PIS Strands \/z. 1/ ~ 8,
14. Number of PIs Strands per Beam 30 30 8
15. Grade of PIs Strands (250 or 270)
'250 2.50(ksi) 8
16. Initial P/S Stress 17~Jqi /7 5 (Itsi) 8
17. Distance fram Top of Beam to
'2 ~/} 2- S. (in)Centroid of PIS Strand Group 8
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Values wi INPut
Consistent Dimensions · UNIT NO.
PRINTOUT
18. Printout Detailed (DETAILED),
Short 2
DISCRETIZATION
19. Type of Symmetry (ALL or HALF)
20. Number of Elements in Long.
Direction (Needed 1f Automatic
_ Disc. is NOT Used)
ALL 3
5
21. Length of Elements in Long.
Direction (If Predisc. is NOT
Used) (in inches) (start with
the top line, and continue) 6
LOADING
22. Number of Independent Area Loads .... 9






Width in Transverse Direction













Load Intensity 0 • ()J (bi)
--------------------------------~------------------------Longitudinal Distance :, 6{} f (in)
~;~;;~;~-~iS~~~~-------------~-----~~~------(~~)--
------------~------------------~------------------------Length in Long. Direction GD , (in)
--------------------------------~------------------------Width in Transverse Direction :3~~ (in)
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10





No. U•• ISM. Type Sy_.
3 (IS.A7.JX.A4)












































10 Area Load Ho. 1
A1:ea Load No. 2
Area Load Ho. ]
Area Load Mo. 4
Area Lo"d No. 5
AreA Load No. 6
Are,. Load No. 1
AreA Load Ho. 8
Aren Lond No. 9
size, and the correspondence of the loaded areas to the finite
element disc"retization of the bridge is "perfect." Such an one-
to-one match of the element sizes versus load" is not always
encountered. Slight rounding, either in the definition of the
loaded elements or the definition of the loads, is usu~lly under-
taken with very little introducion of errors.
The beams -used are Pennsylvania Department" of Transpor-
tation's standard prestressed concrete I-beams, PD26/33. There
are two prest~essing groups, each containing .15, ~ inch strands
o~ grade 250 prestressing steel, and are located 22 and 28 inches
below the top of the beam. Since the progr~ accepts only one
gr~up of strands, averaging is used, thus resulting in 30, ~ inch
•
strands being located 25 inches below the top of the beam (Fig. 14).
Initial prestress was 175 ksi, and the bridge is assumed to be
40 years old. Slab reinforcement is shown in Fig. 18.
3.3.2 BOVAC Data Collection Form
The completed form is included in the report.
3.3.3 BOVAC Input Form





Output. of BOVAC can vary from a few pages, e.g. 10-12 pages,
up to hundreds of pages, depending upon the options requested by the
user in the input of the program. As can be noted, if the short print-
out. option is requested, the printout would be rather limited. How-
ever, in solving the s~e bridge for the same loading condition~ the
printout for the detailed output would be hundred~ of pages long. The
difference stems from the fact that in detailed output for all load
levels all stresses, strains, and deformations are printed; whereas,
for the~short printout, only the key ~ontrol values that correspond to
•
the last load level are printed. If the user is interested in the
complete load versus stress and deformation characteristics of the
bridget the detailed output is needed. If this information is not
essential, then the long printout should not be used. For all practi-
cal purposes.the short printout contains all the information that is
needed in the rating of the bridge or the overload permit study of the
bridge.
THE USE OF THE DETAILED OUTPUT OPTION MUST
BE JUSTIFIED BY THE USER.
For a given bridge and vehicle placement, even if the user
selects the short printout option, but if the user employs two different
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discretization, length of the printouts for these two computer runs
will differ.. The difference between these numbers can best be illustrated
by citing the number of pages of output that are generated by example
problems-I, -2 and -3 that are described in Chapter 5. Examples-2 and -3
use the same bridge and same loading co~d1tions, and both employ short
printout. However, the examples. use different discretizations. Example-2
gives the results in 34 pages, whereas example-3 requires 12 pages.
Example-I, .which.is a long printout·requirement,.provides the results in
237 pages of computer printout. This comparison once aga~n illustrates
that the short printout should be used for all "regular" cases; and
that the use of detailed, i.e. long printout, must be justified by the
user.
•
6el Comments on Long Printout
No explanation is sufficient enough if all the users of
program BOVAC expect all the explanations to all of the questions on
hand and.future questions in this user's manual. Through a careful
explanation of the output provided by the program, as included in this
manual, the reader/user can find answers to many questions in this manual.
To initiate the self-study on the interpretation of the long printout,
the rest of this section contains some general comments.
The output consists of:
1. A printout of input data
2. A printout of automatically generated data
3. A printout of displacement and stress solutions to the problem
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Even though any consistent set of units may be used, the words "inches"
and "kips" are printed for convenience in the output.
Solutions to the problem consist of:
1. Nodal point displacements and associated nodal point ~orces.
2. Internal moments and normal forces taken about the reference
plane (mid-plane. of the' slab) for both slab and beam finite
elements.
3. Slab layer stresses, principal stresses; and principal angles.
4. ,Beam layer stresses, flexural shear stres~es, principal
stresses, and principal angles.
5. A summary of cracked, crushed, and yielded layers in. the slab
. which indicates the principal angle and the directions of layer
failure.
6. Printer plots of the beams showing stress levels and areas
of cracking or crushing.
7. Printer plots of the slab showing element and node point
numbering, beam locations, and the number of cracked,
crushed and yielded layers in each slab element.
8. A histogram at the end of the job indicating termination
checks.
Displacement and force fields for only the live load are
printed during the overload solution procedure. In order to obtain
the total displacements and forces due to the live load plus the dead
load, the prestress and dead load solutions must be added to that for
the overload solution. The stress fields printed during the overload
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solution procedure include the contributions from the prestress and
dead load solutions. Also, the internal forces computed from these
stress fields will reflect not only the liv~ load solution but also
the prestress and dead load solutions.
Letters after the symbol ItS" in the titles to the stress
field portion of the prin~out indicate the direction of the stress.
The numbers indicate the first (1) or second (2) principal directions.
The principal angles for the slab, designated by 'THETA! in the output,
are measure,d clockwise from the X-axis of the element and indicate the
direction of stress "Sl.~' Principal angles for the beam, designated by
THETA!, are also measured clockwise from the X-axis of the beam and~
again i~dicate the direction of stress "Sl."
Beam and slab printer plots are generated •... The stress codes
used in the beam printer plots are interpreted as follows:
1. Numbers indicate compressive stresses. The number "1"
indicates 10% of the yield or ultimate stress, depending
on the material. "2" indicates 20%, and so ono
2. Letters indicate, tensile stresses,. The letter "A" indicates
10% of the yield or cracking stress. "B" indicates 20%,
and so on.
3. Blanks indicate a layer has reached the cracking criteria.
4. Slashes indicate a layer has reached the crushing criteria.
5. Asterisks in a horizontal row indicate the boundary of elements.
6. Asterisks in a vertical row indicate layers.
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7. The stress is measured at the centroid of a layer and is
always overstated or at best correct as shown. A 7% com-
pressive stress is indicated by a "1," whereas an 11% stress
is indicated by "2. 11
Automatically generated data, which are not part of the
solution but are used by the program, may need further explanation in
addition to those already printed in the output.
1. Memory ~equirements
·The program computes the' memory requirements needed for each
"overlay." Two numbers which are in octal are reported:
a. The first one is the central memory requirement to
load the specified o¥erlay. This number will change
only if the program is changed' internally and/or
a different compiler/system is used.
b •. The second number is the central memory requirement
including the storage space needed for the various
data a~rays used in the specified overlay. This
number will change according to the particular
problem being solved. If the central memory
required by the job is greater than the available
memory, then the number of segments can be increased
so as to help reduce the storage space needed.
2. Slab Element Topology Array
The slab element topology array is automatically generated
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by the program and need not be punched by the user. This
array contains a listing of which elements, i.e. NEQ1, NEQ2,.
NEQ3 and NEQ4, surround a particular node point. Absence of
an element is indicated ,by an element number equal to NUMEL+l.
This topology is represented by the numbering used in the slab
plot.
3 • Element Array
The element array contains a listing of the slab elements with
the associated I, J,..K, and L node points· (corner node points).
This numbering can be seen in the slab plot.
4. Beam Element Array
The beam. element array lists the beam. e-?-emet:lts along with their
associated I and K node points (end-points). This numbering can
be seen in the slab plot.
5 • Beam Element Topology
This array indicates which beam element is to the right (NXR)
and which beam element is to the left (NXL) of the specified
node point. Absence of a beam element is indicated by an
element number equal to NBEAMX+l.
6.2 Short Printout
For the 'user who has mastered the long-printout, the inter-
pretation of the short printout is rather simple. The printout contains:
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1. Echo print of the critical dimensions and values.
2. Printer plots of the beams and the slab indicating incremental
stress intensities for various load levels.
3. A message as to whether the bridge is adequate or not ad~quate
enough for the vehicular load plus 10% of the vehicular load.
4. Summary of the checks as to whether the threshold values that
control the serviceability limits of the bridge have been
attained or not.
5. A de~ailed message indicating the import~nt ass~ptions and
limitations' that have been made in the analysis scheme and
BOVAC •. This message is the same in the detailed or the short
output.
6.3 Example-l Printout
The inclusion of the full printout of example-I.would have
required 237 pages. Since the pattern of information that is printed
out. at different load levels is similar, only a limited portion. of this
printout.is included in the. manual.
6.4 Example-2 Printout
The computer printout of this problem is somewhat more
manageable. It requires only 34 pages, most of which are occupied by
the printer plots. It is strongly recommended that the user develop
sufficient familiarity with the interpretation of these plots. The first
critical message that appears is the number of cracked concrete layers.
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For example, in the case of 2 cracked layers, it appears as T=2.. Any
further disc~ssion of the printout is somehow redundant, since the
characteristics of this printout are already included in the long
printout.
6.4 Example-3 Printout.
The length of· this printout· is even shorter than- that of
example-2G This is due to the fact that the bridge is adequate enough
for the given load plus 10% of the given load, and. the solution scheme
did not require any detailed internal calculations by program BOVAC.
The past experience have indicated that, for a given bridge and loading,
if the structure is adequate, and especially more than adequate~ than the
computer time is not substantial and also the number of computer print-
out pages is quite limited. However, if the bridge is not adequate
enough, especially if the inadequacy is on·the borderline for the applied
load plus 10%, than the· printout tends to be extensive.. If the detailed
printout is required, than the number of pages tends to be quite
voluminousca
Because of the similarity of the printout of example-3 with







NUHBER OF SLAB ELEHENTS ALONG THE X-AXIS
NUH8ER CF SlAa ELEHENTS Al04G THE Y-AXIS
NUH8E~ CF CONCRETE LAYERS IN SlAe, NULAY
NUHfER OF STEEL LAYERS IN Sl~B, NSLAYR
BEAH TYPE
NUMBER CF BEAHS
TOTAL NUMBER OF SEA" ~L~HENTS, NEEAHX
TYPE OF DISCRETIZATION
SPAN OF ENTIRE B~IDGE (FT)
8RIOGE OVERHA"G (FTt
BRIOGE WIDTH (FT)
NUHFER OF ACTUAL lAYERS FOR BEAH





























CH HEEOED TC LOAD O~ERLAY : 00032732
eM WITH DATA ARRAY STORAGE = 0003!04Q
CH NEEDED TO lO_O OVERLAY = OOO~1234
CH WITH DAl4 ARRAY STORAGE : 00050131
CH NEEDED TO LOAD OV£P.lAY = OOOZE343
eM WITH DATA ARRAY STORAGE = 0003~266
eM NEEO~O TO LOAD OVERLAY = J003~262
eM WITH DATA ARRAY STORAG~ = OOQ3E7Z1
C" ~EEOEO TO LOAn OVERLAY = a1061ZS0
eM WITH DATA ARRAY STORAGE = 00071754
QVEQLl\Y £» eM NEED~D TO LOAD OVERLAY = OD021c76G
CH WITH DATA AR~AY STO~AGE = 00027305
OVERLAY 7 CH ~EfOED TO LOAD OVE~lAY = 000 2ft513
CH WITH OATA ARRAY STORAG~ = 0OO2~143
OVfRlAY 8 .CM NEEDED TO LOAD OVE~LAY = OOQ3~GGl
CH hITH DATA ARRAY STORAGE = 0OO3~160
OVEf;:L AY ') eH NEEDED Te LOAD OVERLAY = lJOO2~110
eM WITH DATA ARRAY STORAGE = OO~Z~110
OVERl,\ y 10 CH NEEOED Ie LOAO OVERLAY = 0003017J
CH WITH DATA A~RAY STORAGE = ooa3212~
NUHBER OF SLA3 ELEMENTS, HUHEL :: "0
NUMBER cF NCDAL POINTS. NUHNP :: 54






IS lUc.R~ A OETAIlEIJ OUTPUT = YES
SKEW ANGLE (O~GREES) :: 90. 000
ELF.HfNT LENGTHS IN THE X DI~ErTION A~E (IN)
126.0000 . e~.ouoo 8~.OOOO 84.0000
ELEH~NJ LENG1HS IN THE Y OIP~CTION A~E (IN)
~Z.OOOC 48.0600 ~8.0000 4~.aOOC
"2.00110
46.00,00 4A.OOOD "8.0000 "2.0000
SLAB THICKNESS (IN) 8.000





X OF CENTER(INI Y OF C EHTER(IN) LENGTH(IN)







NOO~l POINT FORCES ~ITH SPECIFIED UNIFORM AND CONCE~T~ATED LOADS
CONCENTRATED NODAL FOINT FORCES (KIPS AND IN-KIPS)
NODAL POINT U-LCAO V-LOAn W-loAn "X-LOAD MY-LOAn
1 .0 Q009 • 00000 ~ .00000 .oooon .000llO
z .oooott .000 00 • 00000 .oaono .00000
3 .00000 .'JOOOO .00000 .00000 .0000(1
it .aOGan .00000 .00000 • 00000 .00000
5 • '00 000 .1]0000 • 00000 .00000 .00000
6 • 00 oao • il 0000 .OOoO!] .00000 .ooono
7 • DO OflO • il on 00 .000 00 .lIOOOO .00000
8 .00000 • 000 00 .00000 • OOOO!J .!lOnDO
«)
• 0 0 aDO • 00000 • 0 0001 .00000 .00000
10 • noooo .00000 .00000 .ooaoo .00000
11 • Dooao .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
12 • 00000 .00000 .ooooa .OOflOO .00000
13 .OOOiJ9 .00001) .00000 .00000 .00000
1" .00010 .00000 .00000 .00000 .0000015 .DODDO .00000 .oeooo .00')00 .'l0000
16 .00000 .00001] .00000 .00000 .00000
17 • 00 o~o .00000 • 000 ao .Gouoa .1)0000
16 .0001)') • 0000'1 .0 00 00 .00100 .1)0000
19 • 00000 .00000 .OOOOfJ .OOiJOO • 0000'0
20 .OOODO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
21 • 00 ODO .0000'1 .00000 .00llOO .00000
Z2 • iI 0 000 .lJaoo~ • 0 DO 00 .OOOOD .oooon
~3 • 00000
...
.00000 5.041)00' -ftO.!21100 -~5.2"OOO
2ft • GO oan .01)000 5.0"000 -4t;j.3Z!lOO 35.Z8DOO
7.5 .00 DOli .000110 • 000 00 .OOllOO .00000
26 • U0 DOt) .00001 • U00 lJO .OODOO .00000
27 • 00000 .coooo ~ .00000 .00000 .!l0000
28 • 00000 .00000 ' .00000 .OOOO!J .oouoo
29 • 00000 .0000') 10.08000 .00000 -10.56000
30 • 00000 • 00000 10.08000 .O!J94]t) 70.56000
31 .00000 .ilOOOO .00000 .00000 .00000
32 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 ,.00000
33 .00 000 .00000 ·.oooa~ .001l00 .00000
3ft • 00000 • OOt) 09 .00000 .00000 .oocoo
35 .00000 .00000 5.04000 '" "0.~2000 -35.28000
36 • CO 000 .noooo 5.04000 .. 0.]2000 1S.280DO
37 .00000 , .00000 .OOOO!J .OO!JOO .00000
18 .00000 .00009 .000 aD .OOiJDtJ .00080
39 .00 ~OO .00000 • 00000 .00000 .10000
ItO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .10000
"1 .0 a000 .00000 .00001l .00000 .00000
42 • 00000 • 00009 .0 00 Ot] .00000 .OOCDO
.. 3 .fJOOOO .00000 .0 0000 .00000 .~nooo
ltlt • 00000 .00000 .000 00 .00000 .'JOOOO
45 • 00000 -.000 Of) .00000 .oaooo .00000
46 .00000 .00001) .00000 .00'l00 • 1) 0000
1+7 • 0 (I 000 .00000 .00001] • 00000 .1]0000
48 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
49 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
50 .CODOO .aoout' .00000 .0000'1 .00000
51 • 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 • r) 0 00 0
52 • 00000 • 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
53 •a0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
54 .00000 .00000 .QOOOO .00000 .00000
J




NOHAL POINT NEOt' NEQl Nr:Q.~ HEO"
1 1 1t1 "1 Itl
Z Z 1 41 Itl
3 '! 2 1t1 Itt
4 it 3 .. 1 .. 1
5 5 1t "1 Itl
6 41 5 «.1 itt
7 6 "1 41 t
8 7 6 1 2
g 6 7 Z J
10 9 8 J 4
11 10 9 It 5
12 Itl 10 5 Itl
13 11 ..1 .. 1 6
1 .. 12 It 6 7
15 1] 12 1 Jj
1,6 1 .. ii 8 q
....
17 1!5 1t, q 10
1f. t.l 15 10 it1
19 16 Itl .. 1 11
20 17 16 11 12
21 18 17 12 13
22 19 18 11 1~
23 20 19 14 15
24 Itl 20 15 "1
25 21 Itl 41 16.
26 22 21 16 17
27 23 22 17 16
ZIJ 21t 23 18 19
~9 25 24 19 20
.10 1t1 25 21) Itl
31 26 41 itl . 21
.12 27 26 21 22
33 28 27 22 ZJ
l4 Zq 28 23 Z,.
35 30 29 Z". 25
16 Itl 30 Z5 41
37 31 Itl 1t1 ZE
3B 32 31 2& 27
39 33 32 21 28
'.0 3" 33 28 29
41 35 3ft 19 30
42 itl 35 30 41
It .. 36 ..1 1t1 31
4,. 37 36 31 32
45 38 37 3~ 33
:.6 39 38 JJ 3,.
I 47 ItO 39 3.. 35
\.0 46 Itl ltD 35 ..1
OJ 49 ~1 Itl .. 1 36
I !)O 41 ttl "56 37
51 41 41 37 38
52 1,1 ..1 38 ! 39
51 Itl ttt 33 ItO
51t 41 Itl ItO Itl
ELEMENT ARRAY
ElfHCNT HUH8ER I J K l
\ 1 7 Z
"2 2 8 3 q
~ ] 9 .. 10
it 4 10 5 11
5 5 11 6 12
5 7 t~ 8 14
7 8 lie 9 15
6 q 15 10 If)




11 13 19 14 ZO
12 1r. 20 15 21
tl 1-5 21 16 22
14 16 22 17 23
15 17 23 18 Z4
16 19 2S 20 26
17 20 26 21 27
18 21 27 22 28
it) 22 28 l'3 2')
29 lJ 29 lit 30
21 25 31 26 32
Z? 26 32 27 33
23 27 33 28 34
24 26 3ft 29 15
25 29 35 30 36
2& 31 37 32 3ft
27 32 36 33 3q
28 33 39 3"- itt)
?q :lit itO J5 41
3'J 15 ..1 36 ,.2
31 11 .. 3 38 ....
32 38 It It 39 45
33 39 '*5 40 46
3,. 40 1&6 «'1 47
35 Itl ..7 '2 ttl)
36 .. 3 .. 9 . Itlt 50
37 .... 50 .. 5 51
3' lt5 51 .. 6 52
31 .. 6 52 .., 53
4) 47 53 "8 54
I
\0 SLA9- EL~HENT GEOMETRY
\0
I
E.LE.H~NT LENGTH A lE~GTH B OJ (OJ HE NSIONS ARE IN I"4CHES)
1 63.0000 21.0000 7.5000
2 feZ.DOUO 21.0000 7.5000
3 "2.0000 21.300C 185000
it 42. '] 000 21.0000 7 .. 5000
5 21.0000 21.0000 7.5000
6 63.0000 24.0000 7.5000
7 "Z.OOOJ Z4.0000 1.50J]O
6 ltZ.OOUO 2ft.aDOD 7.5000
9 4Z.0oao zft.aOOG 7.50CO
10 21.UOOO Zlt.oooo 1.S0JO
I:' Q 0 0 Ct c:::II Ct Cli C = Co' C C C CI 0 C CI C = c e c CI CO Ct C'" e- O0 =
Q Q 0 et 0 0 Ci 1::1 CI 0 ~ Q 0 C Q C Q a c Ct
'"'
c- o 0 0' 0 ;::,
Q Q 0 Q C Q =- 0 CI c:::II = = Q CJ 0 Qt
Q CJ e:t CiiI' c::I Ct 0 C Q 0 Q Q C
It\ U' Lt\ U\ It\ U\ U\ U\ U\ in
'"
U\ U\ in U\ U\
'"








· · · · ·





0 Q Q = C 0 0 e:t Q C C e:t Q ct C Q e:t Q Q CI 0 0 Q Q C Q 0 CI Q
CII 0 C) 0 Ct C C 0 Q Q C 0 a c Ct c 0 C'l C 0 e:::t C 0 0 c 0 Q c:) C
0 0 = a a et '=' C Ct C C
Q r::t 0 Q Q C 0 0 0 0 Cl a g ct a c = 0e ~ c C' ell C = e
0 01 CI 0 0 0 c=t Ct ct e c CI Ct Ct 0 0 Cl a c Q 0
· ·
.;




· · · · ·03 .:r ~ ~ .,z .:r ~ .:r .:r 4'. ..:r ~ .:T .:r ~ .;r oZ 4' .:r .:z ~ ~ ~ .-4 ... .-4 .....N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N N
.. C:!I I:' CI C a CI Q = C 0 a
0 0 0 CI C = 0 0 = e e 0 e 0 e::t 0 e" C~ 0 =' Q Q Ct e::t CI Q Ct CI Q 0 Ct 0 C 0 0 ~ Q 0 CJ 0 ~ CO' 0 C"" Q =CJ a Q Ct Q e::t C CI 0 a 0 0 C Q C C Q ct C Q Q C) 0 ,., Q CI Q Q 0




· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · N ·
..
· · · · ·
...., N N N ....
"'"
N N N ... .." N N C\I ...... .." N N N ... ", N N ... ...., N N N
\00 ..:r ~ ~ N toO 4' ~ ~ N \Q 4- -4 -# N t.D .:I' .;r ..,. N ID .:t ~ 4 N \C ,;t 4' -4
..... N
""
.::- U\ \D ,... co C1' CII .... N M 4' I.t\ \C ..... CO
'"
~ ... N ~ ~ It\ \Q ..... C 0"
..... ...
'"
.... .... ... .... ... .... N N N N N N N N N C\.I ,.., ,.,., 1"") ,.., ~ ~ ..., ~ ~ PI":
-100-
~D 21.0000 21.0000 7.5000
SLAB- LAY£R GEOMETRY






6 .16E6E7 • "1E661
TOP COVER OF SLA3 (IN) = 2. 00
aOTroK COVER OF SLAB (IN) : 1.00






UNIAXll CO~CRETE COHFRESSIVl STRENGTH, Fe
01 REel TENSIL E STRE NGTIt, FT
INITIAL MOOULUS. EC
UNLOADING ~OOULU5 IN COHP~ESSION











RAt! I1ERG-H q l\tf 8ERG- N
.70 :100.0





















TEF.~I~ATION C~ECKS FOR IHE SlAij lAYER~
(STPESS I~ KSI, STRAIN IN P~RCENT)
r1ATEF~IAl "AX STRAIN t'A'< TE ~SIlE HAX COHF NUf"BER OF CFACK'::O t~U"'8£.P. OF
STP.ESS ST~ESS OR YIELnEO LAYERS CRUSHED LAYERS
CONCR€TE .250 • .355 2.801) 3 1
STEEL .1laS 30. 000 30.001) 1 0
aOUNOARY GONUITIONS
U CQNSTRAI~~Q NOOES ARE (; 12 11) 24 30 36 ltZ It" 54
V CO~SrRAINEO NOOES ARE ,.9
W CONSTRAINCO NOn~S ARE 1 7 13 19 25 31 37 43 ft9
"X COHSTRAINEO "ODES APE 1 7 1] 19 25 31 31 ..3 ..9
I





BEAM ELEMENT AR~AV II X-AXIS
ElEHEt.,r NUHBER I t( LE NGT.H (INt
t 7 8 1 ZEi. 0 0
Z 8 9 S".OO
3 9 10 84.00
.. 10 11 8".00
5 11 12 "2.00
0 19 20 126.00
7 20 21 84.00
8 21 22 84.00
'3 22 23 84.00
10 23 Z,. "ZltO Q
11 :!1 32 126.00
12 32 J,) 84.00
13 33 34 81t.OO
ilt 34 35 8"800
15 35 36 1a2.00
16 43 ".. 126000
I 11 '.ft itS 84.00
i-I ill itS «-6 ~4.0 0
0 19 1t6 fe7 8Ct.0 0
La.> 20 47 ..8 42.0.0I
..
BEAH ELEHENT TOPOLOGY IIX-AXI~
NOOAL POlt~T NFlRX NXL NXR
1 0 21 21
2 0 21 21
.J 0 21 21
it 0 21 Z1
5 0 21 21
6 0 21 21
7 1 21 1
8 1 1 Z
9 1 Z :!
10 1 J ..
11 1 It 5
lZ 1 S 21
13 0 21 7.1
~ - . ~
..
14 0 21 21
15 0 21 21
1E 0 21 21
17 0 21 21
1~ 0 21 21
11 1 21 6
23 1 6 7
21 1 7 e
ZZ 1 6 9
21 1 9 10
Zit 1 10 Zl
25 0 21 21
26 Q 21 21
27 0 21 21
28 0 21 21
29 0 21 21
30 0 21 21
31 1 21 Ii
32 1 11 12
33 1 12 13
34 1 13 I"
35 1 I,. 15
~G 1 15 21
]7 0 21 21
)1) 0 21 21
3CJ 0 21 21
Ita 0 21 21
41 0 21 21
42 0 21 21
43 1 21 16
44 1 16 17
I It; 1 . 17 18
i'--'
..13 1 18 190
~ '+7 1 19 ZO
J itS 1 20 21
It') 0 21 21
50 a 21 21
51 0 21 21
-52 0 21 21
53 1" 0 21 21
51t 0 21 . 21
6EAM- H4TERIAL PROPERTIES
HATEqIAl SIGY (KSI) FT (I(SI) HOOUlUS (K!'I) P.OH RtlN tOo ..,... (KSI) S-TRAN (PERCFNI)
CONCRETE 'i.r;OIlC .4400 ,.273.14 .6.. 36 q.OOO 2115'.&2 .22000
ST'::El 270.0000 270.0000 Z70{JO.f)(J .6700 25.000 .00 190.00000
O~AH- CONCRETE TENSIl~ F~OPERTIES
MAT~F-':lAL RCHT RONT EnaWNT (KSlt
CONCR::T£ 1.0000 q.ooo 500.00
TER~INATIOH CHECKS FOR THE BEAH LAlERS
(STRESS IN KSI. STRAIN IN P~RCENT)
HATE~IAL HAX ST~AIN MAX TENSILE HAX COHP NUHBE~ OF CQArKED NUHBER OF
STRESS STRESS OR YI~lOEO LAYERS CqUSHEO LAYERS
COtiC R~ TE • 200 • 4- 45 't. '+ 0 0 1 1
STEEL 1.119 20Z.5CO 270.000 l' 0






S£CTION PROPiRTIES (SECTIONS ARE HORIZONTAL, LAYERS A~E VERTICAL)
ACTUAL L AYE~S










































c = 0 = CI e:t C 0 .... e CI (3 ct CJ = 0 e:t
C c t- O 0 Q C C «= a
CI 0 0 e:::t CI CI = 0 Z e::::t Ct Q 0 0 = Q 0 0 0 ~ C Q 0 0 e Q 00 Q Q e e::t Q Cll 0 .... = C et 0' Q Q Q Q 0 cs x: = Q 1::1 = ct 0 C'C U\ ll\ f"3 = '"
lI\ 0 CI Q 0' CI C Q 0 Q e::t = (::) '0 e::t 0 ~ =' Q
. . . .
'"
. . .
• . . . . .
. . ,
.: . . . . . .0# e II) tn
""











A~EA OF PREST~ESS STRANO GROUP
S1 EEL G~ADE
INITIAL STR~SS
PROP~RTIES FOR aEA~ CROSS-SECTION
AREA
INERTIA
~rRANO tCCEHTRICITY fROM CGGo
OEAD LOAD HOHENT ON SECTION
MODULAR ~ATIO OF ST~El/CONC.
= 6.2100 SQ. IN.
= 270 KSI
= 18CJ.0030 KSI





AGL OF a~IOGE 1M YEARS















OEAM ElEHENT/LAYER PROPE~TIES (LAYERS VERTICAL, ELEHENTS HORIZONTAL)
~lf.H:-NTS- INITIAL ~TR[SS (KSI) IN LAYERS
.00 00 .0 uDO .ocno .0000 .0000
.0000 • 0000 .000 l) .oaDO • GOOD
.0000 • 0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
• 0 ooa • 0003 .0000 .~O'JO .0000
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 .0000
.69ilO .0000 • 0 DO 0 .0000 .OOCO
.0000 .0000 .OOUO .0OllO .000 I)
.0000 •auOO .0000 .0030 .0000
.0000 • 0000 .0000 .Dooa .0000
.0000 .0000 • DODO .0000 .0000
144. 1553 1 ..... 1553 lc.4.1553 Iftlt.7,SJ Iltlt.7553
€lEHENTS- MATERIAL TYPE FOR LAYERS
1 = CONCRETE , 2 = STEEL
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
t 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1 1 1 1
J 1 1 1 1 1~
0
00 1 1 1 1 1
I
? 2 2 2 2
..
ELr:H~NTS- AREAS (sr.. IN) OF LAYERS
3&.0000 16.tJOOO 36.0000 36.0000 36.0000
1Q B. 0000 108.000!) 108.0000 10J).OOOO 101\.0000
52.DOOO 52.00U3 5Z.00lJO 52.0000 52.0000
61.1.0001} 6A.aOlJQ 68.0000 61\.0000 66.0000
66.0000 68.0000 68.0000 6J1).0000 611.0000
~O.ilO 00 60.nooo 60.01l00 60.00fJO 60.0000
100.oooa 10f). cooa taO.DOOO 100.0000 100.0000
84.0000 84. 0000 1)4.0000 84.0000 ~4.0DOO
6ft.000il el,. iJ 0 co ec..Deno 8'''. J 00 Q e4.0000
4B.ODoa lt3.0QOf) itS.Deao "8.0090 1t8. 00·1)1)
~. 2100 6.2100 6.2100 6.2100 6.2100
ELEHENTS- HOHENT OF INERTIA OF LAYERS
12.0000 12.0000 112.0000 12.0000 12.0000
32".0001) 32'4.0000 324.0000 321•• (\ 1)00 32".0000
69.3333 6<3.3333 69.3333 69.33:53 69.JJ~3
409...161 409.41El ..09.4167 409 ... 1&7 .. 09 ... 167
"09."167 409."167 ..09 ... 167 40q.41~7 409."161
125.0000 12~. 0000 125.0000 125.0000 125.0000
208.3333 2Dfl.33!J 206.33..l3 206.1333 206.3333
85.1500 85.750tJ 85.7530 85.7500 85.7500
85.1500 85.7500 8507500 81;.7500 85.7500
16.0000 iE.OOO9 16&0000 16.QOOO 16.DOOO
.0000 .0000 .0000 .0000 • DOuO
I
...... ELEH~"TS- CENTROIDAL DISTANCE (IN) OF LAYE~S FROH ~EF£R£NCE PLANE0
\0
I
... 7500 It.7500 ".1500 .... 7500 '4.75UO
8. 7500 B.1500 8.7500 8.751)0 "."500
13. 1500 1!.1500 13.7500 11.7500 11.7500
10. aooo 20.0000 lO.DOOf) 2('.0000 2!l.OOOO
28. 5000 2".IiO 00 28.13000 Z,\.500a 211.5000
35.2500 15.25UO 35.2500 35.251)0 .J5.251l0
'+0. 2500 ftO.250lJ &to. c500 ItO.2S0G ItO.:?,500
,.4. 500.1 t. ... 5 ODD 44.5000 44.50nll "'t.,ooo
1t8.0000 49.0aoo 1t8.0000 Its.9n~o 46.0000
51).7500 IiO.750a 50.7500 50.7500 50.7500
41. ullOO 41.0800 41.0600 4t.oROO '.1.U81]0-
0 CO C CI Cl = C COt 0 =
Q
0 0, a e::t 0 = 0 0 Ct 0 C'
'"C 0 Q e::t n c 0' c a Q Q
0 c c C Q 0. Ct 0 0 Q C
· · · ·
.
· · · · · ·CC' fe-
,." crt C N 0 .:r .:I' .:t' ...
... .... ... .... N N N N
0 Cl C 0 0 0 0, e::t = I::» II::)
II::) 0' 0' Q Q = CIi (:) ~ 0' COt
c=" Q 0 0 Q 0 Q CJ = Ct C
CI Q Q C Q C = C a CI 0
· · · · · · · · ·cc fir f'r: Cl a: N 0
j j 4 ...





tIS 0 Ct ct C 0 0 et e::t C e::t C
-l 0 c:' Q c;'l = t:I 0 0 e:::t 0 Cg C Q g e:t 0 g CI g C Q
.... Q e::t CI Q 0 C CI CI CI e::t CI
0
· · · · · · · · · ·ce e M C'I Cl N c::a .:t' .;t 4- ...
~ .... .-l ~ ... N N N N
....
V'
C2 = eU1 0 CII 0 C C 0 a 0
J..lJ C) Q 0 = 0 0 CI a Q c Q% Q a = 0 t:I 0 C ct 0 e:- o
~ 0 a r"" c 0 0 e:t 0 0 c co
(.'":
· · · ·
.
· · · · · ·..... c:c «: "'"
c Clb C"'..' co .:r .:r 4' ...





r; 0 0 c-r 0 Cl a Q 0 Cl CIi ~
= 0 0 Cl Q '::l 0 0 0 C QQ Q 0 0 co ct 0 C e:t e::::t e:t
I 0 e e:t ~ = 0 e- o n e =CJ')
· · · ·












DEAO LOAD AND/OF. PRESTRESS SOlUTICN FOR INOIlJIOUAL eE.I\HS
SOlUIION NUHdER = 1
NUH9ER OF DUPLICATE SOLUTIONS IN THIS GROUP: 1
STARTING BEAH = 1 END efA~ = 1
aOUNOARY ~ONOITIONS
NOlJAL POINT U-OISP W-oISP tiY-DIS"
1 0 1 0
2 0 0 l]
3 0 0 0
It 0 0 0
5 0 0 0
6 1 0 1
UNIFORH lOAD ON REA" :: .1240 KIPS/IN
~Nn FOf~CES ON eEAH DUE TO PRESTRESS










NOO~L POINf rOkCES INClUOIN~ SPECIflEQ UNIFORH ANn CONCENTRAT!O LOAOS (KIPS AND IN-KIPS'
t~O [AL PO tNT U-LOAO W-LOAO MY-LOAO
1 83a.~1D2 7.80CJit 3676".01;62
~ .• 1)000 13.0150 91.10<Jft
"
.!Joao 10. Itt 25 .0000
it .3000 10."t25 .0000
5 .0000 7.9CQ4 tjlt.6&J56
£» -8'1R.9102 2.6011 - 36<.'1] q. 6112
IrfR4TION FOR REAM S~lUrION = 1
IT~RATION FOq BEAH SOLUTION = 2
NODAL POI~T OISPLACEHENTS FOR THE 8EA~
U-OISP (IN) W-DIS P (IN' HY-DISP (RACIA~S)
.'l86IJS .00000 • 001 Cft
.062&9 -. (638 9 • 000 CO
.06661 -.053"3 -.0002"
.01t298 - .1)3211 -.0002"
• 01483 -.0183" -.00010
.00000 -.CI630 • 00000






























































SOLurION NUH~E~ = 2
NUHO~R OF OUPLICATE SOLUTIONS IN THIS GROUP = l
STARTING BEAH = ? ENO BEAM = 3
eOUNOARY CO~OITIONS
t~OOAL PO INT u-nrsp H-nISP t1Y-OISP
1 0 1 0
Z 0 0 0
'3 0 0 0
It I) 0 0
5 l] 0 0
6 1 o t
UNIFORM lOAO ON 3EAH = .12"1 KIPS/IN













NODAL POINT FOl'CfS INCLUDING SPC:CIFIE:D UNIFCRH AtHl CONCENfRAT::O LOADS tKIPS A·''J IN-KIPS)
NOlAL POINT U-lOA[ N-LOAO MY-LOAD
1. aQS.9J02 8.0719 367~6.5417
2 • DODO 13. ItS 31 94.1.719
1 .0000 10.1625 .0"000
it .0000 10.7625 .0000
5 .0000 ft.Q71q 56.5031






IT~RATIO~ FOR BE~H SOlUTIO~ =
IT~RAlION FOR BEA" SOLUTION =




NOOAl POINT OISPlACEHE~TS FOQ THE BEAH
0-01 SP (ItU


























-.29&ft -.Q120 -1.2,.76 -1.4490 -1.5161
-.lt351 -.9565 -1.2"011 -1.1t113 -1.4682
-.6-086 -1.0122 -1.23Z3 -1.36lt3 -1.408ft
-.8254 -1.U817 -1.2216 -1.3055 -1.3~15
-1.1202
-1.176" -1.2071 -1.2256 -1.2317
-1. 354,J -1.2515 -1.1956 -1.1621 -1.1509
-1.5276 -1.3J11 -1.1870 -1.11~O -1.OQ10 ~.
-1.6746 -1.3544 -1.1798 -1.0750 -1.0lt01
-1.1955 -1.3933 -1.173E -1.0"21 -.9CJ8?
-1. 6902 -1.1t2J9 -1.1591 -i.OIEl -.qf)52
11~.q197 IJE.~17~ 1~7.26J7 137.7593 131.9245
SOlurION NU~BER = 3
NUUBER OF [UPlICATE SOLUTIONS IN THIS GROUP = 1
STARTItiG SEAM = It END BEAH = ..
BOUNOARY CONDITIONS
UOlAl POltJT U-OISP H-OISP HY-OISP
1 0 1 0
2 0 0 0
J 0 0 0
,. 0 0 0
5 (J 0 0
& 1 0 t
UNIFORM LOAO ON BEtM = .12.. 0 KIPS/IN- ,















































IT~~ATION FOR BEAM SCllTION = 1
ITERATIO~ FOR BEAH SOLUJIO~ = 2
NOOAL POINT OISFlACr~ENTS FO~ THE BEAH"
U-OISP (IN) H-OISP (IN) HY-DISP IRAOIANS)
• a86 05 .OOGOO • 001 C4
.082&9 -.06389 .00000
.416661 -.DS3l+3 -.0002"
• 1)4298 -.03Z71 -.00024
.01'.S3 -.01631t- -.00010
• COO 0 0 -. 01630 • 00000
STR£SS~S (KSIJ - ELEHENTS HO~IZONrAL. l4VERS VERTICAL
- 02816 -.8772 -1.2020 -1.3968 -1.4617
-. 4227 -.QZ71 -182021 -1~J6?1 -1...221
-.598q
-.969" -1.2023 -!e~301 -1.3127
-.8193 -1.0673 -1.2026 -1.2ft38 -193108
-1. 1189 -1.1732 -1.Z029 -1"iC208 -1. Z267
-1. 356ft -1.257.1 -1.20J2 -1.1701 -1.159<:1
-1.5329 -1.3196 -1.20.l
'
, -1.1331 -t. 1105 ..
-i. 682 1 -1.3125 -1.20]5 -1.1022 -1.0G8"
-1.8051 -1.4161 -1.2037 -1.076Z -1.0317
-1.qU1lt -i.it!"')! -1.203'\ -1.0558 -1.0065
13~.8A3Z 1J6.3518 131.151J 137.6338 131.7907
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SLAB NODE FOI~T AT WHICH ELEHENT
ElEHENT ST~ESSES AR~ COHFUTED









































NUHA::~ OF TRIALS = o
NUHaER OF ITEFATIO.S = 1
ALLOWABLE STRf3S CHANGE OF • 27Q151125E+OO HAS eE~N EXCEEnEO IN ELEHENT 19 lAY-=:P 5'
OECR~ASE FO~Cf VECTOR ay 5~ PfR CENT ANO,SCALE TO THE ELASTI~ LIMITS.
SCALING PROCEDURE
NUHOER OF TRIALS = 0
NUHB~R OF IT£RATIO~S = 2
SCALING PROC~DURE
I
....... NUM9[J( OF TRIALS = , 0to-
OJ NUt16::R OF ITERATIOf\S : 3I
SCALING PROCEDURE ~
NUHa::R OF TRI ALS = 0
NUHB~~ Of ITERATIONS = it
SCALiNG PROC£OIJRE
NUHBl::R OF TRIALS = 0
NUtlB'":R OF ITERATIO~S = 5
ALLOWABLE SJRfSS C~ANGE OF .283C;OOOCOE+OO HAS EE~N EXCEEnEO IN ~lEHE"'T ~o LAYER '3
DECRCASE FO~CE V~CTOR BY 50 PER CENT ANO SCALE TO THE ELASTIC LIHITS.
seAL ING P~OCEOURE
NUMBeR of TRIALS = 0
NUHBF.R OF ITERATIO~S = 1
SCALING PROCEOU~E
NU~8Ett OF TRIALS = 0
NUHSER OF ITERATIO~S = 2
SCALI!IG PROCEDURE
NUHJ)~R OF TRIALS = 0
NlJHJlER OF ITEFATIO"S = 3
SCALING PROCEDURE
tJUHB?R OF TRIALS = 0I
.......
....... NUHBER Of ITERATIO~S = it
\0
I INIT1Al SCALING ~ATIC = ."029E.00
SCALING PROCEDURE
NUHB::R OF TRIALS = 1
UUN3ER OF IJ:::RATIOt\S = 1
SCALING PROCEDURE
UUt10::R OF TR.IAlS = 1
NU~BLR OF rTERATIotS = 2
FIUO THE FORCE INCR~H£NT
REFERENCE DISPLACfl"'EtlT = • 88 3ZlE- 01 tJOOE= 30 WOISP
RF.F£RENCE FORCE ': ,,"0527t.+01 NODE= 'JO hFORCE




B~AH - NEWLY CqACKEO, CqUSHEO OR YIELDED LAYERS
E'LEri~.... r LAYER
APPlIEq NODAL POINT FORCES IN ~IPS ANn IN-KIPS
NO[Al POINTS U-lOAn V-LOAn W-LOAn H)(-lOAO HY-lOAn
1 .00000 • 00000 .00000 .00000 .ooeoo
2 .00000 .00000 .(J000l) .ooaOG .00000
] t
• iJ 0 000 .OODOO .001] 00 .ooaoo .~OOOO
'. .OOOJO .0 a000 .0 Ou 00
.I)oooa .OOODO
5 .00001) .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
& • CO OliO .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
7 .00 000 .0 DC 00 .00000 .OO!JOO .00000
~ .000ilO .00000' .000 Of) .00000 ."0000
1 .OOOOg • ooa at) • 00000 .00000 • 00000
I 10 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
t-' 11 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000N
0 12 • 00 DUO .00000 .00000 • GOUDO .00000
I 13 .0000'1 •aDO DO • DOD DO .00000 .00000
14 • 00 GilD .00000 .0 UP 00 .00000 .00000
1, .001)00 .00000 .ocooo .00000 .00000
16 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00 000
17 • 00 oao .aOOOB .0 00 QI) • 00 a00 .QOOOO
16 .00000 .000 00 .00000 .00000 .00000
lq • 00000 .0 0000 .00000 .00000 • no 000
20 .OOOlia .00000 .00000 .00000 • 'JonDa
21 .00000 .0041110 .000 DO .00090 .00000
22 • DO a00 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
2J .00001) .nonoo 2.03051 -16'.2,.,.10 -lft.21359
24 .00000 • 000 on 2.03051 -16.24410 lr..?13SC)
25 • 0acao • ooa uO .00000 .00000 • !l0000
Z€ .004100 .oooon • 00000 .00100 .00000
21 .00000 • :) 00 Of} .00000 .00900 .OOOIJO
ZA • (JOOOO .00000 .oooon .CODOO • ~OOOO
29 • 00000 • 000 O~ ,+.OEI0Z .00000 -28.42717
JO .00000 .0 DO 0'1 ft.06102 .00:100 2".42111
31 • 000 DO .()oaOIJ .0001]0 .OOIJOO .'l0000
32 .JQOilO .llDO 00 .aOiloa • 000 Da .00000
3J • 00000 • 0 O~ 0 I) .00000 • !lOUOfJ .00000
3'+ .oooao .00001 .0DOOI) • DOlloa .00000
J".i • !J 0000 • 00000 2.03051 16.24410 -1".21359
3& .OOOLIO • 0DO 00 ... Z.03051 lE.24410 t't.lI359
37 • 00009 .00000 .00000 .00000 .')0000
38 .COOOO .00000 .00000 .00000 .aoooo
3q .0 Q000 .00000 .00000 .00000 eOOOOO
40 • 000 00 .00900 .ODaDO .COllOQ .00000
41 • 00000 .OOOGO .0 DD on .ooaD!] • 00000
ttl .1)0000 • 00-0 DO .• OOOiJD • 00 ~ 0 0 • fJOOOO
41 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00001) .00000
44 .00000 • ('00 00 .000110 .co~oo .00000
itS .:)oo~o .OOIlOO .0 00 00 • 00000 .00000
lto .000ilO .00000 .OOOOG .OODOO .1]0000
47 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .03000
48 .00000 .00001) .00000 .ooono· .-Joaoo
4~ • ~OOOfJ .0:1000 .00001 • OQ~OO .00000
53 • '10010 • DOD 00 .00000 .CODDO • DODGe
51 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
52 • 00000 .00000 .0 00 DO .DOGOO .ooooe
53 .onoao It 00000 .oooo~ .001l00 • 00 OUO
51+ • 00 OliO .00000 .00000 .00000 .110000
NODAL POINT DISPlACEHENTS IN INCHES A~n RADIA~S
NO£Al POINTS U-OI<iP V-OISP N-UISP MX-OISP HY-[\ISP
1 .00257 -.oooeo -.00000 -.00000 -.00003
Z • 00229 -.'='0032 .OO30a -.Doa22 -eOOO03
3 • J 0184 -.00012 .00$06 -.0003" -.00003
I it • 00116
.00003 .00695 -.000"1 -.00002
.....
5 .0;)0]8 .00016 • C0881 -.01)0 .. 3 -.00001
N 6 • 00000 .OO01ft .00907 -.000 .... -.00000
Jo- 7 .002'10 -.00079 .000011 -.00000 -.00010
I 6 • DO 251 -.00033 .01241 -.OU:J2Z -.00009
9 .oazaz -.00018 ! .• 01940 -.00035 -.00007
10 .00129 -.00004 .02".4& -.OD~"3 -.00005
11 • 0 0 043 .00008 .02707 -.0001." -.l'!OOO2
12 .aooao .ilfJOll .0211+0 -.000"3 -.00000'
11 • 0031 J -.00073 .0 DO 00 .001100 -.')00143
14 .00283 -.00035 .021.71 -.OO'J1CJ -.00016
15 • Q0 21t -.DOa25 .O3~68 -.00031 -.1)0014
15 • CO 15ft -.00014 .04501+ -.DOO"1 -.00007
17 • 00054 -.liOO03 .01&608 -.000"" -.00002
1tl • 1)0000 -.'JOOOl .OCt619 -.COO"~ .00000
19 • 00 ~60 -. aoost} .OOODO .00000 -.00025
2,] ~
• 00331 -. UOO 38 .0302') -.00311 -.1)00Z3
21 • 0027' -. uOO]2 .0"795 -.00016 -.'JOO1Q
Z? • !)O 19J} -. aoo 27 .061&3 -.011024 -.03013
2J • l] OD7Q - • 'J a020 .06Q1t5 -.OIlIJIt5 -.~OOO5
Zit -.OODIlO - II ooa 21 .07053 -.00'155 -.00000
25 .OO.J50 -.00040 .00000 .001l00 -.00027
26 • I) 032.. -.0004.0 .03300 .00000 -.00025
27 .00261 -.otJOltfJ .0522l.t • !!OJOfJ -.IJOOZO
21\ • 00164 -.00040 .06722 .0DOOI] -.09018
29 .00064 -.Q0040 .013325 .0UlOO -.00022
3:1 • CODOl] -. ;)00.... 0 .'l88S0 -.00300 -.00000
31 • IJ 0 ~6~ -.00022 .00000 -.0000'1 -.n0025
3~ • DO:! ~l -.000'+3 • 0302'3 .0'0011 -.f'OOZ3
33 .0027'1 -.000"''' .0"795 .00018 -.00019
34 • 00 lqa -.00054 .06163 .000l,. -.00013
35 • 00079 -.\laODO .06Q45 • 001] .. 5 -.00005
3& -.COGOO -.00059 .07053 .00055 -.Doooe
31 • CDJ13 -.00007 • 00000 -.00000 -.00019
36 .00283 -.QOo'.s .02271 .00019 -.00016
31 • 00211 -.00055 • 0 ~5G8 .(J0031 -.00014
41) .00154 -.00067 .OI.t50r. .000.. 1 -.00007
itt • 110054 -.00011 .04'10' .OOOltlt -.00002
42 .00000 -.00080 .0 .. 819 .0001t3 .00000
ltJ • DQ280 -.00001 • GOOD 0 .GOOOO -.1)0010
41t • 00251 -.00047 .Oleltl .00022 -.ooooq
45
." aZilZ -.00063 .Ol~«'Q • OO!JJ5 -.00007
'.1) .0 Q129 -.00fJ77 .02ltlto .ooos.J -.00005
47 •a0 Oft '3 -.00089 .02707 .00fJ"" -.00002
4~ .00 OliO -.00091 .02740 • 000 .. 3 -.QOOOO
'+3 • 00257 • aoa 00 -.00000 .00000 -.00003
50 • 0 0 22~ -.~OO"9 .00308 .00922' -.0'0003
51 .0018,. -.00066 .00,506 • fJOlJJIt -. no 003
5Z • il 0116 -.0008" .00695 .000ft.1 -.QOO02
5-1 • 00 Ol8 -.00096 .oaS81 .000lt3 -.00001
54 .00000 -.0009"- .00907
.0ilO .. " -.10000
DISPlACEHENT/REFE~f~CEDISPLACEHENT = 1.00206
FORCE/REFE~ENCE FORCE = 1.00206




I INfERNAL HO~ENTS (IN-KIPS/IN) AND NO~HAL FORCES (KIPS/IN) IN THE SLAB
;
EL MY HX H)(Y NX NT NXY
1 -. 001 -.OOlt .1'.0 -.(lSO -.012 -.018
2 -.026 -.020 .1JO -.itt5 -.011 -.026
J -.O«t4 -.OCJZ • 052 -.21'. .001t -.1!10
1+ -.027 -.091 .OJ9 -.2€-2 -.001 -.014
5 .035 .029 -.0 C6 -.215 -.003 .006
(,
-.OC7 -.021 .126 -.0"1 .005 -.026
7 • 137 .25,. • 120 -.149 .01Z -.O~l
8 • 112 .2"5 .1!1 -.21q -.oo~ -.O~l
q
.2ZQ .234 • 076 --.302 -.IlOl -.OLft.
10 -.07Q -.01J9 -.OC7 -.348 .OUI .006
11 • 0"9 • 322 .OQ2 -.l)5~ .on9 -.081
12 .16Q .530 .oa1 -.1~2 .nllt -.~Q3
13 • 253 .611 • o~Z -.231) .033 -.OA1
14 .2q2 .813
• 2'''-'+ -.:l1,5 .007 -.Ooq
15 -.1le2 -.781 • 17& -.433 .022 .01)5
16 .09lt • .316 • 074 -.O~5 .007 .0'1
17 • 171 • S4D • O~O -.151 .021 .025
18 • 2~l • 784 • 12'. -.2?8 .039 ,03ft
19 • 2~3' 2. ZCJtt • 146 '-. - .144- ... .0El .0 II
2tJ 1.1.&',1] 3. 377 . -.200 -.37" .061; .000






22 .111 • ~ .. o -.OEO -.151 .021 -.025
23 .252 .784 -. 1 ilt -.22a .039 -.03'+
21t .293 2.2~'t -.11t6 -.3.1t'. .061 -.031
~5 1.....0 !.377 .200 -. 37,. .066 -.000
2& .089 • 32~ -.092 -.o~? .onq .01\1
27 .169 • C;30 -.081 -.152 .01" .093
28 • 253 • 811 -.092 -.230 .033 .081
29 • ZqZ .313 -.244 -.~f&5 .001 .0"9
30 -. 142 -.781 -.176, - .... 3l .022 -.005
31 -. 001 -.021 -.12& . -.0'+7 .005 .026
~z · .137 .25,. -.120 -.1"9 .012 .OS1
33 • 112 .2..5 -.131 -.219 -.002 • 0 ~1
~4 • 229 .234 -.076 -.302 -.001 .0 'Ilt
lS -.079 -.OC9 • 007 -.3£&~ .001 -.006
36 -.OCI -.004 -.11e0 -.o~o -.e12 .018
37 -. O~6 -.020 -.130 -. 1't5 -.013 .026
38 -. 0..... -.092 -.OS2 -.214 .004 .010
39 -oO~7 ·0091 -. 039 -.262 -.003 .014
40 .OJ5 .029 .0(6 -.275 -.001 -.006
INTERNAL HOHENTS (IN-~IPS) AND NORMAL FORCES (KJP5) IN P.EAH ElEHENTS
[l Me NB
1 3120.5437 1. 3582
Z 7252.1263- '3. Jlt29
3 Q50&.11J7Q 3. 8285
.. 108'+0.2760 3. ~5Z6
Ij i1275.Q87,. 3.CJ105









15 13986.635<1 59. 60 2D
16 3120.5"37 1. 3582
17 72~2.12&J 3.3429
18 9506. 1079 3.6285
19 tD640.2760 3.e5Z6
20 liZTS.981ft 3.9105
tOTAL ACCUHIJLATEO STftESSES IN SLAB LAYERS
(STRESS I~ IN KSI, ANGLES ARE IN DEGREES
• = TEIISIO'i. - = COHPf<ESSION)
EL LAYER SXX SVy SXY 51 52 THETl\l
1 1 -.00506 -.00013 -. o14~q -.017eo .01259 40.113"5
1 Z -.00563 -.00097 -~ 0'09'60 -~',f1316 .00'651 38.f81q·...· .
1 3 -. 0064 .. -.00275 -.00581 -.01207 .00088 31.QS695
1 .. -.00B11 -.00269 • DO!]!' .. -.00822 -.0026 .. -S.56767
1 5 -.00556 -.001&0 .OO51ft -.00913 • 001'37 - 34.$157'.
1 6 -.aOft65 -.00060 • 01060 -.013.. 2 .00"16 -39.SQ173
1 7 -.oaooo -.00918 .00000 -.00'318 -.00000 -QO.ODOOO
t Fj -.061;5 • 00000 • 0" 000 -.06955 .00000 .00000
1 () -.06398 .00000 .00000 -.06398 .oocoo .00 00 D
1 to -.COOLIO -.00918 .00000 -.00<)18 -.oooao -C30.GOOOO
2 1 -.01569 • Don 30 -.01,.')5 -.02"39 .00900 JO.6972Q
Z Z -.015Lt7 -.0007" -.00997 -.02051 .00426 26.81101
Z 3 -.0208" -.002 .. Z -.00760 -.02358 .001]32. 19.76072
2 .. -.02002 -.00268 -.00195 -.0202'" -.002 ..7 6.J3q93
2 5 -.01918 -.COZ91t .0 Ct370 -.01999 -.0021" -1?.~5"JG
Z G -.01841 -.00321 .00931) -.02290 -. 00127 -Z5.50 ....9
2 7 • 0 Q000 • 01906 -'. 00000 .01«306 .00000 -90.00000
2 I} -.1~110 .00000 • 00000 -.18110 .00000 .00000
2 9 -.16151 .00000 • 00 DO 0 -.16151 ~ .Gooaa .QOOOO
Z 10 • 001100 • 00608 -.00000 .001)138 -.00000 -90.00000
.1 1 -.02297 • 00750 -.00576 -.OZltiJ2 • 0J ~55 10.35961
3 Z -.02244 • 00436 -.Q0392 -.023DO .00492 8.15721
.] J -.03D41 • 00149 -.00297 -.03069 .00116 5.Zl'lltZ
3 I. -.02943 -.00156 -.oon11 -.02945 -.0015" 1.At-&28:1
3 5 -.02666 -.001159 • 00153 -.02876 -.001149 -3.628"7
] 6 -.02767 -.00762 • 00 J7 II -.O?855 -.00693 -10.Z358£t
I 1 7 .OOODO • 09414 -.00000 .09..11t .00000 -90. tJO 000
...... 3 8 -.21217 • 00000 • 00000 -.27217 .00000 .QOOOOtv
~ 3 q -.24103 • COG 0 0 .00009 -.2"103 .oaDao • DO 000
I 'J 10 -.00000 -.00252 .oaooa -.OO2~2 .QyoaD -90. D:.JOOO
!
It 1 -.026QS .006Z6 -.00470 -.027eo .00691 7.90681
,. Z -.03615 .00347 -.06"55 -.0361:7 .00399 6.,.71)22
It J -.OJ538 .00045 -.0')295 -.03562 .000&9 ".67077
.. ~ -.OJlt111 -.00256 -.00132
-.OJ""tt -.00250 2.372"9
It 5 -.0314c; -.OO~55 .OOOJO -.03346 -.00555 . -.&1930
.. & -.03250 -. CORSIt • 00193 -.03265 -.001'39 -It.5&QOZ
It 7 .00000 • 09'+1" -.00000 .094tft -.00000 -qf).l)OCOO
4 I) -.315&2 .00000 • 01) flO 0 -.J1562 .OOOtlO .00000
It 9 -.28101 • ooono • Oll DOD ... 26101 .00000 .00000
.. 10 -.00000 -.OilZSZ • 0 I) 00 Q -.00252 • 00000 -QO.IJOOOO
5 1 -.O393~ -.00350 .00137 -.03940 -.OQ345 -2.11\952
5- 2 -.0.1758 -.00255 .00115 -.03162 -.00252 -1. 87f;it8
5 ~ -. U3562 -.00161 .00093 -.035B,. -.01)158 -1.S,+"Olt
5 it -.03405 -.00066 • 00070 -.03"06 -.00064 -1.Z0313
5 5 -. elZll . .OOOZC3 .000"6 -.03232 .oa030 -.f)ltO~9
s 6 -. (,JOb 11 .00127 • UOQ26 -.O~O6[l • O~ 128 -.ft5915
5 7 • LOOt') 0 .eltZ85 -".OOIJOO .OltZ"~ -.00000 -qO.I)OODO
5 8 -.31631 • 00000 • 00000 •• 31631 .00000 .00000
5 9 -.28151 .00000 • 00000 -.26151 .ODOOD .00000
5 10 .00000 .06089 -.00000 • 060 eq .000130 -qO.OOOOO
6 1 ,-. 0 D"'~" • 00289 -.01511 -.OloE3 .01'.58 31.735"7
6 Z -.0052 f) .00175 -. 0101] -.01268 .0091; 35.&0162
6 3 -,00;55 • 00059 -.OOSsq -.008'16 .01)390 30. 62~19
6
"
-. Ua16 3 -.00063 -.00156 -.00796 -.Oa030 11.~1179
6 5 -.Q0722 -.0010lt .0040 l -.00«)21 .0009,. -26.Z6l71
6 6 -.00,.36 -.Ol)()12 II 007&6 -.01020 .Oil570 - 370 226ft1
6 7 .00000 .01&68 -.OCOrJO '.01668 .00000 -QOeillOOOO
6 8 -.0718" • 00 (j 00 • 90000 -.07184 .00000 .00000
I) 9 -.OfiOt:l6 • 00000 • 00000 -.060<Ui .01)000 .00000
Ii 10 .00000 .00150 -.00000 • 00 l~O .Olloao -90.00000
7 1 -.03114 -.01991 -.017<16 -.OIt1t7Ct -.OtJ6Qt 15.8'8953
7 2 -.02719 -.01160 -.01355 -.03517 -.00382 29 .. 8860"
7 3 -.CZ305 -.00:129 -.0091" -.02663 .00D29 2:1:.38168
7 It -.01347 • 0050 It -. 00368 -.01"18 .OD575 10.8"119
7 5 -.01038 .01322 -.00026 -.01038 .01322 .62195
7 & -.0011" .02163 • 00 37ft -.OO7EZ .02210 -7.Z89le7
7 7 -.00000 -.05632 • 00000 -.056]2 .00000 -90.00000
7 8 -.20809 • 0000 0 .00000 -.20809 .00000 .00000
7 CJ -.lIt871 .001'00 • 00000 -.lItS71 .00000 .00000




'S 1 -.03909 -.02118 -.01<J05 -.050lt8 -.00880 33.0:lft21N
lJ1 8 2 -.OJ541t -.01321 -.0141" -.0&,231 -.0063" 25.Q1905
I 8 3 -.03276 -.0052" -.00923 -.03551 -.002 ..3 1&.91CJ80
8 It -.021,*7 • OOlt 5 3 -.003"2 -.02191 .00 ..97 7.37310
lJ 5 -.01987 .010'16 .00fJ46 -.01988 .0101,1 -.875!S
8 I) -.01188 .01857 • 00460 -.018 .. 5.. .01915 -1.08577
"
7 -.00000 -. n5632 .0000 0 -.05632 .00000 -«)0.00000
8 8 -.26071 .00000 .00000 -.28071 .00000 .00 (tOO
~ 9 -.25732 • 00000 • 00000 -. Z~132 .o~ooo .00000
8 to .00000 .16946 -.oouut) .169... & -.00000 -qo.ooooo
9 1 -.O!.3R15 -.02CIt7 -.01275 -.OE2El -.01651 16.~lZl2
'J 2 -.05159 -.0127" -.OO9Qfj -.05'-00 -.010.12 13. c q936
9 3 -.Or.it3? -.00'.97 -.00720 -.Olt56D -.OO3fi9 10.05563
q 4 -.03719 .00283 -.00,,45 -.03768 .O~3]2 6.27565
q 5 -.02169 • 01030 -.001.J3 -.02174 .01035 2.376117
q 6 ~
-.01&49 • 011\ 1 J • O!J 0'11 -.OlE51 .01815 -1.5')"2"
9 7 -.GilOaa -.02370 • 0 iJ 00 0 -.02370 .00000 -QO.01)OOO
C) ~ -.405S4 .onljOO .09000 -.lt055lt .00000 .00000
9 9 -.28082 .01)000 • 00000 -.28062 .00000 .onnon
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19 1 -.07127 -.16107 -.009Z7 -.010lt9 -.181815 -4.7<)089
19 2 -.06202 -.10712 -.00376 -.06171 -.107'-3 -".13663
19 3 -.05218 -.D3285 • Of) 177 -.O~2q4 -.03270 -5.03649
19 it -.0311CJ • 04153 .00&25 -.O~172 .0 .. 20& -It.81730
19 5 -~. 02407 .116"9 • 01203 -.02509 .11751 -1l.85615
19 6 -.01695 .19145 .0171\0 -.Ol~46 .lq2q6 - ..... 4771
1.9 7 -.00000 -.8S~96 • 00000 -.85696 .00000 -90.1]0000
19 8 -. 31~6~ • 00000 • 0000 IJ -.373Gq .00000 .00000
19 q -."9119 • 00 &00 .00000 -. '.9119 .00000 .00000
19 10 • 0000 a 1.35294 -.00000 1.J5294 .00000 -qO.OOOOO
20 1 -.17677 -.26985 .01 '\18 -.17528 -.2733" 10.~8233
Z'l Z -. 12845 -.1&181 • 01096 -.12517 -.lE509 16.651584
20 J -.01702 -.O!Z12 • 00367 -.077,5 -.05159 -8'.21026
20 ,. -.01756 .05890 -.OO~17 -.01771 .0591)5 2.51718
20 5 .D2-l'~Z • 17077 ~.O1103 .02787 .17163 ,. ...15..9
20 b • 08181 .26241 -.01839 .0"014 .26"08 5.19531
29 7 -.OOOOD -1. 23824 • 00 '100 -1.23824 -.00000 .-qO.!JOOOO
2iJ 8 -.73927 .ODOOO .00000 -.7!927 .00000 .~OQOO
20 9 -.0&035 • 00 GOO .00000 -.06035 .000')0 .10000
20 10 • 00000 . 1. 82159 -. 00000 1.82159 -.00000 -QO.ODODO
.
21 1 -.015E5 -.02528 • 00256 -.01501 -.02SQZ llt-.DOOG!
21 Z -.012,.6 -.01503 -.00021 -.012"4 -.·01505 -5.85""5
21 3 -.00928 -.00477 -.00309 -.01085 -.00319 26.9S87lJ
21 it -.00406 .00579 -.00501t -.00618 .00791 l2.81<J6Q
I 21 5 -.00136 .01597 -.00813 -.00lt57 .OlQtolJ 21.S'Ilt3G
t-" 21 £. • 00132 • 02611 -.01118 -.00297 .03046 2D.9q339N
co 21 7 -.00000 -.11278 .OGOOD -.11278 .00000 -qO.OOOOO
I 21 8 -.071101 • 00000 .1)1)000 -.07801 .00000 .00000
21 q -.0526Q .00000 .00000 -. 05 26q .00000 .00000
2t LO • acaDO .17907 -.00000 .17901 .oooao -'10.00000
•
22 1 -.0351" -.OltZ32 • 00224 -.03"5" -.04297 16.qJ181
22 2 -.029'51 -. OZ', 76 -.00310 -.QZ951 -.OZr.lfi 1.2641<)
22 3 -. 0231\ ~ -.O[);17 -.OOZIt5 ;-.02417 -.03662 ".11432
22 It -.OlZQ<) • olG tt2 -.0'1391 -.01363 • 0 1106 9.27Alt5
ZZ 5 -.OO86Q • 0261 Q -.OO64Q ..... 00980 .02QZl 9.11685
22 6 -.00416 .04576 -.Or:l90ft -.00597 .04736 9. Q5402
22 7 -. coona -.17082 • 00 flO 0 -. 17082 .00000 · -90.01)000
22 '3 -. ZOS3Q • 00000 • 0000 I) -.205;'9 .00000 .OODeD
22 q -.15675 • 00 u00 • 00 Ot} 0 -.15655 .00000 .00000
22 10 .00000 • 32~O 3 -.00000 .32903 -.00000 -~o.aDOOO
23 1 -. OGZ'. 3 -.060'-0 • 006" 5 -.Or."4Q -.oe"31t 2Q.<JO"Ol
23 2
-. iJ't't19 -.03495 • DO za 9 -.04"64 -.OJ~50 -lZ.1't?7Q
21 1 -.035'32 -.009't5 -.Or.-26~ -.::J~619 -.OCCJ18 5.7lLt42
2.J .. -.'J1171\ • 0160 q -.00612 -.020AO .01711 q.ft'?~8
23 5 -.01J"7 • 04180 -.Otl0B -.O15~~ .043t}4 lO.QJf;67
23 6 -. OOr,9a .OE7't5 -.01619 -.01035 .07082 11.75669
23 7 -.Dooao -.2373" • 00000 -.2J7~4 .00000 -qo.ooooo
23 8 -.31181 • 00000 .00000 -.31181 .00000 .00000
73 <) -.23qaJ • DO 0 0 0 • 00 000 -.239ft3 .00000 .00000
23 111 .00000 • .. 881t1 -.00000 ... 8818 .00000 -qo.OOOOO
Zit 1 -.O71~7 -.18107 .30~Z7 -.07049 -.18185 4.79089
Z,. Z -.06202 -. 10712 • 00376 -.06171 -.10743 ".73661
2,. 3 -.05278 -.03285 -.00177 -.05294 -.0]210 ~.016"=J
2lt It -. O~11q • 04iS: 3 -.00625 -.OJ172 .DltlO6 1t.~17JO
24 5 -.Ollt07 • 116"9 -.0IZ03 -.02509 .11751 ".85615
21t 6 -.Olf>95 .191 .. 5 -.01780 -.0184& .19296 ".~"773
214 7 -.00000 -.85696· • 00 00 0 -.35696 .00000 -90.0'1000
Zit 8 -.31169 .00000 • 00000 -.31369 .00000 .00000
2ft q -."9111 • 00000 • 00000 -.ltq119 .00000 .1]1)000
Z4 10 • 00 UO 0 1.3529,. -.00000 1.35294 -.00000 -90.00000
I
25 1 -.17677 -.25985 -.01818 -.17~Z8 -.2733" -ld .88233
25 2 -.12845 -.tE181 -.01096 -.12 17 -.lE509 -16.65se'+
25 3 -.07702 -.05212 -.003&1 -.07755 -.05159 8.21026
25 It -.01756 .05890 .Ofl337 -.01771 .05905 -2.51118
25 5 .OZA7Z .17077 • 01103 .02787 .17163 - .....15..9
25 6 • 08181 • 282'+1 .0183Q • 0801'• • 2 81t 08 -5.19531
25 7 -.OOOilO -1. 2 3A Zit • 00 OJ) 0 -1.23824 .00000 -go.oooao
25 8 -.73927 .00000 • 00000 -.73927 .00000 .00000
25 9 -.060]5 • 00000 .00000 -.06035 .00000 .00000





I 26 1 -.0157Q -.0 cf) 0 9 .Dl«Jqq -.00030 -.04158 37.778D6
26 2 -.01259 -.0156lt • 01671) .0OZEo -.0301t8 ttl. 3<1331
26 J -.00610 -.Q0279 • 01037 -.OlftQ5 • 00606 -40.,+736..
26 it -.00J65 • 0061 e • DO 647 -. 00 8 ~3' .01106 - 29.Q'."89
26 5 -.00160 • 0 1608 • 0 0617 -.OO3~4 .01802 -17.46096
26 G • oa04 3 .02t55 • 01] 320 .DOOOlt .0 26q 3 -6.""258
26 7 -.00900 -.11;')0 .O(lQOD -.11790 .00000 -QO.OODOD
Z6 8 -.018'l1 .OQOIJO .00000 -.07'01 .00000 .00000
26 <3 -.05269 • 00000 .ODOOO -.05269 .01l000 .00000
26 10 • QOOaD .18189 -.OtlOOO .181~9 -.00000 -qo.ooooo
21 1 -.OJ5ZZ -.04233 .01995 -.01851 -.05901t 39.Q4802
21 2 -.02QGl -. 0 2~ 11 • 01715 -.1)4466 -.01006 -41.26t=.94
27 3 -.412313 -.00783 .01 ft33 -.03232 .00056 -30.1lQ68
27 it -.01260 • 00996 • 01) 947 -.01622 .Ol~lq -1 q. ~ 1ft 53
27 5 -.OOflTJt .02677 • 0'1768 -.D~rJ45 .0284L, .-11.94865
27 6 -.00486 .Oft"!99 .00566 -.00551 .04403 -6.5Z1ft2
27 7 -.OOGon -.17331 • on Oll 0 -.11331 .00000 -qc.ooono
27 8 -.2n.519 • 00000 • OlJ DO f) -.2053~ .00000 .00000
27 q -.15655 .00000 • 00 ODD -.15655 .00000 .00000
27 Ie .00000 .31620 -.00001) .11620 -.00000 -q('l.OOGOO
28 1 -.05104 -.06335 .02015 -.OJ7ttO -.07QOO 17. ~Z" 81.
28 Z -.0"',62 -. 0 ~7 0 2 .0169 .. -.05818 -.023lt6 - 38.6 731t1
28 3 -.03611 -.01060 • 01369 -. 0'.207 -.0046 .. -23.51767
28 It -.01971 • 01602 • 00861 -.02167 .0179Q -12.8682"
26 5 -.01360 .0 ..229 • 0065 q -.01"37 .0.. 306 -6.63836
28 6 -.00753 .0688" .OOJR,6 -.0077Z .06Q03 -2.88670
28 1 -.00000 -.25"73 • 00000 -.25'*73 • 00000 -qO.OOOOO
28 8 -.31181 • GOUOO • 000'0 Q -.31181 - .OOOUO .'19000
28 q -.2·3983 • 00000 .00000 -.23963 .OilOOO .00000
26 10 • 0000 D • ..9669 -.00000 ...9669 .00000 -90.00000
Zq 1 -.0710" -.06693 .01.. ,. 7 -.10352 -.03.... 6 -"3.2q~9S
29 Z -.06209 -.040-50 • 0251+9 -.076<i7 -.02362 -33.520"7
29 1 -.05303 -.01399 .0161+6 -.0590" -.00798 -ZO.06ltQl
29 it -.03177 .01236 • 00582 -.03252 .01312 -7.3&397
29 5 -.02525 .0 3Jj 88 -.01)135 -.025i!8 .0 J891 1.20702
Zq 6 -.011)45 .06569 -.00<)72 -.OlCJ~6 .066~D 6.50673
29 7 -.00000 -.251,73 .00000 -.25 ..73 .00000 -c~ur.00000
29 8 -.45;S9 .oaooo .0"000 -.455&9 • OJ OO!) .00000
Zq q
-. J7Z3l .00000 .oooeo -. 37233 .0 DODO .00000
29 11) .00 DO 0 .49669 -.00000 .49669 .ODOOO -QO.OQOOO
3D 1 -.1)45l\9 .06:'59 .0152" -.04793 .06763 -7.6"668
30 Z -.0"&00 .0 ]q85 .On.881 -.04691 • 04076 -5.a~flI5
30 J -.04&00 .01411 • 00289 -.04614 .01..25 -2.7"321
I 30 It -. CO·31t" -.01C86 -.00322 -.06364- -.01067 3 ...9393
..... 3D 5 -.06321 -. C. 3f.Z9 -.01021 -.06665 -.Ol286 Ift.5879Z
VJ 30 6 -.05295 -.06112 -.01711) -.07953 -.0'451" \3.97175a
I 30 7 • 00000 • it 7057 -.00000 .,.7051 -.00000 -qo.ooooo
3D 8
-.60"""5 • 00000 • 00000 -.604"5 .0iJOOO .00000
30 q -.48816 • 00 (! 0 0 • 00000 -."8836 .00000 .00000
]Q 10 -.~tlOOO -.30512 • Oll 000 -.30S1Z~ .00000 -90.00000
31 1 -.OC49li .00289 .01511 -.Ot6EJ .0 lit 58 -17.7J;lt7
31 2 -. O~ 52 't .OD175 .01013 -.01268 .00Q15 -35.611162
31 J -.01.1555 .00059 • 01"1559 -.00e86 • 00390 -30.621;19
31 It -.OJ76J -.OOC&3 .00156 -.OO7'l6 -.00030 -11.97179
31 5 . -.0377.2 -.0010" -.00lt03 -.00921 .0'109" 26.26371
31 6 -.004]8 -.00012 -. 01] 166 -.01020 • OJ 570 37.221;1&1
31 T • OGlhJ 0 • 0 if 68 -.ooooa .016E8 -.00000 -qo.ooooo
31 6 -.O71'!4 • co 000 .00000 -.0718:. .00000 .00000
31 9 -.06096 .00000 .00000 -.06096 .00000 • DO'Ot'O
31 10 .00000 .00150 -.DOO~O .00150 -.00000 -90.00000
32 1 -.03174 -.OlQQt .017Qr; -.01f47'. -.OIJ6Ql -3~."Bq5]
32 2 -.02739 -.01160 .01355 -.O3~17 -.D0382 -29.81!601f
32 3 -.fJ2315 -.00329 • 0 UQ14 -.02603 .OOOZq -21.18168
32 It -. (! 1 Jr. 7 .0050" • 0f)]6 6 -.01lti8 • 0a575 -to.6,.719

31 1 -.0156Q .00030 .01 .. &5 -.02,,~q .00900 -30.6Q729
37 2 -. 01!;'t 7 -.Oa078 .00997 -.02051 .00426 -2&.81301
37 3 -.ClO84 -.0021t2 .00760 -.02358 .00032 -19.1607Z
37 It -.02002 -.00268 .01)195 -.O202~ -.00247 -6.3]qq3
J1 5 -.OlQl11 -.0029 .. -.00370 -.01999 -.O~Zl" 12.251t~6
37 6 -.011\41 -.00321 -.00919, -.02ZQO .00121 25. 5fJII 1t9
37 7 • 0000 tj .01906 -.00000 • 01 Q06 "OOOlJO -')0.00000
37 ft -. 16110 .OODOO .001l00 -.18110 • DOOJO .00000
37 9 -.161'il • Daooo • 0000 0 -.ln151 .OOOUO .ooeoo
37 10 .ouooo .00608 -.00000 .00608 -.00000 -QO.OODOO
38 ! -.02297 .oa750 .Of)576 -.02402 .00855 -lD.15q61
38 Z -.02244 .001t36 .00 392 -.02300 .00"92 -8.15727
38 3 -.03041 .00149 • 00297 -.03069 .00176 -5.2811t2
38 .. -.02943 -. 00156 • 00071 -.02945 -.OOlS,. -1.,.6283
36 5 -.fJ2866 -.00459 -.00153 -.02876 -.DOIt49 '1.628 ..1
36 6 -.OZ7~7 -.00762 -.00378 -.02855 .... 00693 10.2"358..
38 1 .O]u'JO • 0941 .. -.00000 .0941'" -.00000 ·90.00000
38 8 -.21217 .00000 • 00000 -.27217 .00000 .00000
38 9 -.Zlcl03 • 00000 • 00000 -.2 .. 103 .00000 .00000
36 10 -.00000 -. 00252 • 00000 -.OO2~2 .00000 -90.~DOOO
39 1 -.02695 • 00626 • 00410 -.02160 .006<11 -7.9Q681
I
3'] 1. -.03615 .003 ..7 • 00455 -.03667 .00399 -6.'+7022
.......
3q 3 -.03538 • 000 1t5 • DO 295 -.03562 . .000&9 -4.67077
W 39 it -.03438 -.00256 .001l2 -.03""4 -.OJ250 -2. 372 ..CJ
N 39 5 -.03346 -.OOS~5 -.00030 -.033"6 -.00555 .61930
I 39 6 -.03250 -.OOPS .. -.09193 -.03265 -.00839 ".51;902
3q 7 • Cco 00 .OQt.t4 -.00000 .Og"14 .oaooo -90.00000
39 8 -.31562 .00000 '.0000 Q -.31562 .00000 .00000
39 9 -.28101 • 00000 .00000 -.Z8101 • • 00000 .00000
39 10 -.00000 -.00252 • 00000 -.O02!;2 .00000 -90.00000
40 1 -.039'.5 -.OD"~50 -.O!'!137 -.o~qItO -.OO3t&5 2.1RQSZ
ltD 2 -.03756 -.00255 -.00115 -.OJ762 -.00252 1.""6"'8
ItO 3 -.O356l -.00161 -.00093 -.03564 -.00156 1. li4'\Olt
40 Ct -.OJ4IJ5 -.ODG66 -.00070 -.03"06 -.0006" 1.Z031"3
'to s; -.03231 .• 00 C29 -. 00 ait 8 -.OJ232 .00030 • ~..o59
ItO f; -.0.1060 • 00127 -.00026 -.03060 .00128 .lt5915
itO 7 • or.o 0 C .04£165 -. 00000 .0,.285 -.oeouo -CJO.OOOOD
4D 8 -.31Ft31 • CO COO .OOllOQ -.31631 .00000 .00000
.. 0 9 -.28151 .00000 • 09000 -.281~1 • DaOOg • 10 ~ 00
L,. 0 1il .00000 • 06l) 69 -.ooono .060atl -.!JCOlJ!J -9Q.OOOOO
TOTAl ACCU~Ol "TEn ST~ESSE~ IN £lE4H LA YFRS
( STF', r:sSIS I,.. t( SI. • = TJ:" NS ION t - = C0'1 PR ESSI 0 • )
"to.
e... .ntt
ELEUr:NTI LAYER :: 1 2 3 it 5 £> 1 8 q 10
11
1 -.290 -.429 -.604 -. !lZZ -1.118 -1.353 -1. ~~II -1.675 -1.7f:37 -1.13'32
13".919
~ -. "qa -.9r.It -1.001 -1.073 ·-1.111 -1.Z4Q -1.30fi -1.3~5 -1.3q5 -l.ft??
IJE."~l
3 -1.~J3 -1.228 -1.221 -1.212 -1~201 -1.19~ -1.1e~ -1.11\0 -1. 17 ~ -1.171
137.272





-1. "52 -1.395 -1. 123 -1.225 -1.1 ..8 -1.090 -1.0"2 -1. aD 1 -.970
137.926
e- -.303 -."39 -.609 -.821 -1.110 -1.339 -1. !Oq -1.653 -1.772 -1. !'16ft
135.0,+0










-1.,.90 -1.lt36 -1. ~6e -1.283 -1.1~1 -1.076 -1.008 -.q~O -.go:! -.665
131\.456
10 - 1.512 -1.503 -1.417 -1. !10 -1.16ft -1.OIe9 -.q6~ -.8QO . -.~30 -.Ta!
1:18.162
11 -.30~ -.419 -.6119 -."21 -1.110 -1.339. -1.509 -1.6~] -1.772 -1.RI1r.
13~.ortO
lZ -.q31j -.367 -1. J 13 -1.070 -1.141 -t.?!t - t. ZS 7 -I.? ~E -1.1Zq - t. ~'1f.t
116.76l







• l" ~,~; ..
'"
14" ,-
-1. lt90 -1.ft'36 -1. 368 -1.283 -1.167 -1.076 - S. 00 .. -.Q50 -.qOJ -.A65
138.4-58
15 -1.572 -1.503 -1."11 -1. 310 -1.164 -1.049 -.9Gl -.ftf30 -.8'10 -.1'\'1
138.762
iE -.290 -."Z9 -,.60'. -.822 -1 •. 118 -1.l53 -1. ~Z6 -1.675 -1.7~7 -1.812
13,..'319
17 -.89A
-.9"4 -1.001 -1.073 -1.171 -l.ZltQ -1.306 -1.355 -1.3QS -1.427
13E.lt41
18 -1. Z33 -1.228 -1.221 -1. 212 -1. 201 -1.192 -1.185 -1.1~Q -1.175 -1.171
137.27Z
lq
-1 ... 3J -1.3q7 -1.352 -1.296 -1.219 -1.159 II -1.111t -1.076 -1.0 .... -1.01~
137.165
ZtJ -1.498 -1. ,.52 -1.395 -1.323 -1.225
-1.1"8 -1.090 -1.0"2 -1.001 -.970
117.QZ6
TOTAL NO~MAL, SHEAR, AND PRINCIPAL STRESSES Ih BEAM
(SfRESS IS IN KSI, ANGLES ARE IN OEGREES













































5 1 -1."9761 • 0000 a -.00108 -1.4971J1 .00000 .Oltlltl
5 2 -1.451q3 • 00000 -.00474 -1."~lq5 .00002 .18685
5 3 -1.3Qlt57 • 00000 -.01154 -1.39"66 .00010 ."7"'00
5 It -1.32285 .COOOO -.02277 -1. 3Z 324 • oao 39 .91)~Cj5
5 5 -1. 225.10 .00000 -.02500 -1.22581 .00051 1.16817
5 6 -1. 1.. 782 • 00000 -.01650 -1.1 .. 60& .ODC2.. .82322
5 1 -1.09042 .00000 -.00871 -1.090"9 .00097 .4576g
5 IS -1.04163 .00000 -.0048& -1.0lt16& .00002 .26865
5 9 -1.00146 • ODD 00 -.00276 -1.001"6 .00001 .1&;771
5 10 -. q69~ 9 • Dooue -.00079 -.96989 .00000 .0..6 .. 2
5 11 131.92551 .00000 • 00000 137.92551 • 00000 .00000
6 t -. 30278 .00000 -.013Q6 -.30342 .00061, 2.63"5"
£» Z -."3673 .00000 -.03501 -. ","150 .00278 ".Ij~"il
G 3 --.60867 • 00000 -.07705 -.61827 .00960 7.10400
6 it -.82109 .0'1000 -.14751 -.84689 .02580 9 ••90003
6 5 -1.11)997 • Oil COO -.15<147 -1.1121t2 .02246 8.015133
6 £» -1.33'331 • 00000 -.10,.30 -1.3..139 .00807 .....z6si
6 7 -1.50907 .00000 -.05"75 -1.51106 .00191 2.0751"
6 8 -1.6,318 .00000 -.OJO"" -1.65374 .00056 1. as" 34
6 9 -1.77161 .oocoo -.01711 -1.77177 .00017 .55313
6 10 -1..86"40 • 00000 -.00486 -1. 86ft .. l .0·0001 .11,939
6 11 135.040Z0 .ooooe • 00000 135.0 .. 020 .00000 '.00000
I 7 1 -.92962 .00000 -.OI~15 -.92-:!8Z .00019 • SZteZ6
.... 7 2 -.9665" • OD'O 00 -.'03112 -.9675.. .01)100 1.8ltZ30VJ
0'\ 7 3 -1.01267 .00000 -.06115 -1.01711 .00 ..43 'J .11730
I 7 It -1.Q7034 • 00000 -.12805 -1.08545 .01511 6.72&03
7 5 -1.14871 .110000 -.13765 -1.16503 .01626 6.73826
T 6 -1.2110" • 00 000 -.08987 -i.217ET .00663 ".22085
1 7 -1.25716 .00000 -.01.712 -1.25892 • .00176 2.1"3"2
7 8 -1.29&.16 • OOOCO -.02615 -1.2 q688 .00053 i.iSS;!,.
T 9 -1.J2863 .00000 -. 01,.69 -1.32879 .00016 .63333
7 10 -1.351q8 • 00000 -.00"17 -1.35399 .00001 .17651
7 11 1J6.76105 • 00000 .00000 116.76105 .00000 .09000
I) 1 -1. Z7'.lQ • DOGOn -.OlZZ2 -1.271t50 .00012 .54q36
8 Z -1.25586 • 00000 -.O?3fJJ -1.25632 • 00 olte 1.09134
8 J -1.2327Q .OOiJOO -.Olt"qG -1.23"64 .0019\ 2.27103
8 It -1.20375 • cocoo -.OQ181 -1.21071 .OO6Q6 ".31~5~
8 5
-1.iE"3" • 00000 -.09766 -1.17251 .00813 4.76132
8 £> -1.13311 .00000 -.Ofl341 -1.13665 .00354 ~.19305
8 7 -1.10QQS • uoooo -.0]313 -1.110Q" .O!)Oqq .1.70610
8 8 -1.09026 .00000 -.01630 -1.il9057 .00031 • Q613Z
6 q -1.07405 .00000 -.01026 -1.07415 .00010 .S1t70J
8 10 -1.06131 .00000 -.00291 -1.06132 .O!)OO1 .t5704
8 11 137.76613 .00000 .OODOO 137.16613 .00000 • on Q:)I)
'-
9 1 -1.lt89q3 • 00 COO -.OtOJZ -1.49001 .00007 .'JQ665
9 2 -1 ... 35& .. .00000 -.01707 -1. 435ft,. .00020 .6AOCJS
9 3 -1. 36776 .00000 -.03270 -1.J68S~ .01l078 1.361\62
9 4 -1.Z8ZQO .00000 -.0,995 -1.26569 .00280 2.6SQ66
-9 5 -1.16147 • 00000 -.06Z85 -1.1708,. .00137 3.97253
9 6 -1. (l157~ .00000 -.040t,.Q -1.07731 .00152 2.1 ~Z31
9 7 -1.00788 .00000 -.oztn .. -1.0C63Z .00DIt" 1.19551
9 8 -.95016 • 00000 -.01154 -.95030 .0001" .69561
~ 9 -.90362 .00000 -.006"" -.9026& .00005 .140e98
9 1D -.86'i27 • UllCiOO -.001&2 -.865Z7 .00000 .12(172
'l 11 13A."~8'l7 .00000 , 0000 i) l'8.lt~807 .00000 • O!)I) 00
10 1 -1.571714 .00000 -.OOftQS -1.57179 .00005 • 3~7 45
10 2 -1.50116 .00Doe -.lJ13S9 -1.50328 .00012 • ~14 ~9
10 J -1.lt171t2 • 00000 -.02"12 -1.1t1185 .000 .. 3 .39669
10 ,. -1.31022 .OOGOO -.04457 -1. J 117"3 .00151 1.9r..tno
10 5 -1.164lq .00000 -.Olt6ZQ -1.1E622 .OiJ183 2.2f8A1.
10 6
-1.0""57 • 00000 -.02958 -1.0~9ftl .00083 . i.Gltter.
10 7 -. q621 J) .00000 -.~lS31 -.«)6302 • 000 Z" • ql ~ 91
10 8 -.88985 • 000 0 0 -.30835 -.889qJ .0300e .53732
10 9 -.~2q7q .0uOOO -.OQlt6S -.82961 • 00003 .3~Oqt)
10 10 -.78260 .00000 -.001.!1 -.782f)Q .00000 • Dq6r:t1
10 11 138.76186 • 00000 .00003 13,).761"6 .011000 .00000
11 1 -.30278 • 000 00 -.01196 -.30:!lt2 .00064 2.S~f,S4
11 2 -.43')73 .00000 -.Ol501 -.""150 .002i8 it.53L 11
I 11 3 -.60B67 .00000 -.07705 -.61eZ7 .OO9~O 1.1 ~ rt 00
......
UJ 11 it -.821U,) .00000 -.1 ..7111 -. fl46B9 .02580 9.Q']COl
........ 11 5 -1.10997 • 00000 -.159.. 7 -1. 132"2 .02246 ft. IJ lr.-:3
I 11 0 -1.33931 .01l000 -.10"30 -1.34739 .OlltJ07 't ... ?£1S1
11' 1 -1.50907 .00000 -.05'-15 -1.51106 .00198 ?07511t
11 8 -1.65311\ • 00000 -.03044- -1.65374 .90056 i.63ft.3ft
11 q -1.11161 .oacoo -.01711 -1.77'71 .00011 .5C:;~11
11 10 -1.86440 .00000 -.Q048& -1.8E .. lt1 .00001 • 14q:a;t}
11 11 135. Clt02 t1 .00000 • 00 00 'J 135.0,.020 .00000 .OrlQnD
12 1 -.QZCJ6Z .00000 -.O133~ -.92C?~2 .OIlOIQ • A2L 2&
12 Z -.96654 .00000 -.03112 -.9f751t .01]100 1. 'l'.Z:JO
12 3 -1.01267 • 0011 0 fj -.Ofl7tli -1.01711 .OOliCtJ ::w:. 777~O
12 It -1.07034 • 000·0 C -.12'U)5 -1.085~5 .Dl~11 6. 7 i'POJ
12 5 -1.14677 • 00000 -.13765 -1.16503 0 .01626 6.7~f\26
12 6 -1.211.0 ,. • 00 u00 -.DRq51 -1.21167 .OO6b~ L.Z?Qfi!j
12 1 -1.25716 .00000 -.0'.712 -1.2a;;~q7 .OiJ176 2.143142
12 3 -1.~'l616 .00000 -. OZf)l S -1.ZQ688 .00053 t. t ~r~ft
lZ 9 -1.32663 • 00000 -. 01lt6 q -1.JZ87Q .DilOl£> .'1"1! 3:'1
12 1 tl -1. 35lq Ii .DliODa -.00 '.17 -1.'J539t3 .00001 .17f1S7
12 11 1Jti.16~O&; • 000 U0 • UODOO 136.76305 .03ilOO • ')0 DUO
13 1 -1. 271. ~g • nocoo -.01222 -1.211,50 .UOO12 .c;ltQ36
13 2 -1.255"6 • 00000 -.O23~3 -1.25632 .00046 1.09134
13 J -1.21270 .00000 -.1)14896 -1.2346.. .0019" 2.27103
1·] It -1. 2u 315 .00000 -.OQ1e,t -1.21071 .00696 ".3]1;58
1l 5 -1.16"38 .00000 -.09766 -1.172S1 .00813 ".76132
13 6 -1.13311 .00000 -.06341 -1.13665 .003-::4 3.1CJ:lD5
13 7 -1. 10 qQS • 00000 -.03113 -1.11094 .OOOqg 1.70810
13 8 -1.tlQ02fi .00000 -.01830 -1.0C)057 .000.51 .96132
13 q -1.07"05 .O~OUO -.01326 -1.07lt15 .00010 .5.. 103
1] 10 -1.06131 .00000 -.00291 -1.0E132 .00001 .15704
1~ 11 131.16613 • 00000 • 00 000 ·ll7.76611 .00000 .'10000
lit 1 -1.it8qq"] .00000 -.010:52 -l.ltQOOI • 00007 .19665
114 Z -1.4356" .00000 -.01701 -1.'-358.. • 0 I] 0 20 .68095
lit 3 -1.36716 .OOUOO -.01270 -1. 36115lt .00018 1.16862
14 It -1.28ZQO .00000 -.05995 -1.28569 .00280 2.6f)~66
1,. 5 -1.16747 .000 00 -.06265 -1.170e4 .OO~37 3.07253
lit 6 -1.OlS79 .00000 -.Clta4Q -1.07731 .00152 2.15231
14 7 -1.00788 .00000 -.OZ10 .. -1.0083Z .000 .. 4 1.1QS51
tit 8 -.95016 .00000 -.O11~" -.95030 .0001" •• 6CJ~61
lit 9 -.90262 .00000 -.0064" -.90266 .00005 ...0898
lit 10 -.8b527 .00000 -.00182 -.86527 .00000 .120721" 11 13U."~807 .00000 • 00000 138. "5~01 .00000 .00000
15 1 -1.5717" • QaOOD -. GO 89" -1.57179 .00005 .:l27ft5
15 Z -1.50116 • DonDO -.01350 -1.50328 .00012 .51439
15 3 -1.,.1742 .nOGOD -.02"72 -1."1185 .000 .. 3 .99869
I 15 It -1.31022 • DOD 00 -.0 ....57 -1.31173 .00151 1.9ft600
..... 15 5 -1.16439 .00eOD -.0"620 -1.1E6ZZ .0018 ! 2.26881
W 15 6 -1.0feaS1 • 00000 -. 01.95 a -1.0,.9.. 1 .00063 1.61"84(X) 15 7 -.Q6Z76 .OOliOD -.01531 -.96302 .00024 .9\091I
15 8 -.88985 .00000 -.00835 -.segqJ .00008 .1;3732
15 9 -.8l17q .00000 -.00"65 -.82981 • 00003 .32090
15 10 -.78260 .00000 -.OD1l1 -.,8ZE! .00000 .OQ601
15 11 13S.7611l6 • 00300 .00 DO,l) 138.761e .00000 .qOOOO
16 1 -.28959 .00000 -.00611)1+ -.29975 .00016 l.l-;ZEI
16 2 -.42911 .00000 -.02134 -."3084 .00173 3.610'19
16 3 -.&0351 .OOGDD -.06579 -.61059 .00109 6.1lt93~
16 .. -.~2150 • 00000 -.lZQ40 -.8ftlLtO .OlQ10 8.7.\30"
tf, 5 -1.11797 .00000 -. 14173 -1.13565 .01769 7.11]"9
16 6 -1. 35.J 13 .00000 -.093" J -1.35q75 .00642 3.91055
16 7 -1.52754 • 00 uU0 -.04929 -1.52913 .00159 1.&1t621
11i 6 -1.67542 • 00000 -.02759 -1.67;67 .OOOCtS .q"~11
16 9 -1.7'3'i'l3 • DO(lOO -.015=6 -1.79706 .00013 .r.1SQ5
16 10 -1.6Q21Z .00000
-.0 'l'." 3 -1489213 .00001 .1:!" 17
16 11 134.131878 .00000 .OOOD!l 134.91876 .00000 .09000
!
17 1 -."Q7TO • 00000 -.005:;8 -.89773 .00003 .35591
17 Z -. qr. 113 .OOCOD ,-.02269 -.94'.28 .0 1)055 1.38"""
17 J -1.0 1 1!f) .00000 -.O~52q -1.fJOIt31 .0;]30" 1.1~10Z
17 It -1.07l18 • 00000 -. 10886 -1.0~ftl1 .01 Oq 3 -;.13"2"
17 5 -1.17096 • 00000 -. 119 ..12 -1.18302 .01203 5.15921
17 6 -1. 24116'. .00000 -. or "6 t} -1.25358 .ooc.qlt "3.59135
17 1 -1.30615 .00000 -.Oltl~2 -1.301lt7 .00132 1.81891
17 8 -1.35503 .00000 -.0232; -1. 35543 .OClO40 .911288
11 9 -1.3')528 .OGoon -.01312 -1.395"0 .DOiJ12 .J;18';1
17 10 -1.lt2689 .00000 -.OO37Ct -1.lt26QO .000fJ1 .15005
17 11 136.ltftllt.9 .OflOOO • 000 Cl) 1l6."411t9 .ouoao .00000
18 1 -1.23289 .oaooo -.00]15 -1.23290 .UllOO1 .1 ~~ 86
18 Z -1. 27.753 .00000 -.01"63 -1.22770 .00017 .68280
1~ J -1. 2208 .. .00000 -.0356" -1.22186 .00104 1.&7067
18 ,. -1.212'.7 • 00000 -.07033 -1.2i6~1 .00407 31J11]860
18 5 -1.20109 .ODaoa -.07718 -1.20603 .OOltQ4 3.66188
18 6 -1.1QZO!i • 00000 -.05~q3 -1.19422 • DO Z17 2 .....12...
18 7 -1.18535 .00000 -.02690 -1.18596 .000&1 1 .. 29913
18 8 -1.17966 • 00 (t 00 -.01508 ·1.17986' .00019 .73217
13 9 -1.17498 .00000 -.00851 -1.17504 .00006 ... tltQO
16 10 -1.17110 .00000 -. 09 Zlt3 -1~171l0 .00001 .11ft65
18 11 1~7.27?3q • 00000 .0'100 !) 137.27239 .00000 II .00000
19 1 -1."~Z83 • 00000 -.00174 -1 .. 43283 . .00000 .06955
19 2 -1.396Sg .00000 -.0.,778 -1~39693 .00004 .31910
19 J -1.35196 .00000 -'.01901 -1.35223 .00021 .80S~O
19 It -1.Z~579 • 00000 -.03755 -1.29688 .00109 1.658"9
19 5 -1. ZiQ40 • 00000 -.04123 -1.22079 .00139 1.g3....7
19 [) -1. 15873 • OOG 00 -.02722 -1.15936 • 0006 .. 1.3,.48&
I 19 7 -1. 1137'1 .00000 -.01"37 -1.11 :!97 .00019 .73931
......
W 19 8 -1.07558 .00000 -. on 60 () -1.07564 .00006 .42938
\0 tq 9 -1.0tt411 .OODOO -.00455 -1.0ftIt13 .OOO!l2 .'.49'57
I lq 10 -1.01'319 • 00000 -.GOll0 -1.'01939 .00000 .07290
19 11 137.764115 .00000 • DO 000 ~37 .i76lte!i .00000 .00000
•
20 1 -1'."9781 • 00000 -.Oillil8 -1 ... 9761 .. oaooo .04141
ZlJ Z -1.45193 .00000 -.00'.7" -1."5195 .00002 .16685
20 1 "1.~3457 • 00000 -,01154 -1.39"66 .00010 .lt74QO
20 it -1.12Z85 .00000 -.02277 -1.J232ft. .0 uO 39 .98595
20 5 -1.22;31) • 00000 -.ozsoo -f. 225ft! .00051 1.16817
20 6 -1.1ltT"2 • 00 COO -.01650 -1,1 .. 806 .0002" .B~3ZZ
20 7 -1.119042 .00000 -.00871 -1.090"9 .00007 ...5769
Zil 8 -1.0't163 .00000
-.DC""" -1.0"166 • 00002 • .26865
ZlJ 9 -1.0lJ146 • 00 COO -.DOZ'7E -1,OOllc& .00001 .15171
20 10 -. q69B 9 • 0000 a -.00379 -~qfjq"9 .00000 • 0 '.6 .. Z
20 11 137.QZ551 • oac 00 • 000 Q0 137.92551 .00000 .00900
AUr,L 5 S.IO~IUG DIRECTION OF PPINCIPAL AXIS. FI':ST r,RACK,
AtlO ECONO CRACK tAUGLE = qgC).o IF t~O CRACt<)
ANGl S ARE IN DEGREES











PLOT SHOWING CR~CK-CRUS" APEAS~ STRESS~S. NOOE ANO LAYER HARKERS FOR REFERENCE
(SEE USERS t1AUUAL FO~ OfT4ILS)
i1E.t\H NUMB::R 1
• ... ... .... ... •
• 11111111111111111111111111111122Z22222222Z22222222333!3331J333J13331333l3J33JJ3133]]3~33~331333l33333 •
• 11111111111111111111111111111122222222222222222222333313333333333333331333J33333333l1~133331333'l3333 •
• ZZZ2Z2ZZ2222Z222Z2~222Z222222222Z22Z2Z2Z22222?222Z31J3 333J3333333131333333333331333333333333313333333 •

















































• l11111111111111111111111111111Z222222Z22222Z222222'l~3 ]1~3133J3133l3333J333J33313lJ~333l333l333jl~333 •
• 2l.Z22?22Z22Z22Z222Z22222222l2?Z2?2222ZZ2222222Z~223J33 3~3!3J~J3J3JJ~J3133~33J33J33313!~~J!3J33J~33333 •










• 2Z2Z2222ZZZl2ZZ2Z2222222222ZZ~Z2Z222Z22Z2Z22212Z2Z3333 ]333J333333J3l33!J3333J!333J33~~113!33!331133~3 •


































El£HE NT NUH~F.:R Y = NUHBEP CF VIElOEO LAYERS
"lODE I
C = NUMBER Of CHUSHEO LAYERS T ~UHaER ~F CQACK~O LAYERS
NOOE K
4~··························5~················51··.·····.··.····52······.·.··•••·.53.···.··.·;~
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• 1 • 2' .. 3 • It • 5 ..
· ..
". . '... . .
· ..
1.·.· .. ··.······••··.·····.··2·.···.····· ••··.·3.·.··.·••········~·················5········.··6
LOAD CYCLE = 1
----LOAD RATIO AT srA~T OF CYCLE
----PPES#AN FACTOP AT STAkT Of GYCLE :
.?OOOOOOODE+OO
.10GOilOOOJF.+Ol
NUMBER OF TRIALS = 1
NUM8~R OF ITEFATI0"S = 1
NUt1!l~R. OF TRIALS
NUHB~R OF I't~4TIC~S z
FOR THE S AKE 0 F B REV I T Y
166 P R I NT 0 UT P AGE S
ARE NOT INC L UDE D
I NTH ERE P 0 RT
-143-
4q··············.····.···.··50···········.···.51················52················53·········5~
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----LOAU RATIO AT STAfT OF CYCLE
----PRESCAN FACTOR AT START OF CYCLE =
.?DOOOOOOOEtOO
.100000000E·Ol
NU~1B~R OF TRIALS = "1
tJuun:R OF IT[J(ATIOJ-S :: 1
----LOAD STEP HILL B~ REOUCEO---------
PR~SCAN REDUCTION FACTOR = • 5lt5eO~q40::.00
NEi4 LOAD I\ATIO = .l09160788'!+OO
NlIt1A~R OF TRIALS = 1
~UHBfR OF ITERATIO~S : 2
NUMBER OF TRIALS = 1
NUM8£R OF IT~F.ATIO~S = 3
.00000 • ')"O'O'uo' -I.~ 89-2q~ -39.14.187 'j"~'-'i5"08 ff
25 • '10000 .00000 .00000 .00\100 .00000
26 .OOCOIl .OOQO~ .OOilO!) .QOOOO .00000
27 • 00000 .00000 .00001) .00000 .!JOOOO
2B .00 QilD .000 00 .00000 .00000 .00000
2q • 'CO CllO .000Ory 9.78597 .00000 -68.5D178
~o • 00000 .00000 g.79S97 .00000 68.')0178
31 • 00000 .00000 .00001) .00000 .00000
32 • 00000 .00000 .00000 .ooaoo .OBOOO
.l.~ .00000 .000ilO .00001] .001)00 .1)0000
3ft .QOOtJO .00000 .DOODt) .00000 .00000
35 .OOOOf) • !HJOOIJ ".89291\ 3q.llt387 -3".25089
16 • 1]0001) .00000 It. 8 Q?-'36 39.1ltllJ7 3"'. 25 O~9
-J7 • 00000 .00000 .000 Of) .001l00 .COOOO
J~ • 00 COO .anoao .0 DO 00 .00001) .oaeDD
3'1 .00000 .00000 .0000 l) .00000 .00000
!to .OOGOO • (0001) • 00000 .00000 .00000
41 .~oooo .00000 .'ODOOG .OOOOtl • 000'00
.. l .00 Q00 .oooao .00000 .oo~oo .00000
4.3 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00109 .00000
4'+ .OOOOf) .0000(1 .aooot) .00000 .00000
r~,; .00000 • 000 on .00000 .OGOOg .00000
'tt) • DOOilO .0000il .00000 .00000 .00000
47 • 00 COO .QOOOO .00000 .0000') • Qoean
4" •a0000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000
49 .00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 .uoono
51} .0000'1 .000 00 .0000l) .00000 .00000
~1 .oooaa .00000 .0000' .00000 .00000
5~ • 00 DOD .0000(1 .00001) .OO!loa • 00000
5J • 00000 .00000 .00000 .00000 • 00000




I NODAL POIUT OISPlACEHENTS IN INCHES ANn ~AOIA~S
NonAl POINTS U-OISP V-OI SP W-tJISP "X-OISP ~T-OISP
1 • DO 602 -.DOZJ't -.00001} -.00000 -.£10003
2 .00531 -.00100 .001«35 -.~OO60 -.1i0003
3 .00 ..1 J -.00037 .00395 -.00091 -.11000"
It • 0 0 2"1 • t] 0044 .O074'l -.00108 -.00005
5 .OOO6Q .00128 .OI~68 -.OOltO -.00003
G • 00000 .9014 J .013.. 11\ -.00110 -.00000
1 .00 f6J -.00231 .00000 .... 00000 -.00023
~ • 00592 -.OOlf}lt .027j~ -.001161 -.1)0020
')
.0 0 ~69 -.OD05t .O~2SG -.OOOqJ -.00016
10 • 00 ZQO .:.1002£5 .05336 -.03112 -.00010
11 • CO 09'. .0011.1 .05871 -.OQ10Q -.0000:1
12 • C0 QCJ~ .0£1131 .05944 -.001f)8 -.ODOOO
13 .OO7St} -.00214 .00001 • 00000 -.00",.6
14 • 0068~J -.00107 .05532 -.0005:! -.OOU40




17 • 00121 • 000 qt .11217 -.00\17 -.000C2
1& • t) 0 oon .00115 .11200 -.0011lt .00000
lq .00686 -.0017Z .00000 .00000 -.OOC62
2[\ • 00620 -.00112 .07Sq~ -.00030 -.00057
21 .00 eCJ7 -.00094 .12027 -.OOflr.9 -.000,.8
22 • 0 0 ~O7 -.OOOLt~ .15485 -. (Oa73 -.0003"
23 • 00211 .00056 .17 .. 61 -.001'8 - .... 0013
Z4 -. eooao .00085 .17762 -.01)179 -.OOODO
25 • 008&5 -.00117 .00000 .00000 -.00068
21) • Q0806 -.00111 .01J325 .00000 -.OOD6Z
21 • 00 E8Z -.00117 .13202 .00000 -.00051
Z8 • 01)"61 -.00117 .17144 .00000 -.00051
Z<J .00149 -.00117 .':290$ .DODOG -.DOUG8
3'l • 00 000 -.00117 .2JEJl -.00000 -.00000
31 • n0866 -.00063 .0000D -.00000 -.00062
32 .00820 ~.OOlZ3 .07590 .003'30 -.tJOO57
33 • 00697 -.001"0 .12027 .ooaltq -.00048
34 • .00 SOl -.00187 .15~85
.
• CO 07 J -.n0034
35 • 00211 -.OO29tJ .17.. 83 .001.. 8 -.Q0013
36 I -.00000 -.00319 .1776Z .00179 -.00000
37 .00759 -.00021 • 0 DO 00 -.00000 -.000,.6
38 • 00£89 -.001Z1 .0551Z • 00053 -.OOOltO
3tJ •a0 ~64 -.00163 .08674 .00086 -.00032
ItJ • 30376 -.cozzCJ .10810 .00112 -.OOOl~
Ctt • 00129 -.OOlZ6 .11237 .0'1111 -.00002
.. 2 .00000 -.OD34<J .11200 .0011Ce .00000
t"l • 0 0 663 -.00004 • 0 00 00 .00000 -.00023It'. • 0 0 592 -.00130 • 0 2732 .00061 -.00020
it5 .0 Q~69 ".00183 .0..Z5& .OOQ9l -.GOO16
'+6 .00290 -.00259 .05336 .• 0011Z -.00010
..7 • 0009'* -.0034'1 .05&77 .00101.) -.00003
I 43 • 00000
-.00365 .059.... .00108 -.00000
.....
4~ • 00602 .(JOOOO -.00000 .00000 -.00003
.J:"" 50 . • 0 !l5Jl -.00135 .OOlQ5 .00060 -.90003
'-J 51 .001t13 -.OO19~ .00395 .0tlOQl -.00004I 52 • 002.. 1 -.00278 .007..9 .00108 -.00005
53 .00069 -.00362 • 0 1~68 .00110 -.00003
54 .00000 -.0037" .01348 .00110 -.00000
OISPlACEHE~T/REFERENCEDISPlACEHENT = 2.61577
FORCE/REF~RE~CE FORCE = 2."11t69
SU~ CF NoOAl peiNT W-LOAUS = 39.14Jq ,
I
INTERNAL HOttENfS (I1~-KIPS/IN) ANn NORHAl FORCES (KIPS/IN' IN rH€ SLAt;
':L My t1X tiXY NX NY NXV
1 -.0(2 -.oe9 .31!1 -.121 -.030 -. Oil:!
2 -. 070 -.059 .356 -.~5q -.0 ~$ -.063-
J -.121 -. ?77 .101 -.570 .014 -.072
4 -.086 -.275 • Cr;:7 -.5c)5 .003 -.012
5 .1)85 .150 -.019 -.607 -.OJO . .0'-5
6 -.1]25 -.061 .. •3"'" -.115 .OgCJ -.OR')
7 • -167 • 66ft .3'4 -.l!S .0;0 -.1f1

20 11521.4&99 2.6838
TOTAL ACCUMULATED ST~ESSES IN SLAB LAY~RS
(SrRESS IS IN KSI, A~GLES ARE IN DEGREES
• = TENSION, - = COHPRESSION)
El LAYER SXX . SVy SXy 51 52 THETA1
1 1 -.01l25 -.00009 -.OftI)22 -.OftE85 .03451 40.10ZI,4
1 Z -.013"2 -.00239 -.0255" -.03.. Z8 .01806 38.69185
1 .3 -.all0! -.00707 -.01501 -.03061 .00250 32.53293
1 It -.OlO35 -.00693 • 032~7 -.02012 -.00656 -9935.. 5..
1 5 -.01369 -.00396 .01"81 -.024,.2 .00676 - 35.90268
1 6 -.01111 -.OOlZ .. .02<)60 -.O:!622 .02381 -,.0.23e13
1 7 -.03000 -.021,82 • 0 QDO 0 -.02ltBZ .oaoao -90. 000 00
1 8 -.17285 • 00 (i 00 • 00000 -.172f5 .00000 .00000
1 q -.15«)02 • 00000 • 0 I) 000 -.15«302 .00000 .00000
1 10 -.00000 -.02,.82 .·00000 -.oz .. ez .00000 -90.00000
Z 1 -.038'*" • 00136 -.03689 -.06222 .02515 31 ... 5216
2 Z -.03818 -.00169 -.02615 -.Q51132 .01195 27.;4781
z 3 -.05161 -.00609 -.01931 -.05815 .00098 20.13ftltO
2 It -.04980 -.00701 -.00399 -.05017 -.0 G66S 5.27763
2 5 -.011788 -.00791 .01133 -.050 S7 -.00492 -11t.77887
I Z £> -.01+618 -.00881 .02680 -.06017 .00518 -27.560"7
~ 2 7 .00000 • 0"828 -.00000 • 0!t828 .00000 -qU.IOODO~ Z 8 -. ftJe8ftg • 00000 • 00 DO 0 - ..... 849 .00000 .aoooo\0 z 9 -.'t023,. .00000 .00000 -."0231t • 00000 .DOOOOI
2 ill l .oooon • 00951 -.oonoo .00951 .00000 -90.00000
1 1 -.051+11 .02288 -.0115,. -.056J9 .02456 8.Z~"05
-J 2 -.05383 .01J54 -.00789 -.35 .. 7,. .01ftft6 6.593143
J 3 -. u136 2 .00521 -.00611 -.07ltOQ .00568 .....090..
1 4 -. 01173 -.00410 -.00167 -.07,117 -.00lt06 1 ...1109
l 5 -.07056 -.01333 .00274 -.07069 -.01320 -Z.73JD4
] 6 -.06925 -.02255 • 00115 -.07032 -.02148 -8.51023
3 7 • 00000 .2577 ... -.00000 .25'714 .00000 -qo.ooooo
J 6 -.65971 .00000 .01l000 -.65971 .00000 .OOOUO
l 9 -.589'7 .OOOOD • 00000 -.58967 .00000 .00000
:1 10 -.OCOGO -.030 Zq .00000 -.03029 .00000 -QO.OOOOQ
It 1 -.Of'Dft3 .02061 -.00582 -.OGoes .02103 It.086l5
,. 2 -. il785Z .01297 -. O!l5~2 -.07ses .01330 3."3964
It 3 -.08050 .00377 -.OC306 -.0 It 061 .OJ389 2.071182
It .. -.01879 -.OD552 -.Q0011 -.07880 -.00551 .'.i~2f1q
It 5 -.07140 -.Clft70 • 00166 -.077"c" -.01466 -1.51245
It 6 -.07S8~ -.02386 • 001.02 -.07617 -.02355 -".1'1855

9 1 -.14803 -.0 3£: ZO -.026"6 -.15398 -.0.1026 12.660Q3
9 2 -.12866 -.02123 -. 01 951t -.1~211 -.01779 9.9q736
q
.3 ·,.10906 -.00616 -.Q1261 -.11059 -.ODit63 6."8292
9 It -. 0897 ~ .OOQ05 -.01J572 -.aqoos .OD93" 3.JQ1CJr
9 5 -.05109 .023 ..6 .00103 -.05111 .DZ3.. ! -.7895"
q 6 -.03699 .1)3885 .00680 -.03759 .039..6 -r;.Q80Lt1
q 7 • 0000 0 • C3lt84 -.01')0,00 .0 Jlt64 .00000 -90.00000
9 8 -1.0235'+ .01l000 • 00000 -1.02354 .0llOOO .00000
9 9 -.66"133 Ii 00000 • 00000 -.6f:13J .00000 .00000
9 10 .00000 .3739" -.00000 • 37 3C:4 -.oaooo -90.0QnOO
10 1 -.071"0 • 0 30 51 • 00187 -.07201) .03111 -It.18976
10 Z -.Oi\5Z8 • 0 Ib 18 .01] 803 -.08592 .01681
-".
4971.9
10 J -. 100 1.7 -.00109 • 0 'J80 1 -.10081 -.DOOlel, - .... «;9 .. 92
10 4 -.11255 -.01663 .Ou171 -.11318 -.01801 -it.659ft3
10 5 -.12ltIJO -.03622 • 00140 -.12551 -.03561 -".73580
10 (, -.1171" -.05311 • 00707 -.13773 -.05312 - ... 513....
10 1 .oooao • 30321 -.00000 .30321 -.00000 -go.ooooo
11)
"
-.82451 • naOOG • 00000 -.8ttftSl .011000 .00009
10 9 -1.01880 .00000 . .00000 -1.01880 .00000 .I):}OOO
10 10 -.00000 -.1~729 .00000 -.1~729 .00000 -90.1)0000
11 1 -.OJ58" -.07037 -.05,.60 • 00 Z2J -.111ft .. -~6.9lt839
11 2 -.03037 -.0 ..227 . ~.Olt559 .00966 -.06230 - ..1.28181#
11 3 -.01396 -.0079" -.02866 -.03977 .01787 "2.00555
11 .. -.00761 .01595 -. 02' 352 -.02213 .03041 31.69614
I 11 5 -.OU2ltO .Oft229 -.01127 -.00829 .0 .. 819 t8.8IJ393
,.....a
11 6 • 00329 • 0702 IS -.00<)25 • 0 OlD 3 .0715" 7.71586lJl
........ 11 1 -.Doona -.32692 .00000 -.32692 .00000 -90.00000
I 11 8 -.181ftl • 00000 • 0 Q000 -.161ft1 .oaooo .00000
11 q -.11'l93 • Oil 0 0 0 • 00 a00 -.11891 .00000 .00001]
11 10 .00000 • .. 7&32 -.00000 .&t763Z • 00000 ·qO.BOOOO
12 1 -.06651 -.11568 -.O~617 -.0430& -.15913 -37.723ft8
12 Z -.07150 -.06712 -. 0'. 810 -.11756 -.02106 '+3.61779
12 3 -.05616 -.01631 -.04033 -.081Q3 .Otl726 32.37328
lZ It -.02833 • 0 31 .. 3 -.02690 -.03B65 .O"t15 20. 9q732
12 5 -.01770 .07905 -.OZZZt -.02255 .06JQO lZ.1J3(]5
12 & -.OQ721 .lZ179 -.0157] -.00907 .1ZQeO 6.556l7
12 7 -.00000 -.1t7796 .0001)0 -.,. 77q6 .00000 -qo.ooooo
12 6 -."84&8 .00000 • 00000 -.ltalt68 .00000 .00000
12 q -.JIiCt30 • DOD CO • 01) 000 -.364.11) .00000 .00000
12 10 • 0 DOll 0 • <J10 52 -.OOODO .91 0 ~2 .00000 -qo.OOOOO
13 1 -.12581 -.llt68Z -.06187 -.O7~59 -.19909 -40.1C:Jlt15
1] 2 -.lO~22 -.08215 -.04950 -.lltlt51 -.0"285 31\.lt4:106
13 3 -.0641b -.01718 -.lJi4i95 -.10052 -.00080 lJ.910EO
1.3 It -.Ol.Ji17 .041&5 -.02049 -.04Q4Q .O51~7 11.'91035





-. .13~-8j----0----- .. --.-ut: ::>-1"n-:- --.i"io1 'J
1) 7 -.DaOOD -.55767 .00000 -.55767 • 0 lJ 00 0 -QO.ODOOO
13 6 -. Tlt366 • 00000 • 00 00 0 -.74366 .00000 .QOOOO
13 9 -.56526 • 00000 • 00300 -.5652& .00000 .00000
11 10 .OOiJ!JO 1.29226 -.0000;] 1.29226 .00000 -go.aoooo
1', 1 -.17391 -.15637 -.10023 -.26575 -.06.. S3 ..2.51070
1ft 2 -.15185 -.091tt3 -. QE) 81Z. -.19673 -.0"655 33.13ft?6
1ft J -.129JIt -.02625 -.03702 -.14125 -.01"33 17.8ltJ8Q
lit It -.07753 • 03769 -.OO3q~ -.07167 .03782 1.97567
14 5 -.06072 • 10'« 31 .02261 -.06376 .10735 -7.661!'1t
14 6 -.042&9 • 17153 • ac; 211 -.05469 .13353 -12.97101
lit 7 -.ooouo -.55767 • 00000 -.55767 .00000 -qo.ooooo
14 6 -1.12860 • 00000 .OfJOOO -1.12"60 .00000 .00000
14 9 -.91962 .00000 .00000 -.91962 .00000 .00 00 a
lit 10 .OODOO 1.29226 -.00000 1. Zq 226 -.00000 -90.00000
15 1 -.10902 .26350 -.03751 -.11277 .26725 5.70259
15 2 -.11&03 .15136 -.01797 -.11723 .15256 3.826E3
15 3 -.12~65 .0 ItC 29 -.0(1:)22 -.12265 .o.c.OZq .077ft7
15 ,. -.17805 -.06962 .02030 -.18112 -.0659" -10.ZG2~8
15 5 -.1660 .. -.1&C66 • 04103 -.22 .... 7 - • .14223 -"3.12297
15 6 -.19'+02 -.291"9 .06170 -.16..13 -.32139 25.8"582
15 i .00000 1.669&1 -.00000 1.66967 .00000 -qo.ooooo
15 a -1.61"87 .00000 • 00000 -1.61tt87 .00000 .00000
15 9 -1.314~3 • 00000 • 00000 -1.31"E3 .00000 .00000





I 16 1 -.03877 -.06911 -.09851 -.03658 -.07190 -1".40Q18
l'i 2 -.03038 -.0"167 -.00072 -.03033 -.0,.172 -3.6l287
16 J -.02197 -.01361 .00108 -.OZ601 -.00957 -2«).11173
15 it -.001)<)0 • 0 1~ lit .01275 -.01 .. 40 .0206ft -23.34751
16 5 -.0017Z .04297 .O21~3 -.01020 .05145 -?1.766ftO
1& 6 .Q053., • 07091 • 021:)63 -.00603 .06233 -21.06302
16 7 -.DOOOO -.3201" • 00 DO 0 -.3201" -.ocooo -90.!JDOOO
16 8 -.18141 • DOUDO • 00000 -.1811e1 .OOO!JO .00000
16 9 -.11J]q~ .oouoo .00030 -.1189J .00000 • 00000
16 10 .00000 .46090 -,00000 .48 Oq 0 .UJono -qo.ooooo
17 1 -.OIJ4Ql -.10639 -.00870 -,0820lt -.11126 -l8.26ft?"
11 2 -. 0704~ -.OEZ"Z -.OlJ222 -.07102 -.06185 14.44665
17 ] -.0559" -.01635 .00427 -. O~61.D -.OlSQO -6.09310
17 It -.OZQ63 .OZ'?ltl .0089] -.030~6 .0307 .. -{\.41701
17 5 -.016&1 .01585 .01592 -.02122 .07l'46 -Q.31t.C7
17 £> -.00755 .122214 .02301 -. 011~1 • 12620 -<J."f;:?60
17 7 -.000:)0 -."JA91 • Of] 00 a -.lt3691 .00000 -90.~t)OOO
11 8 -.4fU,Ge .00000 .00000 -.1t8lt68 .00000 .00000
11 9 -.3E4:'O .00000 .DOOCD -.16430 .00000 • 00000
17 to • GOO:JO • "7461 -.0'1000 .87"61 .DJJOOO -90.00000
18 1 -.1288J -.16245 -.02578 -.11ft66 -.17642 -28.ltftq61
16 2 -.105 .. 0 -.08359 -.00721 -.101~7 -.08142 16073123
18 3 -.08178 -.00,. .. 5 • 011"2 -.08343 -.OU2ao -8.Z2613
18 ,. -.Olt091 .07361 .02593 -.0,.650 .07921 ';'lZ.18Z33
18 5 -.OZZ1,. • IS" 33 .Olt516 -.03303 .16;21 -13.;5101
1" 6 -.00321 .23456 .06467 -.OlQE6 .25101 -14.'?7232
18 7 -.OilQOO -.57£·91 .00000 -.576ql -.00000 -~o.ooooo
18 8 -.llt.J6E .OOGOO • 0 j] 000 -.'''366 .00000 .anoao
18 9 -.56526 .00000 • 00000 -.56526 .00000 .01)1.'00
1') 10 .OOllon 1.6QZ41 -.00000 1.692ft1 -.00000. -90.00000
19 1 -.194.08 -.50f;65 -.01'8.1 -.19295 -.50778 -3 ...35 .. 8
19 2 -.15986 -.2657" -.OOlQ8 -.1~971 -.2658'3 -2.14176
1<) 3 -.lZ51CJ -.02210 .01100 -.12636 -.0209" .-6.02359
19 It -.063QO • 21 ~ 7 8 • 02362 -.On585 .22174 -It e 12621
19 5 -.06616 .25998 .02856 -.0692" • Z62lt6 -".95866
19 & -.08184 .19644 .02533 -.08"11 .20011 -5.12310
19 7 -.00000 -2. 1""15 • 00000 -2.1"815 .00000 -qO.OOOOO
19 8 -.QSlt06 • 00000 .00000 -.ge,.06 .00000 .00000
19 q -1.26378 • 00000 .00000 -1.Z6~76 .00000 .1)11000
19 10 .00000 5.09':157 -.OUOOO 5.09957 -.00000 ·qo.ooooo
20 1 -.50213 -.lEft1 C) • OC;7Q 1 -."qUiD -.776,.3 11.QJ038
ZfJ 2 -.34533 -.41778 .03515 -.33106 -."3203 22.06670
20 ] -.16086 -. 0 E925 .01181 -.181QCJ -.05811 -5D"9659
I lD It -.00681 .30S36 -.0118" -.00725 .3D581 2.16883
t-' 20 5 .08577 • 22857 -.011-;7 .0848,. • 2 2q5 0 ltoo0176
In 20 6 .17109 • 13512 • 00385 • 171ftr. .13477 S.19!;11UJ
I 20 7 -.00'100 -3.23258 • 00 000 -3.23258 -.00000 ·qo.ooooo
20 8 -1.98653 .00000 • 00000 -1.98653 .00000 .00000
21) q .19603 .00000 .00000 .lQ603 .00000 .00000
20 10 .ootJon 6.87269 -.00000 6.81269 .00000 -90.01)000
21 1 -.03317 -. OGq 71 • Of' 851 -.01658 -.Q7130 1".'+0918
21 Z -.03038 -.01.1&7 • OU 072 -.03033 -.0"172 3.63~87
21 1 -.02197 -.01361 -.00708 -.02601 -.00957 29.71113
21 .. -.on~qo .01~lCt -.Q127C;; -.01ltttO .0206,. -23.3"753
21 5 -.0017Z .0 r.297 -.02123 -.01020 .OS1"! ~1.7'56"O
21 Ii .00538 .07091 -.02IJ63 -.00603 .062l3 21.0'6302
21 7 -.00001) -. J 20 1 ~ • 0 OCO 0 - • .JZ01lt .00000 -90.00000
21 8 -.161'.1 .00000 • Oil 000 -.1B141 .00000 .00000
21 q -.11AfJJ .oonoo .OOOtlO -.118qJ .00000 .01)01)0
21 10 .000110 .46090 -.00000 .4f10QO -.00000 -qo. 00000
Z2 1 -. Q8,.'11 -. 10839 .on670 -.0820lt -.11126 18.Z~"~"
22 2 -.07045 -.0&2.. 2 • OU 22l -.07102 -.06:185 -t.......665
22 .1 -.!)5SQlt -. 01635 -.0'1427 -.056',0 -.01590 6.09310
l2 It -.OZc}6l .029,.1 -. 00·8«) l -.O~Oq6 .0 101ft 8.ct1701

21 1 -.06651 -.11568 • O~617 -.O"~O& -.15913 37 .. 723«&8
27 2 -.07150 -.OE712 • Dr. 820 -.11756 -.02106 -43. G977<J
27 3 -.05636 -.01831 .0'+033 -.081Q3 .00726 -32037328
27 ,. -.02833 .03143 .02610 -.03865 .04115 -20.9q73~
27 S -.01770 .07Q05 • IlZ 221 -.02255 .08~qO -12.3~305
27 £» -.00727 .12779 .01513 -.00907 .129EO -6.55627
27 7 -.00000 -.477q6 • 00 000 -.,.77<)6 .00000 -90.')0000
27 8 -."6468 .OD~OO • 00000 - .... 8466 .OODOO .00000
27 9 -.~e430 • 00000 • 00000 -.36lt3Q .00000 .00000
27 10 .00000 .91052 -.00000 .91052 -.OOOllO -90.30000
26 1 -.12587 -.14r;82 .06187 -.07359 -.19<)09 ..0.19415
28 Z -.10522 -.08215 .049~1J -.1.. lt51 -.O"2~5 -38.1t4306
29 3 -.0841" -.01718 "03695 -.1005Z -.000'10 -23.91060
21) ,. -.04'S17 .0 ..7&5 • oza ..q -.Oft9..9 .05197 -11.91035
28 S -.0302" .11261 .01139 -.0311,. • 11351 -".53090
211 6 -.01518 .17619 • 00 Qate. -.01518 .17819 -.13087
26 1 -.oooao -.5576,7 • 00000 -.55767 -.00000 -90.00000
28 8 -.741366 • 00000 • 00000 -.7,.366 .00000 .00000
28 9 -.56526 .00 00 0 • 0001) 0 -.565Z6 .00000 .00000
2'1 10 .00000 1.29226 -.00000 1.Z9226 .00000 -10.00000
Zq 1 -.11]91 -.15637 .10023 -.ZaST5 -.OE!t53 -ItZ.50070
29 z -.15185 -.O'J143 • 0687,. -.19673 -.0 ..655 -33.13826
I Zq 3 -.1293 .. -.02625 • 0370 Z -.1"125 -.01 .. 33 -17.8"380
~ 29 It -.01753 .03769 • OO]C) 8 -.07767 .03782 -1.97«;67Vt
lJt Zq 5 -.06012 • 10431 -.02261 -.0637& .101l5 7.56154
I 29 G -.Olt26CJ .17153 -.05211 -.051t69 .18353 1Z.fJ7107
Zq 1 -.00000 -.55767 • DO 00 0 -.55761 .00000 -90.0~OOO
29 8 -1.12860 • OOtJ 0 0 .00000 -1.128EO .00000 .00000
29 9 -.91962 .00000 • 00000 -.919EZ .00000 .00000
29 10 .00000 1.29226 -.oonoo 1.29226 .00000 -90.110000
3D 1 -.liJ90~ • 26~50 .O"l157 -.11277 .26725 -5.70259
10 2 -.11603 • 15136 .01791 -.11723 .15256 -3.82663
31) ] -.12265 • 0 ItO 29 .00022 -.122£5 .04029 -.077ft7
30 it -.17"05 -.oeq&z -.U20;'0 -.16172 -.0559" 10.26258
3D 5 -.166Jlt -.18066 -.0,.103 -.2214lt7 -.1 .. 223 ft3.1ZlQ7
30 6 -.lQ40Z -.ZQtlt9 -.06110 -.16ft13 -.321~9 -25.8lt~8Z
30 7 .00000 1.66q61 -.ooono 1.66967 .00000 -qo.o'!OOO
.~o 8 -1.~14!t7 .00000 • 00000 -1.61487 .00000 .00000
30 9 -1. 3140.1 .00000 .00000 -1.Jllt€3 .00000 .00000
30 1(j -.00000 -1.68'.\,63 .00000 -1.68""3 .ooouo -90.00000
31 1 -.011ZQ .00761 .04~6~ -.0 .. £:54 .Or,Zft5 -38.1l9761
31 2 -.012"7 • 0\)'" lt8 .01358 -.03573 .02774 -31.zr;615
31 .3 -.013ltC) • OJ] 126 • 01752 -.02512 .012A9 - 33. ~'u. tift
--
31 5 -.01833 -.Ob360 -.008"3 -.0221& .00023 21t.ft1679
31 6 -.01130 -.OOlZ" -.Ol~~J -.02576 .01322 17.52666
31 7 .0000 O· .03562 -.03000 .03562 .00000 -QO.OOOOO
31 8 -.177lt8 .00000 .00000 -.177Lt8 .00000 .00000
31 9 -.15Z92 .00000 • 00000 -.152q2 .00000 • 00001)
31 10 -.00000 -. 00410 • 00000 -.00470 -.00000 -qO.OOOOO
32 1 -.07957 -.0 4q 8 3 • O~146 -.11826 -.01113 -16.11t?50
3Z Z -.06750 -.0 LA Q If • D39S9 -.lJ92Q9 -.003,.5 -31.180"6
32 3 -.05561 -.ODf.20 .02'106 -.0&829 .006"8 -2
'
•• 31829
32 It -.OJ11 .. .01550 .01287 -.03,. .. 5 .01"81 -1".,.4661
JZ 5 -.02'69 .03686 .00176 -.02293 .03110 -3.591;75
32 6 -.01J8" • 058 R0 -.OfJ6QS -.O14~O .0394£ 5.4l680
32 7 -.OOOUD -.13457 • 00000 -.13457 .00000 -qO.OOOOO
3Z 8 -.51102 .00000 • 00 000 -.51102 .00000 .00000
32 9 -.3ft071 • 00 ~O 0 • iJO 00 0 - •.] .. 071 .00000 .00000
32 10 .000.00 • .. Sit-itS -.OUOOO .ftSltft5 .00000 - 90. 000 O~
33 1 -.0<3 ..46 -.05282 .05091 -.12810 -.01856 -33.891 .. 0
33 2 -.08717 -.03198 .03728 -.105Q6 -.0131' -26.74788
33 3 -.01979 -.01112 • 02357 -.08710 ~.OC3Bl -17.23..96
33 '+ -.05221 .01118 • 00762 -.05312 .0120a -6.156"1
3J 5 -.0"726 .02963 -.O!J309 -.0 .. 738 .O297!; 2.29529
33 6 -.04166 • 05101 -.01""1 -.04397 .05332 8. 86.. 3CJ
33 7 -.00000 -.13457 • 01) DO 0 -.13 ..57 • 0 ~ 000 -90.00000
33 8 -.69042 • 00000 • 01) 00 0 -.6.90ltZ .00000 .00000
I
33 9 -.62125 .00000 .00000 -.62125 .00000 .00000
...-




3ft 1 -.1l.t80! -.03620 .02646 -.lS39ft -.03026 -12.66093
3'+ 2 -.12866 -.021Z3 .01954 -.13211 -.02779 -9.99736
lit 3 -.10906 -.00£..16 • 01261 -.11059 -.DOlt6! -6.882923,. It -. 08972 • 00905 • 00572 -.09005 .00938 -3.30197
Jlt 5 -.Q5109 .02346 -.09103 -.05111 .023,.8 .leQS4
3 .. 6 -.OJ5QQ .03&85 -.01J680 -.03759 .03946 5.080"7
3ft 1 .00000 .031484 -.00000 .03""4 .00000 ·-90.00000
3', 8 -1.0235" .OOliOO .00000 -1.D2~5" .00000 .00000
14 CJ -.66133 .00000 • 00 000 -.66133 .03000 .00000
Jle 10 .00000 .3739" -.09000 • 373Sft .00000 -90.00000
35 1 -.071"0 • 0 3C: 51 -.01)787 -.07200 .03111 ".]8916
35 2 -.O~5Z" • 0 1618 -.00'03 -.085lJ2 .01681 ... 49729
35 3 -.1']011 -.00109 -.oueDl -.10081 -.OOOlf,. 1t.591t92
J5 4 -.11255 -.01663 -.0('771 -.11318 -.DtRDi I, .6SQ1.t3
35 5
-.12"90 -.03622 -.01)740 -.12551 -.03561 J,.73580
35 6 -.1371~ -.05:.t71 -.00707 -.1377J -.0531Z ... 813,.3
35 1 .00000 .30321 -.00000 • 3D :!21 -.DOOBO -QO.O'JOOO
35 8 -.82457 .00000 .OfJOOO -.824157 .00000 .00000
3C; q
-1.0t8JiD • 00000 .0'1000 -i.DleS!) .£lOOilO .O~l]no
35 10 -.00000 -.1!729 .00 DO 0 -.1~729 -.ooono -90.00000
36 1 -.01225 -.00009 .Or.022 -.0"&85 • 031t51 -ItOe70lltlt
36 2 -.01382 -.00239 .025Cj«t -.03 .. 28 .01806 -38.69185
3& 3 -.02103 -.00701 • 01501 -.03061 .00250 -12.51293
36 .. -.02035 -.00693 -.00227 -.02072 -.OD&56 9.15"54
36 5 -.01369 -.01l396 -.Oilt-at -.OZ.... 2 .00676 35.'1026a
36 £> -.01117 -.0012,. -.02960 -.03622 .023lJl '+0.23ftI3
36 7 -.00000 -.02'+82 • 00 000 -.02"82 .00000 -90.0'J000
36 8 -.17265 • OUu 00 • 00000 -.17265 .00000 .00000
36 9 -.15902 • 00000 • Of) 000 -.lSQOZ .00000 .00000
3& 10 -.00000 -.02482 • 00000 -.02482 .OOODO -,,}OeOOOOO
31 1 -.0384.. .00136 .03889 -.0622 Z .O2~15 -31.45216
37 2 -.03818 -.001&9 .02615 -.05182 .011'35 -27.5,.781
~37 :I -.05167 -.00609 • 01931 -.05a75 .OilOq& -20.13.... 0
31 It -.0"960 -.001tt1 • 00399 -.05017 -.oaGGS -5.27163
37 S -.Olt788 -.00791 -.0It33 -.05067 -.OC4fJ2 1,..17 ft87
37 6 -.0"618 -.00681 -.02680 -.06017 .OJS18 21.560"7
37 7 .00000 • 0 ..028 -.00000 • O£i 8lft -.00000 -CJo.ooooo
37 8 -.41t8lt9 • 00 u 00 • 00000 - ..... 849 • 00000 .GOOOO
37 9 - ...021 .. • 00000 .00000 ~."02;!1t .00000 • 000 00
37 10 .00000 • D09!'l -.00000 .00951 .00000 -90.00000
38 1 -.OS"'1 • 02268 .0115 .. -.05639 .OZ,.56 -8.28405
I 38 2 -.05183 .0135" .Ga7B9 -.05..7 .. .Ollttt6 -6.59:5"3
..... J'J 3 -.07362 • oo~ 21 .00611 -.07,.09 .00568 - ... 1t~90"U1 38 It -.07173 -.00410 • 00161 -.07177 -.00..06 ~1."110q
........
I 311 5 -.07056 -.01333 -.0027" -.01069 -.01320 2.7'!30ft
38 6 -.06tJ25 -.OZ2S5 -.00715 -.07032 -.02148 8.151123
31\ 7 • 00000 • 2577 .. -.00000 .2517" -.00000 ·90.00000
36 8 -.65971 .00000 • 00000 -. 65971~ .00000 .00000
38 q -.58,)67 • 0000 (J .00000 -.58987 .QOOOO .00000
38 10 -.OUOOQ -.03CZCJ • 00000 -.03029 .00000 -90.00000
39 1 -.06043 • OZD 61 .00582 -.06085 .-02103 -".08~J5
39 2 -.07652 .01297 • 00 55Z -.O7~85 • 01 J 10 -3.4396..
39 3 -.08D50 .00317 • 00 30 ~ -.08061 .OO3!\9 -2.07"82
39 ~ -.D767«1 -. 005~2 • 00071 -.0781\0 -.00551 -.551f9
39 5 -.07740 -.01"70 -. 00166 -.011LtIf -.01'+66 1.5121t5
]<] 6 -.07586 -.02386 -.00"02 -.07611 -.02"55 ft.]geS5
39 7 • 00000 • 2577,. -.00000 • 2577.. .00000 -qQ.OOOOO
39 & -.7217" • 00000 • 000 00 -.7'2174 .00000 .00000
3q q -.61t697 .00000 .1)0000 -.64691 .0lJOOO .onooo
3') 10 -.00000 -. C 3029 • Of) 000 -.03029 .00000 :..qG.tJDOOO
ltD 1 -.087.. 1 -.01747 -.00771 -.08825 -.01663 6.21~48
ItO 2 -.08]22 -.01261 -.00700 -.083<l1 -.011Q2 5 • .,0857

11 -.l11
-."43 -.607 -.811t -1.09 .. -1.116 -1. 1t81 -1.621 -1.7:!E -1.826
135.222
lZ -.952 -.978 -1.011 -1.051 -1.106 -1.149
-1.1 "2 -1.20Q -1.232 -1.2ltQ
137.255
11 -1.311) -1.27ft -1.2ZQ -1.17,+ -1.098 -1.031 -.qt'J~ -.Q51i -.Q?4 -.8QQ
138.52-,)
14 -1.550
-1."'0 -1. 371' -1.2"7 -1.078 -.9 ..3 -.8.... -.7~q -.6~1J -.615
13Q.527
13 -1.667 -1.566 -1.ltJCJ -1.2ltO -1.065 -,"93 -.766 -.656 -.':i71J -.500
IItO.Ofte
it; -.302 -."39 - .611 -.82& -1.11'1 -1.350 -1. S2~ -1.668 -1.787 -1. 83 t
13".957
11 -.92Q -.970 -1.021 -1.085 -1.172 -1.Zft1 -1.292 -1 .. ]~6 -1. 372 -1.400
IJ E.5];





I 11 -1.481 -1...3ft -1.384 -1.316 -1.225 -1.15? -1. 09~ -1.052 -1.015 -.985
131.873
"Z!J -1.5',2
-1."90 .-1."2" -1.3Lt2 -1.231 -1.142 -1.077 -1.021 -.q7t; -.919
13ft.OlD
TOTAL NO~HAl, SHEAR, AND FRINCIPAl STRESS~S IN BEAH
(STRESS IS IN KSI, ANGLES ARE IN DEGREES































N ML c.;xx SZI SXl 51 52 THETA!
1 1 -.301f7 • 00000 -.03740 -.JOleS • 0 0018 1."03Jel
1 Z -.lt3qI9 .OOCOO -. QZ 853 -.",.10.... • 00185 ].70079
1 3 -.61110 • OOlj 0 0 -. 06830 ';.61'JEft • 0 Q75.. 6. ~lJq78
1 It -.82598 ~ .00000 -.13415 -.8 ..722 .0212" 8.99780
1 5 -1.11920 • 00000 -.1 ..682 -1.13716 .0189& 1.35686
1 6 -1.35020 .00000 -.0<)674 -1.35709 .00690 ... 077,.5
1 7 -1.52192 .00000 -.05102 -1.52363 .00171 1.91ft 06
1 8 -1. 66761 .00000 -.028S5 -1.66816 .ODO ..9 .9605..
1 «) -1. 761ft .. .00000 -.01610 -1.78759 • 01)01" .51;'18
1 10 -1.8\'1127 • 00000 -.OOlt58 -1.88128 .00001 .13q61




0 2 1 -.92818 .00000 -.00558 -.92eSl .00003 .3 .... 28
I 2 2 -.q6q16 .oaooo -.02352 -.9703.3 .00057 1.·J882&
i! :1 -1.0209Q .00000 -.05701 -1.021,16 • 00311 3.111620
Z 4 -1.0"50 J • 00000 -. 11 Z11 -1.0965" .01151 5.ar;Oft5
2 5 -1.17210 .00000 -.12322 -1.16LQZ . • .01261 5.93701
2 6 -l.ZltllS .00000 -.08128 -1.2"655 .00530 3.73058
l 7 -1. 297. .. 5 • [10000 -.0 16 290 -1.2:9338 .001 ... 2 1.SQQ07
2 6 -1. 3~5q7 .00000 -. 02403 -1.336"0 .000,.3 1.03028
2 q -1. 17180 .00000 -.01356' -1.37193 .00013 .55616
2 1u -1.39995 • 00000 -.03366 -1.3q9q& .00001 .15810
2 11 11&. ~ llt6 8 .00000 • 0 IJ 000 136.5J"68 • 00000 .obooo
J 1 -1.278l7 .ODOOO -.00271 -1.27828 .011001 .12153
J ?- -1.2&590 • 00 a0 C -.Olft35 -1.266·07 .00016 .&"«:1:"8
3 J -1. 250ft .. .OOGOO -.03575 -1. 25147 .. 0~102 1.6.~f;1t1
3 It -1.2~112 .00000 -.07097 -1.Z351Q .01)408 3.Z'I637
J 5 -1.20483 • 00 i} CO -.07815 -1.20986 .O~'S05 3.6Q!'QS
J () -1.161q6 • COOOO -.05166 -1.11\621 .OU225 2.49~87
3 7 -1.t6R50 .00000 -.02731 -1.1G~lLt .OODolt 1.13"17
.] 8 -1.t55JE .OOQon -.01533 -1.15556 .00 JZO .76028
3 9 -1.1 ..454 .00000 -. 008'>6 -1.1 .. 460 • 00007 ."3~"9
J Iii -1.136~ J • 00000 -.0('1247 -1.13604 .OOOGI .IZ4~7
3 11 137 • .lfJ60Q • 0!l11 00 • 00 DO D 137.31'809 .ouoao .00000
It 1 -1.4t\O&5 • 00000 -.00116 -1.48065 .00000 .'1""97
.. Z -1 ... 3757 .00000 -.00716 -1.IIJ760 • OOQ~1t .28-:;2..
It 3 -1. J"370 .00000 -.01"10 -1.38394- • 0 002,. .7..913
·it It -1.31617 .000'00 -.01605 -1. 31736 .00099 1.56768
.. 5 -1.2~4t8 • 00000 -.03Q79 -1.226Q7 .01J129 1.85880
It 6 -1.15205 .OOCOO -.Ol6]3 -1.15265 .00060 1.31872
4 7 -1.09817 .00000 -.01393 -1.0QA34 • 00018 .12665
.. 8 -1.05237 .00000 -.00183 -1.052"3 .00006 ...2625
r. 9 -1.01,.65 • caooo -.oJ::tttltZ -1.01 .. 67 .oaOGl .Z4Qeo
it 10 -.q851J1 • 00 Lt 00 -.00126 -.98502 .00000 .073"1
,. 11 1J7.81267 • o~ooo .oooot) 131.87267 .00000 .00000
5 1 -1.5"195 • 00 Ii 00 -.-00067 -1.5"195 .00000 .OZft.1J1t
5 2 -1 ...8957 .00000 -.00"12 -1.48958 .00001 .158"0
5 3 -1.42408 • oDe 0 0 -.Ol~"l -1 ...2 .. 16 • 0 0 008 ...1892
5 It ~1.]ft221 .OtDOO -.02075 -1 • .314253 • 00 03l .e~S37
5 5 -1.2308 .. • 00000 -.02'ZClO -1.23126 • ODO,.3 1. 0 6~a...
5 6 -1.1"236 • OOC 00 -.01515 -1.1.. 258 .00020 .75988
5 7 -1.07686 • 00000 -.OO~O2 -1.01692 .00006 ."Z652
5 8 -1.02116 .00000 -.001t51 -1.02118 .oaOO2 .2528Z
:; 9 -.91529 .00000 -.Q0255 -.975~O .00001 .lltQS7
5 10 -.93925 • cao 0 0 -. Otl07 3 -.93925 .00000 .0 .... 31
5 11 138.01974 • 000.00 • 00 000 138.01Q74 .oaooa .00000
I 6 1 -.31065 • 00000 -.02643 -. 312"8 .00223 ".8281"
...... 6 Z - ...ft?57 .OOGOO -.04785 - ... r.758 • 00S11 6.100360'\ 6 3 -.607lt7 • 000 00 -.OQ512 -.62201 .01 ..55 &.69.. 37
.......
I & 4 -.61159 • 0000 Q -.17665 -.85029 .03670 11.7~616
6 5 -1. 09~ql • 000 0 0 -.16&7.. -1.12 ..91 .03100 9 ...2519
6 £, -1.31645 .00000 -.1?083 -1.327 ..5 .01100 5.20102
G 1 -1.48118 .00000 -.06Z9~ -1. "'lJ~5 it • 00267 2.'t30JZ
6 8 -1.621!)1 ".00000 -.03"65 -1.62175 .0007" 1. ZZft37
6 9 -1.7JS<J? • 00000 -.OlQlCJ -l.7361] .0'1022 .6398'+
6 10 -1.62595 .00000 -.00549 -1.87597 .01101::2 .172:!Z
'i 11 IJr,.Z?176 .00000 • Of) 000 1~5.22176 .00000 .00000
7 1 -.Q5Z45 • DOG 00 -.0?6.... -.95318 .OLJU73 1.5"a61
7 2 -. q7 827 .00000 -.or;456 -.98030 .00203 '..60234
7 J -1.01055 .00000 -.0"605 -1.0176J .O[)7Z7 1t.83237
1 It -1.05!J90 • 00000 -.15821 -1.07420 .02330 8.31837
7 5 -1.10577 .00000 -.1':'615 -1.13020 .02ft't3 8.36~37
7 6 -1.1ft'334 • 00000 -.I07t" -1.1592" .00990 5.28nlt2
7 7 -1.1R160 • OOUO 0 -.oC)r;71 -1.1~lt2Z .0 aiGZ 2.69364
7 8 -1.299lJ2 .ooroo -.03057 -1.20979 .00077 1.""733
7 9 -1.23159 .ooeoo -.017D7 -1.231R3 • 0002,. .71410
1 10 -1. 24<)1?- • 00000 -.0'1ft83 -1.2lc93't .000G2 .22156
7 11 137.25505 .00000 .Dooon 137.255D5 .00000 .00000
8 1 -1.309SE .00000 -.02&12 -1.31039 .00052 1.14203
8 Z -1.2741" ,00(100 -.0384& -1.27530 .00116 1.7271tO
8 1 -1.229&,8 • 00000 -.06970 -1.23342 • 00 39~ 3.23,.,.,.
8 4 -1.17165 .00000 -.12518 -1.18686 .01320 6.02102
6 5 -1. OQ77 3 .00000 -.lZQ42 -1.11278 .01505 6.63383
8 6 -1.037ft4 .00000 -.0827" -1.0,.J99 .00656 ".53132
8 7 -.99278 • 00000 -.OltZ18 -.99'.62 .0018" 2."6282
8 8 -.95"81 • 000 0 0 -.02328 -.955J8 .0 OO!17 1.3<)587
J) 9 -.92355 • 00000 -.012Q5 -.92373 .00018 .S03ft5
8 10 -. 89899 .00gOO -.00366 -.89900 .00001 .23298
6 11 138.52907 .00000 • 00000 138.52991 .00000 .00000
<) 1 -1.54162 .OOCOO -.02Zlt3 -1. S,. qqS .. .00032 • aZ921t
9 2 -1 ...7014 .00000 -.03055 -1.,.7071 .O1106~ 1.1Q105
9 J -1.37016 .00\100 -.05311 -1.37282 .00205 ?.21~!:e
9 .. -1.ZIt653 • DOD 00 -.09379 -1.2S3~5 .00102 It. 211)9..
9 5 -1.07155 .OOOGO -.OqSB3 "1.08601 .008 .. 6 5.0"2'39
9 G -.qlt31E .00000 -.06081 -.94727 .D0391 3.676,.8
q 7 -.84395 • 00000 -.03133 -.8lt511 .00116 2.12308
9 8 -.15945 • 00000 -.01694 -.75983 .00038 1.2770"
9 q -.61\966 .00000 -.00940 -.68999 .00013 .7-'012
9 ill -.63518 .00000 -.00265 -.63520 .00001 .23"60
9 11 IJ9.5269" • 00000 .00000" 139.5269" .00000 .00000
10 1 -1.667"7 • 00000 -.01907 "1.66765 .09022 .65..99
10 Z -1.565qq .DaOuD -.02550 -1.56640 .00042 .93266
I 10 3 -1. '.3910 .00000 -.0'.380 -1 ..... 0 .. 3 .O-J133 1.14157
~ 10 It -1.28046 .00000 -.07698 -1.2S5D1 .00461 3."2~320'\
I'.> itl 5 -1.06ft67 .OOfJOO -.07841 -1.070ltZ .0057,. ".lag?a
I 10 6 -.89330 .00000 -.Or.Q10 -.89606 .00276 J.17ftq6
10 7 -.16635 • 00000 -.02;55 -.76720 .000&5 1.90752
10 8 -.658.... .00000 -.01J79 -.65ft73 .00029 1.lq91~
10 9 -.56QS7 .00000 -.0076" -.56967 ~ .00010 .76~'"
10 10 -."9975 • 00000 -.00215 -.ltqq75 .00001 .l4647
10 11 1.. &1.0 ..616 • 00 COO .00000 1..a.O~616 • 0000 a .00000
11 1 -.]1065 .00000 -.02643 -.31288 .00223 .... 8281,.
11 Z ".4'+257 .00000 -.04785 -.'+41611 .00511 6.10036
11 3 -.60747 :00000 -.O'lSlZ -.6220'1 .01 .. 55 8.&Q.. 37
11 It -.81359 • 00000 -.176&5 -.8~02q .0367'1 i1.13616
11 5 -1.0Q391 .(jOGoe -.11J671t -1.12CtQl .03100 9.ItZf=19
11 fi -1. ]1645 .00000 -.12083 -1.32745 .01100 ~.20102
11 1 -1,"8118 .00000 -.062Qe -1."1'385 .00267 Z.ltlO32
11 8 -1.6l101 .ODCOO -.03466 -1.62175 • alJ07" 1.221111
11 9 -1.73592 .00000 -.OlQ39 -1.7~613 • 0 Q0 22 .6Jq84
11 10 -1.~82595 • 00000 -.OOS4Q -1.'J25Qr .00002 '.17232
11 11 115.22176 .00000 • 00000 135.22176 .00000 .00000
12 1 -.CJS245 .oacoo -.026~1t -.95316 .001)73 1.581'61
12 2 -.916?7 • 00000 -.O44~6 -098030 .00203 2.6023"
12 3 -1.0105~ .00000 -806605 -1.017 .. 3 .D!l727 ".8~2J1
12 It -1.050<:10 • DOODe -.1!=8Z1 -1.01 ..20 .02330 8.17837
12 5 -1.10577 • 00000 -.1&615 -1. 13020 .02,."3 8.36337
12 & -1.1leQ3,. .00000 -.10714 -1.1~qZ4 • O!.t 990 5.280"2
12 7 -1.18160 • 00000 -.05571 -1.1~"2Z • 00262 2.6936"
12 8 -1. ZOgO 2 .00000 -.'03057 -102&<)79 .oa077 1.""731
12 9 -1.23159 • 00000 -.01707 -1.23183 .011 0 2,. .7<1"10
1 Z 10 -1.Zc.Q32 • 000 a0 -.00lt63 -1.2"93" .00002 .22156
12 11 137.25505 .00000 .00000 137.2S5DS .00000 .00000
13 1 -1. 30<18 E .00000 -.02612 -1. 31039~ .00052 181.. Z03
13 2 -1.2141 .. .00000 -.038"6 -1.27530 .00116 1.727..0
13 3 -1. 22 1348 .oocco -.06910 -1.233"2 .OO391t 3.!3ltl+"
13 1t -1.17365 • Ulloao -.12518 -1.1868.6 .01320 6.02102
tl 5 -1.09713 .00000 -.129ft2 -1. 1127~ .01505 6.63383
13 6 -1.937'+" • 00000 -.0827lt -1.0" 399 .00656 ".53132
13 7 -.99278 .00000 -.0"278 -.C)Qlt&2 .Q016,. 2."6282
13 8 -.954"1 • 00000 -.02328 -.q5538 .00051 1.19581
13 9 -.92155 • OOG 0 0 -.01295 -.92373 .00018 .~O3"5
13 10 -.89I}qq .00000 -.00366 -.89900 .0 &) OU 1 .232qa
1] 11 118.52901 • 00000 .00000 138.5Z907 .00000 .00000
lit 1 -1.54962 • 00000 -.022,.3 -1.5..995 .00032 .IJZQ2it
1~ 2
-1."701" • 000 CO -.03058 -1.1t7077 .0006" 1.19105
14 3 -1.37076 • 00 DO 0 -.05311 -1.37282 .00205 2.21558
1ft .. -1.2"&53 • 00000 -.09319 -1.25355 .00702 ... 2789lt
I 1" 5 -1.07755 • 00000 -.09583 -1.0"601 .00846 5.0,.299
..... 14 6 -.Q"336 • OOGOO -.06087 -.94727 • 00391 3.676'"
0\ 1,. 1 -.8ft39S .00000 -.03133 -.8 .. 511 .00116 2.12308
lJJ 14 8 -.7SQItS • LOUnG -.0169" -.75983 .00038 1.27704I 14 9 -.68966 • GDU DO -.OO91J!) -.68999 .00013 .7'012
1,. 10 -.6~r;t8 .00000 -.01]265 -.6~SZO .00001 .2lt'60
14 11 111.5269'. .00000 .00000 1]9.52694 • • 00000 .00000
15 1 -1.66714 7 • 00000 -.OlQ07 -1.1;676" .00022 .65r.QQ
15 z -1.56,')9 .OOtiOO -.025-;;0 -i.SE6liO .OOOlt2 .91266
1S 3 -1 ... .3110 .00000 -. Q4l'lQ -1.ltltO"3 • 00133 1.7"157
15 .. -1.2IJO"6 • ooeOD -.tJ76911 -1.Z"5~7 .00 .. 61 3.,.2832
15 5 -1.06467 .00000 -.07841 -1.070~2 .0057" ... 18Q23
15 6 -.8QJ.J'l .oo~oo -.04970 -.89606 .00276 3.17'+96
15 7 -.76&35 .00000 --.02555 -.76720 .oD06S 1.90752
15 8 -. cSIiI.1t .00000 -.Ol:57Q -.65A7l • 00029 1.19q13
15 9 -.S&957 .00')00 -. iJ i1764 -.56q67 .00010 .16841
15 10 -.ltqq75 • 00 lJ 0 0 -.00Z15 -.ltg975 .00001 .246lt7
15 1t 1ftO.DltG16 ·.ODuno .00000 t40.0lt616 • 00000 .00000
l'i 1 - ••~1~167 .00000 -.OfJ7ltO -.301"5 .00018 1.41)]"1
if. 2 -.ltJqlq .00000 -.07.853 - ..... 104 .00165 ~.10019
16 J -.61110 .ODOOO -.Of)rtJO -.61 'if i. .OO1~" 6.Z9Q78
16 ,. -.82598 .011000 -,11415 .... 8it7Z? .OZll4 8 .QQ7 60
1& 5 -1.118Z0 • oao 00 -.146d2 -1.13716 .01896 7.35686
10 £. -1.35020 • GOOaO -.09c7Lt -1.35709 • 0 D6QO ".0774,
16 7 -1.521Q2 , 011 000 -.u?lQ2 -1.523E3 .OJ111 1.~1806
16 a -1.66767 .OODOO -,02855 -1.66816 :OuO~9 .9'054
1& q -1.7874" • 00,,00 -.01&10 -1.78759 .0001" .51588
16 10 -1.88127 • Ollll 00 -.00lt58 -1.881Z8 .0UOol .13961
16 11 13lt.956Q4 .00000 .00000 1 Jft. 9569,. .ol1QaO .00000
17 1 -.92876 • ooeoo -.00558 -. QZ 881 .00003 • 341t 28
11 2 -.96976 .00000 -.02352 -.t)103J .000'.)7 1.36'126
17 J -1.020qq .00000 -.O~7al -1.02Jt16 .00317 3.13620
17 It -1.08Sil! • 00000 -,11237 -1.09654 .01151 5.85085
11 5 -1.11210 .0004)0 -.12322 -1.18"92 .01281 5.93701
17 6 -1.2"125 .0ilOOO -.08128 -1.24655 • 00530 3.~305~
11 7 -1.ZQZlt5 • GO uO 0 -.uft290 -1.29366 .001,.2 1.SQ907
17 a -1.13597 .00000 -.02403 -1.336.. 0 .0001,3 1.03028
17 9 -1.37160 .OOuDO -.01.15& -1.37193 .00013 .56616
17 10 -1.39995 • 00000 -.00136 -1.39996 .00001 .15810
17 11 136.5J"68 .00000 .OGOOO 136.53"68 .QuOQD .00000
18 1 -1.27827 • GOuDQ -.03271 -1.27823 .00001 .12153
•
18 2 -1.2b590 .DOOIlO -.01lt35 -1.26607 .00016 .6,.935
...... 18 3 -1.250"" .00000 ... 03575 -1.251"7 • 0 0 102 1.636.. '
0'\ 18 .. -1.23112 .00uOG -.01097 -1.23519 .00lt08 3.28837
+' 18 5 -1. ZOlt83 ' • 00000 -.07815 -1.20988 .00505 3.69598I 18 6 -1.18396 .00000 ~.O5166 -1.18621 .oazzs 2 ...9J87
16 7 -1.16850 .ooouo -.02731 -1.16914 ~Oa061t 1.33817




-1.1"45" .00000 -.00866 -1.1""60 .Ou007 .~ ...33'-9
18 10 -1.11603 • 00000 -.00247 -1.13604 .00001 .12.. 51
18 11 137.36809 .00000 • 00000 137.38809 .00000 .00000
lq 1 -1.'t8065 .00000 -.00116 -1.,.8065 • DaOuD .0 .... 137
19 Z -1.43157 .00000 -.ua716 -1 ... J760 .0000it .21)5Z"
19 3 -1.36370 • 00000 -.u1610 -1.38.194 .0002" .7lt913
13 ,.. -1.31&.17 .00000 -.01605 -1.31136 .00099 1.56768
19 5 -1.22lt78 .oaooo -.D3c)19 -1.22607 .00129 1.85880
19 £, -1.15205 .00000 -.02633 -1.15Z65 • 00060 1.J0872
lq 1 -1.09817 • 00 too -.01393 -1.0983,. .dOO18 .72665
19 6 -1.05237 • GOG 00 -.OillS3 -1.05243 .00006 ...2625
19 9 -1.01465 .OOGOO :'.00442 -1.01£tE7 .041002 •• 2lt980
1') 111 -.QS501 .ODOliD -.00126 -.98502 .000110 .01341
19 11 137.87Z87 • aQuOO .Doaoa 137.47281 .00000 ~OOO{JO
ZJ 1 -1.5"11)5 • DOLi U0 -. 0006' -1.54195 .000\10 .OZlt84
za z -1. 4S'J5 7 .00000 -.00412_ -1."6~'5a .00001 .15840
ZU 3
-1."2"08 .• 00000 -.010"1 -1."Z416 .000U8 .... 1892
za ~ -1.3"221 .00000 -.02075 .-1. 34253 • 0 lJ 032 .85537
2D 5 -1.2308" • 00000 -.022«;10 -1.23126 • OQOit3 1.065....
20 6 -1.14238 • 00000 -.01515 -1.1.. 258 • DO 020 .75988
20 7 -1.01686 .00000 -.00802 -1.07692 .00006 ."2652
20 a -1.02116 .00000 -.00ltS1 -1.02118 .00002 .25282
20 9 -.97529 .00000 -.00255 -.97530 .80001 .1..951
20 10 -.93925 • aOOOD -.00073 -.93925 .00000 •o't.. !1
20 11 138.019'" • DODO 0 .00000 138.014)7,. .00000 .00000
ANGLES SHOMING DIRECTiON o~ PRINCIPAL AXIS. FIRST CRACK.
AND SECOND CRACK (ANGLE *.999.0 IF NO CRACK)
ANGLES ARE I~ DEGREES
EL LAYER PRIhCIPAL FIRST SECONO
19 5 -4.958658 -ft. 9586SS-CRACK '. 99«3. 00a00 0-
19 6 -S.12!703 -5.12370 3-C FACK 999. 000000-
20 ft 2.168832 2.168832-CRACK 9CJ9. 000 DO 0-
20 5 4.6017£3 ... e01763-CRAC K 999. 000000-
20 6 5.195307 5.19SJ07-CRACIC 999. 000000-
2.. S ,..958658 ... 9S865a-CIIACIC 99CJ. GOO 000-
2.. 6 5.12!70J 5. 12370 3-CRACK CJtjq.ooooao-
2S ft -2.168832 - 2.168832-CRlCK 999.000000-
25 5 -It.E017E3 -It. E01763-C ,.ACt( 999.000000-
25 6 -5.195307 -5.1953Q7-CRACIC 9 9CJ. 0 0 0 00 0-
PLOT SHOWING CRACK-CRUSH AREAS. STRESSES, NODE AND LAYER "AR~ERS FOR REFERENCE
(SEE USERS HANUAL FOR DETAILS)
I BEAH NUHBER 1
.....
0\



































































































C = NUMBER OF CRUSltED LAYERS
y 3 NUHBER OF YIELDED LAYERS











· .. -. . -.
• 31 .. 32 • 33 • 3~ •. ~5 •
· .
... to.....
· .31 ·.·.· ·.•..18·.•.......·.·..·39.•.....•.•••····~O··~··.····.~ •.··'1·••~••••t.2
... . .
• 26 • 27 • 28 & • 29~ • '38 •




· ...'.. . . .
• 21 • ZZ • 23 • 24t • 25 •
· .
· .
• T= 2. Ta '3 •
2S•••••• ••••••••••••••••••••Zo·•• • •••••••••••• Z7•••• •• •••••···.·28•••• •••• • •••••••29.··•••••• 30
· .
... . 16 .. 17 1 a 1 9 • 20 ..
· .
· ...
• ToZ 2'. T~ 3 •19BOBBoaBBB088B8B88BOBBBB08BZ08BBBBBBBBBB888BB21BBBBS8tiBB888BeBB22BBBB8BH888aaBe8a238BBeB88B82~
... .
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• • • • • ••
















1·_··4···········+··········2··············~··3·········.•..•·.·~•••+·····.· ••• ··~5 •• • ••••••••6
LOAD C'I'CL.E = <}
----LOAU RATIO AT SJART OF CVCLE
----PR:SCAN FACTO~ Ar SIAkT Of CYCLE =
.?OOQ3aOOOE+OO
.100aOOOOOt,+Ol
B~IDGE IS NOT ADEQUATE FOR THf APPLIED LOAn HITH A 10 PER C£NT SAFlEY FACTOR
SLAd -fI~ST CRACK LOAD = 16.ZltCtl KIPS
SLAB - fIRST CR.USH LOAD = -999.0000 KI PS





B~Aft - FIPST CRACK LOAn ;: -999.0000 KIPS "
Bi:AH -FIRST CRUSH LOAD; -qqq.oooo KIPS
BfAH -FIRSl YIELD LOAD = -999.0 DO 0 tel PS
TOTAL APPLIED LOAD :; 39.1 ....
HAX SHEAR HAS BEEN EXCl~~EO(BEAH ~lEHENTtLAYEAt: NO ( 0 to.







EL EHENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
IE NS·IlE STRESS = NO taO
ELEHENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
COHPRESSIVE STRESS = NO NO
EL EttENT LA YER 0 G 0 0
CRACKED OR YIELDED LAYERS : NO NO
ELEMENT LAYER 0 0 0 o ·
C~USHEO LAYERS a NO tiD
EL E"ENT lA YER a I 0 0
SLA8 TERHINATION CHECKS I HATERIAL TYPE. CONCRETE/STEEL-l
FOR fXCEEOING LI"IIS ON
STRAIN ~ NO NO
EL EttEN T LA YER 0 G 0 0
TENSILE STRESS :z NO NO
ELEKfNT LAYER 8 0 0 0
COHPRESSIVE STRESS = NO ND
I ELEHfNT LAYER 0 0 0 0
.....
0'\ CRACKED OR YIELDED LAYERS • YES NO\0 ELEMENT LAYER 25 D 0 0I
CRUSHED LAYERS • NO NO
ELEHfNT LAYER .. a o ~Q
lUIS ANAL YTIC HODEL CONSIDERS THE fLEXURAL AND INfLANE
BEHAVIOR Of 'HE DECK SLAB AND THE FLEXURAL AND A)IAl
OEfORHATIONS OF THE SE1HS. TRANSWERSE SHEAR DEFO~~A'ION
NOKHAl 10 THE PLANE OF THE DECK SLAB IS NOT CONSIDERED.
rUE PREDICTED OVERLOADING OF 6 BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTURES TO
FAILURE HAVE INDICATED THAT (1) AT THE EARLY PHASES OF
THE OVERLOADING, I.E. CRACKING OF THE SLAB ANDIOR BEAHS,
THE RESULTS HAY BE OFF BY 20 PERCENT, (2) AT FIRsr YIELDING
OR A D£CREASE IN STIFFNESS THE RESULTS HAY BE OFF 8Y 20
PERCENT, AND (]) AT THE LATER STAGES Of OVERLOADING
,I.E. CRUSHING OF THE CONCRETE AND/OR FRACTURING OF THE STEEL
THE RESULTS HAY BE OFF BY 10 PERCENT. THESE CONCLUSIONS
DEPEND ON THE PARTICULAR DISCRETIZATION, HETHOO OF STRESS
COHPUTATION. AND ITERATION SCHEHE CHOSEN. THUS THE CONCLUSIONS
ARE ONLY APPLICABLE TO THE AFOREhENTIONED EXAMPLES. ALSO IT
SHOULD BE NOTED THAT THE ABove PERCENTAGES AR£ THE HA~IHU"
OBSERWED DEVIATIONS.






-INPur- aF-lHE-ttATER.I-A L PROPfRT IES, DEFINly-lON-OF--THE----e-RIDGE-
DESIGN PARAHETERS, AND THE CORRECT SIHULATION OF THE OVERLOAD
CONFIGURATION. SUBSTANTIAL DEVIATIONS FROH ANY QNE OF THESE
VALUES HILL RESULT IN A SOLUTION THAT HAY NOT BE
PEPRESENTATIVE OF THE ACTUAL BRIDGE-BEHAVIOR.
rHl AGE OF THE CONCRETE AND THE DETERIORATION OF THE BRIDGE
SUPERSTRUCTUR£ HUST BE CONSIDERED BY THE USER. THE USER "UST
EX~RT JUDGEHENT IN THE CORRECT ASSESHENT OF THESE PARAHETERS.
ANY SUBSTANTIAL DEVIATION IN THE INPUT FRO" THE ACTUAL STATE
OF THE SUPERSTRUCTURE HAY RESULT IN AN INCOR~ECT SIHULATION
OF THE OVERLOAD RESPONSE OF THE BRIDGE.
CRACK HIOTHS A~E CCHPUTED FROM FORHULAE THAT ARE BASED ON
.EHPIRICALlY DERIVED RELATIONSHIPS AND ARE THEREFORE CONSIDERED
TO BE APPRCXIHATf~
THE PROGRA~ DOES NOT I~CLUOE FATIGUE FROVISIONS FOR THE
SUPERSTRUCTURE OR ITS CONSTITUTIVE HATERIAlS. IF THE FATIGUE
IS BELIEVED TO BE IMPORTANT. THEN IT HAY BE ADVISABLE TO
PERFORH A NEW ANALYSIS WITH REDUCED CONCRETE AND/OR STEEL
STRENGTHS.
THE A~AlYSIS IS CA~RIED OUT FOR THE LANE LOCATION bFTHE
OVERLOAD VEHICLE THAt IS DEFINED BY THE USER OF THE PROGRAH.
ANY DEVIATION FRCH THIS LANE LOADING IN THE ACTUAL OVERLOADING
OF THE BRIDGE "AY RESULT IN A RESPONSE DIFFERENT FROM THAT
PREDICTED BY THE PROGRAH.
THE AMALYSIS IS CA~RIEO OUT FOR THE GIVEN LOADING SPECIFIED BY .
THE USER. IF DURING THE ACTUAL LQADING OF THE BRIDGE OTHER
VEHICLES OF QUESTICNA8LE WEIGHT ARE PRESENT IN ADOITION TO THE
GIVEN LOADING, THEN THE ACTUAL BRIDGE RESPONSE MAY BE DIFfERENT
AS CQHPARED TO fHAT PREDICTED BY THE PROGRAH.
THE COHPUTER PROCRAH ASSUHES THAT DYNAHIC EFFECTS ARE NOT
PRESENT. THUS THE VEHICUlA~ SPEED SHOULD BE REDUCED TO CRAWL
SPEED, I.E. A HAXIHUH OF 5 MPH, DURING THE TRAVEL AC~OSS ~
THE BRIDGE. IF THE VEHICLE IS TO TRAVEL THE BRIDGE AT HORHAl
TRAFFIC SPEED, THEN THE ACTUAL VEHICULAR LOAD SHOULD BE
INCREASED BY SO~E IMPACT FACTOR FOR ANALYSIS PURPOSES.
IF THE OVERLOAD ANALYSIS IS CAR~IED OUT FOR THE HAXIMUM
FLfXURAL RESPONSE, THEN THE US£P SHOULD ALSO CONSIDER THE
NECESSITY OF AN AN4LYSIS FOR A LOAD CONFIGURATIO~/POSITION
WHICH WILL PRODUCE A HAXIHUH HORIZONTAL SHEAR CONDITION
IN TilE BEAHS NEAR THE SUPPORTS.
IT IS AOVISA9lE THAT THE' USER CONSIDERS THE MAXIHUM DEFLECTioN
OF THE BRIOGE StiPERSTRUCTURE AS COHPAREO TO THE OESIGN
OEFLECTION. lliE DESIGN DEFLECTION IS TO BE oefAINEO ey THE USER.
NO SPECIAL SIRESS CHECKS HAVE BEEN UNDERTAKEN FOR THE BEAMS
wITH DRAPED srRA~OS AT THE DRAPE POINTS. THE USER SHOULD







NUH8~~ OF SLAS ELEMENTS ALONG THE X-AXIS
nUMBER OF "SLAB ELE"ENTS ALONG THE V-AXIS
"U~~E~ OF CON~RErE lAYEPS IN SlAS, HULAY
NUHEE~ OF STE~l lAYE~S IN SLAB, NSlAYR
BEAM TYPE
NUMPER. OF BEAHS
TOTAL NUHBER Of a~AH ELEHENTS, NSEAHX
TYFE OF DISCRETIZATION
SPAN OF ENTIRE 8~IOGE (FTt
BRIDGE OVERHANG (FT)
BRIOGi NIDTH (FT)
NUHeE~ OF ACTUAL LAYERS FO~ BEA"
HUUSE" CF PRESTRESS STRANDS
HUHBER CF SLAB ElEHENTS, NUHEl
NUHeER OF NODAL POINTS, NUMNP






























ELEMENT LENGTHS IN THE X DIRECTION ARE (IN)
lZ6.0000 fl4.0000 8~.OOOO 8~.OOOO
ELEHEN' LEN~rHS IN THE Y DIRECTION AqE (IN)
~2.0000 ~&.OOOO '8.0000 48.0000
42.-0000
1t8.0000 ..a.oooo "".0000 42.0000
SLAB T~ICKNESS (IN) = 8.000




















TOP COVER OF SLAB rt Nt = 2.00
ROTTJH COVE~ OF SLAB (IN) = 1. Of)








UNIAtIAl BfAH CONCRETE COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH












A~~A OF PREStRESS STRA~O GROUP
5T EEL Gff.I\OE
INITIAL STRESS
= 6.Z100 so. IN.
=· 270 KSI
= 189. 0000 KSI
..
PROPiRfIES FOR BEAM CROSS-SECTION
AREA = 700.no sa. IN
INERTIA : 172112.0 IN~
STRAND ECC~NTRICITY FROH e.G. = 10.7200 'IN
OEAO LOAD HOMENT ON SECTION = 5~ZO.62 IN-KIPS
..OIJUlAR fATIO or STEEL/COtIC. = &.0053
AG~ uF BRIDGE IN YCA~S








































BEAM - NEWLY CRACk£O. CRUSHED OR YIEln~n lAYERS
ELEHr:NT lAYE~
SUH OF NODAL POINT W-LOAOS = 1G.Z4ltl
PLOT SHOWING C~ACK-CRUS~ AREAS. STRESSES. NODE AND LAYER HARKE~S FOR REFERENCE

















BEAn NUt1 B£ R 1
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.. 4~~~444~~~~~4\444~444~44444~~4313333333J3l3~]~J33J31J333J33J333333JlJ32Z2l2Z22222222?22222222l22ZZ222 •
• EEE£EtEEEEE~EEE~EEEEE~EEEEEEE£FFFFFFFrFFffFFFFFFFFFFFrFFFFFFfFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFFF~FFFFFFFFFFFFFfF •
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C = NUHBER OF CRUSHED LAYERS
NODE I









• 3& • l7 • ~8 • 39 .. ItO ..
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.. ••• T= 1 ..
lqBBaaBeBaBBOBOB~8ge~a8BBaua20BOp.Be8B8eDBBB8B~21BeaBeBBqB8BeeeBB2l8BBBB8BBBEeaBaBBZ18BBeBBBBB2~
· .......












· .... . ..
7EBoa~geanBB9BBa8qB~d38eqOB86qBqBaBBeaBBa~~~B19ge~~~EBeR~9Jq8A~R10~ea~aBBB8eBafe6~11BeA~B~~ealz
· ......
• •••Q • •
• •1··••·······•••····••·······2·············••··3·················4.········.··~····5····.····.·6
lOAD CYCLE :: 1
SLAR - NEWLY CRACKEn, CRUSHED OR YIElOEO lAYEP.S
ELE"~NT LAYER ANf;LE
n~AM - NEWLY CRACKED, CRUS~EO OR YIFLA(O LAYERS
·ELEHfNT LAYER
. SUH CF N01JAL POINT W-lOAns 19.4862
PLOT SItOWING CRACK-CRUSH AREAS, STRESSES, NODE AND lAV-:R HARKEqS FOR REFERENCE
(SE~ US~RS HANUAL FOR DETAILS)
eEAH NU~BER 1
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• ... •• ... •• ..
NODE: J NODE l
NOOE I
fLEttENT NUHiJER
C = NUMBER OF CRUSHEO LAYERS
Y : NUHBER O~ YIElO~O LAYERS
T = NUMBER OF CP.ACKED LAVERS
NOOE K
4~··························50··········'·····51···············.52················53.········5'
• 36 .. ,37 • 3a .. 39 • It 0 ..
· .
· .
• .. • .. • •
43aaBeaeBBeqBa98BqAaeeBBBgBB44BeB~BBaBeBBBBBqB45eBqBBaeEBBB9BBBa~6nEanBBopeBe8eeBB~1BeBe8aBgB~8
· .
• 31 .. 32 13 .. lit • 35 •
.. . .. . .. ..
.. .
· .
17················~······ ..··]8················3q······.·.·••·•••~O·.•····.·.~ ••·.•~1·.· ..•••. ~2
.. .
3tnBB88p.9~eOB8BBB1BB88EeB8B8JZBBBBBaBaeBBBBeBq33BijBqeBeeBBBaBBBBJ4Be8~EB880aea8~B935BB~e~8~B9~E
.. . '. . ..
• 21 ... 22 • 2J • 21t • 25 ..
· . ~ . ..
· ...
.. T= t •
25··························26················21······ .•···.····2~········· .•·····Zq···..····30
.. ....
• 16 • 17 • 18 • 1 q • 29 •
· ..
.. .
• T= 1 •
199~080BdijeBa908aB9UqaBBB08e20aaBqBBBBeeBBBeaq21a09AeBeeeB6BB8BOZ?OBBB8eBE6B8a888aZlBBBEBBBBBZ~




















































1 J • • .. • .. • • • • .. • .. • 14 • • • • • • • 1 r:; • • • .16" • • • • - • • • • ,- 17" 18
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LOAD CYCLE = 2







BEAM - NEHLY CRACK~O, CRUSHEO OR YI~LnEO LAYERS
ELEf15NT LAYER
SUM OF NODAL potHT W-LOAOS :: 22.72')"
PLOT .5ftOHING CRACK-t:RUSH AREAS, STRESSES, t~OOE ANI) LAYER HARKERS FOR REFERENCE
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C = NUMBER OF GRlSHEO lAYEPS
.. ..
y = ~UHBE~ OF YIElOEO LAYERS







• 21 • ZZ • 23 2.. • 25 •
· .
· .
.. ••• T= 1'" T= 1 ".
25······4_········~·········26"'···············27······.· .•••••••28 •••• •••••••••••·2q~•••••••• 10
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• .... T:: 1. T~ 1 ..
lq~Ba88e8BBBB~BBB8eBB8eeB~eBZ091B08ReBenBBe&a~21e8eB8BE~B8anBBBBzlB8eBee~eBB83eBBJZ3R9B98~~BBZ~
· "'...."..
11 .. 12 .. 13 .. lit • 15
· ,. . ...
· . ...
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LOAD CYCLE = ]







8EAM - NEWLY CRACKEO, C~USHED OR YIElOEO LAYERS
ELEHENr LAYER
rLoT SUONING CRACK-CRuSH AREas, STRESSES, NODE AND LAYER HARKERS FOR REFERENCE




I BE~H I~UHBER 1
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BE AM HUM B-:R Z
•• ... ... •• ..
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• 11111111111111111111111111111122Z22222222222222222333333i33JJ33313l33333333333313J33333333313~3l]3333 •
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C = NUMBER OF CRUSHEO LAYERS
y z NUHaE~·OF YIELDED LAYERS
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LOAD CYCLE = 4
SlAR - NEWLY CRACKED, CRUSHED OR YItLOEO LAYERS
ELEMENT LAYER. ANGLE
DEAH - ~EWLY CRACMEO, C~USHEn OR YIELnEn LAYERS
ElEr1ENT LAYER
~ .
PLot SIfOWING CRACK-C~USH AREAS, STRESSES, NODE ANO LAYER HARKERS FOR RfFERENCE
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c = NU~aER OF GRlSHEU LAYERS
Y =NUH9ER OF YIELOEO lAYEPS
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lOAD CYCLE 5








BEAM - NEWLY CRACKED, CRUSHED OR YIElOEO.LAYERS
ELEMENT L4YER
PLOT SHOWING CRACK-CRUSH AREAS. STRESSES, NODE AND LAYER HARKERS FOR AEFERENC~




I BEAM NUfH1E R 1
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BEAH NUMBER 2
.. •• •• •• •• •
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c = ~U"8ER OF CRlSHEO LAYERS
Y : NUHBER OF~ VIElOED LAYERS
T = NU"BER OF! C~ACKED LAYERS
NODE K
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LOAD CYCLE 6
SLAB - NtWlY CRACKED, CRUSHED O~ YIELDED LAYERS
El£HLt.r LAYeR ANGLE
BEAM - NEWLY CRACKEO, CRUSHEO OR YIELnEO LAYERS
ElEHENT LAY~R
SUH OF NODAL POI NT w-LOADS :: ,3".13~Z
PLOT -SHOWIUG CRACK-CRUSH AREAS, ST RESSES, NonE AND LA YER HARKERS FOR. REFERENCE
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E' LEt1E NT NUt1BER
C = NUMBER OF CRUSHEO LAYERS
y =NUH~ER OF YIELDED LAYERS
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LOAn CYCLE = 7
SlAa - NEHLY C~ACKEOt CRUSHED OR YIELDED LAYERS
ELE.H~NT lAV:::R ANGLE
BEAH - NENlY CRACKEO, CRUSHED OR YIELDED LAYERS
ELE:H£ NT LAY[R
SUH CF NOOAl POINT W-lOADS : 37.3743
PLOT SHOWI~G CRACK-CRUSH AR~AS. STRESSES, NODE AND LAYER HARKE~S FOR ~EFERENCE
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• ZZZ2Z2Z222Z222222ZZZ?22Z2Z2Z2222222222Z2Z22?222222Jl~~ J133J3J3Jl3331333333333~J]313J33133333JJ3ll333~ •















C =NUH8ER OF CRUSHED LAYERS
y = NUM~E~ OF YIELDED LAYERS
T = NUHB£~ OF C~ACKEO LAYE~S
NOOE K
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l CAD CYCLE = 8







a~AH - NEWLY CRACKED, CRUSHED OR YIELDED LAYERS
ELEttE.ttT lAYER
PLOT SHOWING CRACK-CRUSH AREAS, STRESSES, NODE AND LATER HARKERS FOR REFERENCE
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c = NUH6ER OF ~R~SHED LAYERS
y = ~UH9ER OF YIELDED LAYERS
T 2 NUH9ER OF C~ACKEO LAYERS
NODE J(
4q·' ..···.····...·.·····.···SO·······.········Sl····.···········52················53·········54
.. 36 • 37 • 38 .. 39 .. 40 •
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• 1 • 2 .. ] • It .. 5 ..
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1························~··2·················3·················~·················5···········6
LOAD CYCLE <)
dRInGf IS NOT AD~OUATE FOR THE AFPLIEn LOAD WITH • 10 PER CENT SAFlEY FACTOR
TOTAL APPLIED LOAC
MAX SHEAR HAS OEEN EXCFEUEOfeE4" ~l=H:NT,lAYERI=
B~A" TERMINATION CHECKS I ~ATERIAl TYPE :





STRAIt-l = NO ~.O
ELEHENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
TEt~SILE STRESS = NO NO
ELt.HENT LI\YER 0 0 0 0
COHPRESSIV~ STRESS = NO NO
ElEHENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
CRAC~ED O~ YIELDED LAYERS = NO '10
EL EHENT LA YER 0 0 0 0
CRUSHEf) LAYERS '= t40 ~O
ELEMENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
SLA 9 TERHlt4ATIOti CHECKS / t4ATEPIAl TYPE = CONCRETE/STE:El-"1
fOR £XCEEOING lIHIfS ON
STRAI~ = NO ~O
£LEHENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
TE'~SIlE STRESS = flO NO
ELEMENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
COHPRESSIVE STRESS :: tlO NO
El EHENT LAYER 0 0 0 I}
CRACKED OR YIELDED LAYERS z YES tID
ElEHEtiT LAYER l5 0 0 0
I
N . CRUSHED LAYERS = NO NO0 ELEMENT LAYER 0 0 0 0w
I
THIS ANALYTIC HODEL CONSIDERS THE FLEXURAL AND INPlANE
6FHAVIOR OF THE DECK SLAE It.O THE FllEXURAL AND AXIAL •
OtFO~HATIONS O~ THE a~AHS. TRANSVERS~ SHEAR OEFCRHATION
"O~HAL TO THE PLANE OF THE DECK SLAB IS NOT CONSIDERED.
THE PREDICTED OVf.~1040ING OF 6 CRIOGE SUPE~STRUCTU~ES TO
fAILURE HAVE" INDICATED THAT (1) AT rUE EA~lY PUA5ES OF
TII~ OVERlOAOlr~G, I.E. CRACKING OF THE SLAB AND/OR BEAHS"
TUE RESULrs HAY eE OFF BY 20 PERCENT, (2J AT FIRST YIELOiNG
O~ A OEC~EASE IN STIFFNESS THE RESULTS HAY BE OFF BY 20
PE~CENT, ANO (]) AT THE LATfR STAGES OF OVERLOADING
,I.E. CRUSHING OF THE CONCRETE AND/OR FRACTURING OF THE STEEL
THE RESULTS NAY eE OFF BY 10 PERCENT. THESE CO"CLUSIONS
OEP£r~D ON (HE PARTICULAR DI~CIiETllATION't HFTUOU OF STRESS
COlfPUT.\TION, AND ITERATION SCHEME CHOS~tl. THUS THE CONCLUSIONS
AR~ ONLY APPLICAeLE TO THE AFO~EHENTIONEn ~XAHPLES. ALSO IT








>; ~'~ ;. t
THi Accij~i~y OF THE RESULTS'~~PENDS UPON THE ACCURACY OF THE
INFUT OF THE MAlERIAl PROPERTIES, DEFINITION OF THE BRIDGE
O~SlGN P4~AMETE~S,"AND THE CO~RECT SIHUlATION OF THE OVERLOAD
CO~FIGURATION. SUBSTANTIAL ~EVIATIONS F~O" ANY ONE OF THESE
VALU!S WILL qESULT IN A SOLUTION THAT HAY NOT BE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ACTUAL BRIDGE BEHAVIOR.
THE AGE OF THE CONCReTE AND THE DETERIORATION OF THE B~IOGE
SUPERSTRUCTURE HUST BE CO"SIOERED BY THE USER. THE USER tUST
EXERT JUOGEHENT IN"THE CORRECT ASSfSHENT OF THESE pARA~ETE~S.
ANY SUQSTANTIAL OEVIATIO~ IN THE INFUT FROM THE ACTU4L STATE
OF THE SUPeRSTRUCTURE "AY RESULT IN AN INCORRECT SIMULATION
OF THE OVE~lOAQ RESPONSE OF THE BRIDGE.
CRAC~ WIOTHS ARE CCHPUTEO FROH FORMULAE THAT ARE BASED ON
EHPIRICAlLY DERIVED Q~LATIONSHIPS AND AR~ THEREFORE CONSIDERED
TO BE APPRqXIHATE.
THf PROGRAH DOES Nor INGlUOE FATIGUE PROVISIONS FOR THE
SUPERSTRUCTURE OR ITS CONSTITUTIVE MATERIALS. IF THE FATIGUE
IS BflIEVED TO 8E IHPORTA"T~ THEN IT HAY ~E ADVISABLE TO
PERFORH A NEM ANALYSIS WITH REDUCED CONCRETE AND/OR STEEL
STRENGTHS. .
THf ANALYSIS IS CARRIED OUT FOR THE lANE LOCATION CF THE
OVEQLOAD VEHICLE THAT IS OEFINEO BY THE USER OF THE PROGRAM.
ANY DEVIATION FRO" THIS LANE LOADING IN THE ACTUAL OVE~lCAOING
OF THE BRIDGE HAY RESULT IN A RESPONSE DIFFERENT FRO" THAT
PRLDICTED BY THE P~OGRAH.
THE ANALYSIS IS CARRIED OUT FOR THE GIVEN LOADING SPECIFIED QV
TH~ USER. IF DURING THE ACTUAL LOADING o~ THE B~IDG: OTHER
VEHICLES OF QUESTICNA~LE WEIGHT A~E PRESENT IN ADDITION TO THE
GI~E" LOADING, THEN THE ACTUAL eRIOGF. ~ESPONSE HAY BE DIFFERENT
AS COHPAREIJ TO THAT P~EOICTED BY THE PROGRAH.
THE CO~PUTER PROGRAH ASSUHES THAT DYNA~IC EFFECTS ARE NOT ~
PReSENT. THIJS THE VEHICULAR SPEED SHOULD BE REDUCED TO CRAWL
SPEED, I.E. A HAXIHUH OF 5 HPH, DURING THE T~AVEl .CROSS
THE BRIDGE. IF THE VEHICLE IS TO TRAVEL THE BRIDGE AT NORMAL
TRAFFIC SPEEO, THEN THE ACTUAL VEHICULAR LOAO SHOULD BE
INCREASED 9Y SOHE IHFACT FACTOR FOR ANALYSIS PURFO~ES.
IF TUE OVERLOAD ANALYSIS IS CARRIED OUT FOR tHE HAXIMUM .
FL~XURAL RESFONSE, THEN THE USER SHOULO ALSO CONSIOEq THE
NECESSITY OF AN ANALYSIS FOR A l040 CONFIGU~ATIC~/POSITION
WHICH WILL PROOUCE A HAXItlUH HCPIlONTAL SHEA~ CONDITION "
IN THE 8EAHS NE AR TilE SUPPOFi.1S.
IT IS AOVISAeLE THAT T~E U~ER CONSIDERS THE MAXIMUM OEFLfCTION
OF THE BRIDGE SUPE~SlRUCTURE AS CO~PA~ED TO THE DESIGN
OEFLECTION. THE DESIGN OEFLECTIO~ IS TO BE OBTAINED ev THE USER.
NO SPECIAL STRESS CHECKS HAVE BEEN U"U~RTAK~N FOR T~E BEAMS
HITH DRAPED STRA~OS AT T~E ORAPE POINTS~ THE USER SHOULD







"U~OE~ Q~ SL~~ ElEHfNtS ALONG THE X-AXIS
NUMBER CF SLAB ELE"ENTS ~lONG THE Y-AXIS
NUHOfR OF CO"CR£TE LAYERS IN SLAB, NULAY
NUHEcq OF STEEL LAYERS IN SLAB. NSLAYR
BEAn TYPE
NUHBift OF BEAHS
TotAL NU~3ER OF ijEAH ELEHENTS. NeEA~X
TYPE OF OISC~£TIlATJON
SPAN OF ENTIRE RRIOGE (F"
BRIOGS OVERHANG eFT)
8RI~G( WIDTH (FT)
NIJH~Ef\ OF ACTUAL LAYERS FOR BEAH
NUHPE~ OF PRES1RESS STRANOS
UlJl1efR. (F SLAB f:LEHt=:NTS. NUt4EL
HUH6E~ OF NODAL POINTS, NUHNF






























ElE"~NT LENGTHS IN THE X DIRECTION ARE (tN)
120. acao 90. 0 &laO 60.0000 30.0000 ~O.ODOO
ELEMENT LENGTHS IN THE Y DIRECTION ARE fIN)
36.00011 ~G.ooao 36.0000 36.0000 36.00~O
SLAB T~ICKNESS (IN.
-= 7.500
































TOP COVE~ OF SlA'J (IN) = 2.00
eOTTOH COVER OF SLAB (IN) :: 1. on
UNIA(IAL SLAa COUCFETE COHPRESSIVE STRfNGTH = 1.500 KSI
UNIAXI'l BfA" CO~C~ETE ~OHPRESSIVE STRfNGTH

















AREA OF PRESTRFSS STRA~O GROUP
STE~L GRADE
IN ITl Al STR ESS
= 4.3200 SQ. I~.
= 250 I<SI
:; 175. DODO KSI •
ppnp[~TIES FOR a~AH CROSS-SECTION
A~EA =
INERTIA
STR4HO ECCENTRICITY F~OH e.G. =
DEAD LOAD HOHFNT ON SECTION =




2ltO 2. 34 IN-ICIPS
6.6'tQl
AGE OF BRIOG~ IN YEAqS








SlAq - NEWLY CRACKED, CRUSHEO OR VI[LOEO lAYEPS
ElFHE tjT LAYER ANGLE
8£AM - NEWLY CRACKEij, C~USHEO OR YIELDED lAYERS
Elt::MENT LAYER
SUI1 Of NODAL POINT \If-LOADS
-= 32.1t000
PLOT SHOHI~G CRACK-CRUSH AFEAS, STRESSES. NonE AND LAYER HARKERS FOR R~FEREN~E
(SEE US:::RS tiAtlUAL FOR nfTAllS)
BEAM NUHO(R 1
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I NODE J NOOE l
'1
ELEMENT NUHllER Y : NUHRER OF YltloEO LAYERS
C = rlUHBER OF CRUSHED LAYERS T = NUHBF.R OF CRACK En LAYERS
NODE I NODE K
55················56···········57··········58·······.·.~q···.·•..··60···.··.···61•••••••·•••62····•••••·• •• ··63
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• • • • • • • • •1·•. ·········.····2····.·······]····.······~···········5···········6···········7············8·················9
lOAO CYCLE = 1.










BEAH - NEWLY CRACKEO, CRUSHED OR YI~lOED LAYERS
EL~tt~NT LAYER
SUH OF NODAL POJNT H-LOADS = 35.6\00
PLOT SHOWING CRACK-CRUSH .R~AS. STRESSES, NonE AND LAYER HARKERS FOR REFERENCE
(SEE USERS MANUAL FOq DET'IlSI
f!E.At1 NUt1ll: R 1
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SLAB PLOT
NODE J NOrlE L
ELEMENT NUH8ER , = ~U"REQ OF YIELDEO LAYERS
UOOE I
C = NUHBER OF C~USHEO LAYERS T ~UM8~R OF CRACKED LAYE~S
NonE K
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lOAO CYCLE = 2
8RIOGE IS ADEQI.JATf FOR THE AFf1lIED LOAD .IT" A 10 PER CENT SAFlEY FACTOR
SLAB -fIRST CRACK LOAD
SLAD - FIRST CR'JSH lOftO =
35.6"00 KIPS
-qC)q.o~oo KIPS
SEAti -FIRST CRACK LOAD -9Q9.0000 KIPS
6£AH -FIR~T CRUSH LoAn =





HAX SHEAR HAS B:EN EXCEEOEDleEAM ELE"~NT.l4YER'= NO ( 0 t 0)
8EAH TERHINATION CHECKS I t1ATERIAL TYPE = 1 '?
FOR EXCE~OI~G lIHIIS ON
STRAIN = NO NO
ElEtt!:NT LAYER 0 0 0 0
I TEtiSIlE ST~E.SS = no NOtv
....... El EHEtlT LAYER 0 0 0 0
.p.-
I COHPRESSIVE STRE3S : NO NO
El EHEf4 T LAYER 0 0 0 ~
CR4CKEO OR YIElnED LAYERS = NO ~IO
El EHENT LA YER 0 0 0 0
CRUSHED lAYEPS = tiD NO
ElEHENT LAYER 0 0 '0 0
SlAa T~RHINATrON CHEC~S I HATERIAL TYPE = CONC~E'E/S'EEL-l
FOR EXCEEDING LIMITS ON
STRAIN = NO ~IO
El EHENT LA YEf< 0 0 0 0
TEtlSIlE Sr~ESS = NO UO
ELEHENT LAYER 0 0 0 0
CO~PRESSIVE STRESS = Nt) NO
ElFMENT l~yr:R 0 0 0 0
CRACK~D OR YIELDED lA~ERS
















THIS ANAL VTle HODEL CONSIDEF"S THE FLEXURAL AND INPlANE
BEHA/IOR OF THE CECK SLA8 AND T~E FLEXURAL AND AXIAL
UEFOt!I1ATIOUS OF THE BEAMS. TRANSVERS£ SH~AR OEFORHATION
NORMAL '0 THE PLANE OF THE nECK SlAn IS "OT CONSIOER~O.
THE PR~UICT~O OVERLOADING OF ~ BRIDGE SUPEP.STRUCTU~ES TO
FAILURE HAVE' ItHJICATED lHAT (1t AT THE EA~l Y PHIlSES OF
THE OVERLOADING, I.E. C~ACKING OF TH: SLAB ANO/Oq BEAMS,
THE RESULTS HAY eE OFF 8V 20 PEPCENT, (2) AT FIRST YIELDING
OR A OECREASE IN STIFFNESS THE RESULTS "AY BE OFF BY 20
PERCENT, AND (3' AT THE lATFP STAGES OF OVERlOAD]NG
~I.E. C~U~HING OF THE ~O~CRE'E ANO/Oq FRACTURIN~ OF THE STEEL
THE RESULTS HAY EE OFF BY 10 PERCENT. THESE CONCLUSIONS
OEP~NO ON THE PARTICULAR DISCRETIZATION, HETHOD OF STRESS
COMPUTATIO~t ANn ITERATION SCH£HE CHOSEN. THUS THE CONCLUSIONS
ARE ONLY APPlICAELE TO THE AFOREr.ENTIONEO EXA"PLES. lLSO IT
SHOULD B~NotED TH4T THE ABOVE PERCENTAGES ARE THE H4XI"UH
OB~ERVEO O~VIATICNS.
THE ACCU~ACY OF THE RESULTS DEPENOS UPON THE ACCU~ACY OF THE
INPUT OF THE HATE~IAL PROPERTIES, DEFINITION OF THE BRIDGE
DESIGN PA~AHfrERS. ANn THE rO~RECT SIMULATION OF THE OVE~lOAO
CONFIGURATION. SUBSTANTIAL DEVIATIONS FRO" ANY ONE OF THESE
VALUES HILL RESULT I~ A SOLUTION THAT HAY NOT BE
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE ACTUAL BRIDGE 9EHAVIOR.
THE AGE OF THE CONCRETE ANO THE OETE~IORAJIO" OF THE B~IOGE ,
SUPE~~TRUCTURE MUST BE CONSIDERED BY THE US~R. THE USER ~UST
EXERT JUDGEHEHT IN THE ~ORRECT ASSESHENT OF THESE PARAMETERS.
ANY SU1STANTIAl UEVI AlIO .. IN THE INPUT Fr{OH TtiE ICTtJAl STA TE
OF rHE SUPERSTRUCTURE HAY R~SULT IN 4N INCORRECT SIMULATION
OF TttE OVERLOAD RESPONSE OF THE BRIOflE.
CRACK WIDTHS ARE CCHPUTED FRO" FORHULAE THAT ARE BASED ON
Er1PIRICALl Y DERIVEO RELATIONSHI PS AND AR:' THfRE FCRE CONstOF.REO
TO BE APP~OXI~ATE.
TItE PROGRA~ DOES NOT INCLUDE FATIGUE PROVISIONS FeR THE
SUP£RSTRUC1UFE OR ITS CONSTITUTIVE HATERIAlS. IF THE FATIGUE
IS BELIEVED TO eE IHFO~TANT. THEN IT HAY aE ADVISABLE TO
PERFOR~ A NEW ANALYSIS WITH RfDUCEn CONC~ETE AND/OR STEEL
ST~ENG'HS.
TIfE At~Al YSIS IS CAf'RIEO our FOR 'ltE LANE LOCATION CF THE
OVERLOAD VEHICLE THA T IS UEF INE 0 BY T~E USE R OF' TnE PROGRA~1.
ANY OEVIATIOH FRCH THIS LANE LO~DING IN THE ACTUAL OVERlCAOI~G






TH~ ANALYSIS IS CA~RIEO OUT FOR T~E GIVEN LOADING SPECIFIED ~y
THE USER. IF nURIN~ THE ACTUAL LOAOING OF Tttf BRIDGE OTHE~
VEHICLES OF OUESTIONA9LE HEIGHT ARE PRESENT IN ~DOITION to THE
GIVEN LOADING, THEN THE ACTUAL BRIOGE RESPONSE ~AY BE DIFFERENT
AS COHPAREO TO THAI pqEOICTED BY THE PROG~~H.
rUE COHPtJ fER PROGRAH ASSUMES THA T OYNAHIC EFFECTS ARE NOT
~R~SENT. I~US THE VEHICULA~ SPEED SHOULD 9E PEOUCED To CRA~L
SPEED, I.E.. A HAXIItUH OF 5 MPH, DURIUG TttE TRAVEL ACROSS
lU~ BRIDGE. IF THE VEHICLE IS TO TRAVEL TH~ BRIOGE AT NORHAl
TRAFFIG SPEED, 'HEN THE ACTUAL VEHICULAP LOAD SHOULD BE
INCREASED ~y SOHE IHPACT FACTOR FOR ANALYSIS PURPOSES.
IF THE OVERLOAD ANALYSIS IS CARRIED OUT F'O~ THE HAXIHUM
Fl~XU~Al R~SPONSE. rHEN THE USER SHOULD ALSO CONSIDeR THE
tlEC~SSITY OF AU AtllL YSIS FOR A LOAD ~ONFIr;lJqATIC"/POSITION
HHICH HIll PRODUCE A P1AXTHUH HORIZONTAL SHEAR CONDITIOti
IN THE BEAMS NEAR THE SUPPOQTS.
IT IS AOVISAdlE THAT THE USER CONSIDERS TH~ MAXIHU~ DEFLECTION
OF THE BRIDGE SUPERSTRUCTURf AS CO~PAR~O TO THE DESIGN
OcFlECTIOti. 'H~ DESIGN OEFLfCTION IS TO BE 06TAINEO at THE USER.
NO SPECIAL STRESS CHECKS HAVE BEEN UND~RTAKEN rOR TH£ 3EAHS
WITH ORAPEO STRA~OS AT THE DRAPE POINTS. THE USER SHOULD
I~vESTIG~TE THIS HANUALLY IF IT IS PERTINENT.
•
7. TAB L E S
•
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TABLE 1: DIMENSIONS OF I-BEAMS (INCHES)
~ Dl D2 D3 D4 D5 Bl B2 B3
Type I 4 3 11 5 5 12 16 6
Type II 6 3 · 15 6 6 12 18 6 .
Type III 7 ~ 4~ 19 7~ 7 16 22 7
Type IV 8- 6 23 9 8 20 26 8
Type V'll S 3 37 10 8 42 28 8
Type VIii 5 -3 46 10 8 42 28 8
18/30 3' 3 12 8 4 12 18 6
20/30 3 3 12 8 4 14 20 8
18/33 4 3 12 8 6 12 18 '-6
20/33 4 '" 14. 83 12 8 . 6 20
24/33 4 3 12 8 6 18 24 . 12
26/33 4"" 3 12 8 . ,6 20 26 14
18/36 5 3 1'2 8 8 12 18 6
20/36 5 3 12 8 8 14 20 8
24/36 5 3 12 8 8 18 24 12
26/36 5 3 12 8 8 20 26 14
20/39 8 3 12 8 8 14 20 8
24/42 4 4 17 ,10 7 18 24 8
24/45 7 4 17 10 7 18- 24 8
24/48 8 4 17 10 9 18 24 8
24/51 11:~ 4 17. 10 9 18 24 8
24/54 14 4 17 10 9 18 24 8
24/60 6 6 29 10 ·9 24 24 8
26/60 6 6 29 10 9 26 26 10
26/63 9 6 29 10 9 26 26 10
* Idealized Dimensions Used in This Study
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TABLE 2: BEAM INPUT CODES FOR AUTOMATIC ASSIGNMENT
OF LAYER PROPERTIES
























































· . ~ ~
TABLE 3: SLAB REINFORCEMENT4
(Taken from Ref. 24)
Longitudinal
Clear Slab Transverse Reinforcement
Spans1 Thickness 2 Reinforcement Bottom N9
2'-9" 7'!t;.." 114 @ 7~" 1/4 @ 11" 3
3'-0" 7~n 114 '@ 7" 1/4 @ 10" 3
3'-5" 7~" 114 @6~" 114 @ 9" 4
3'-9" 7~" 114· @ 6" f!4 @ 9" 4
4'-3" 7J.,." . 115 @8~" 115 @ 12" 4
4'-7" 7~" 115 @8" 1/5 @ 11" 4
4'-11" 7~" tiS @ 7'7." tl5 @11" 5
5'0:-3" 7'7." tiS @ 7" 115 @ 10" 5
5'-5" 7~" 115 @ 6~" 115 @ 9" 6
5'-7" 7~" 115 @ 6" 115 @ 9" 6
5'-10" 8" /15 @ 7" {IS @ 10" 6
6'-4" 8" 115 @6~" tiS @9" 7
6'-7" 8ft tl5 @ 6" 115 @ g" 8
6'-10" 8" 115 @ 5~" 1/5 @8" 9
7'-0" 8~11 115 @ 6~" 115 @ 9" 8
7'-7" 8~" 115 @6" 115 @ 9" 9
7'-9" ~" tiS @ 5~" tiS @ 8" 10
1 . Not exceeding ~"
2 Includes ~" in.tegral wearing surface
a
4
Number of longitudinal bars in bottom of slab between
beams, place symmetric about'center line of clear span
The slab reinforcement provisions do not exactly correspond
to the current prevailing design specifications .. However,
the given values were used extensively in the 19608 and 1970s.
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Fig. 2 .Beam Layering (AASHTO-PCl Beams Types V and VI)
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Fig. 3 Nodal Point Numbering Scheme
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Fig. 4 Plate Element Numbering Scheme
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Fig. 11 Acceptable and Desirable (Top) and Acceptable But
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Fig. 14 Beam Details for Examples
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Fig. 17 Discretization of Example-3
A) #5 @ 6 II A) #5@711~
B) #=4 @ ISII 8) =H= 4 @ IS"
C) =#=5@9 11 C) :#= 5 @ 10"
D) :#= 5 @ 6 11 D) #5 @ 7 11
EXAMPLE 3
Fig. 18 Slab Reinforcement Details of Examples-l, -2 and -3
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